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ABSTRACT 

Workspace app, or a digital workspace is a technology framework used to deliver, 

manage, and centrally controls the components of the IT assets of an organization 

including apps, data, and endpoints. Microsoft Teams, act as an instance of digital 

workspace is a platform for business collaboration developed by Microsoft to offer 

functions of workspace chat and videoconferencing, file storage, and application 

integration to increase an organization’s work efficiency. The problem is that way too 

many functions to be configured or used in the Microsoft Teams consider time waste 

to achieve a task with many steps. Besides, the problems include unfamiliar users may 

apply unsuitable functions in Teams to complete their task and the tedious process to 

complete a similar task which require repetitive steps. This project proposes a digital 

assistant to be used in Microsoft Teams for improving efficiency to complete an 

organization’s task using Teams workspace, by simplifying and giving advisory on 

steps required to complete a task and automating repetitive tasks. AI and algorithms 

will be implemented in this project for the digital assistant can have features of 

understanding towards human’s commands and give suitable output for those 

commands, to further predict and suggest the future command or possible step may 

need to be done by the users. Moreover, the digital assistant should allow users to 

automate tasks by creating and running workflows and using templates. The proposed 

system will be achieved by applying machine learning to train the digital assistant 

model for it can study and execute every Teams’ function or the function combinations 

and allow user customization on its steps to complete certain task. The output of this 

project will be an AI-based digital assistant designed for simplifying and automating 

tasks in Microsoft Teams. 

Index Terms – Digital workspace, workspace app, Microsoft Teams, digital assistant, 

AI. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In the first part of this chapter, the background, technical knowledges, motivation, 

problem statements, impact, significance, and contribution of this project will be 

presented. Besides, in the second part of this chapter, the project scope, and objectives 

to develop this project will be discussed. 

 

1.1  Background Knowledge 

The Covid-19 crisis had rapidly accelerated the trends of digital transformation and 

emergence of digital workspace apps at breakneck speed. Due to the pandemic, remote 

working had become one of the most important trends in workspace app for almost all 

enterprises and organizations across the world forced to have their employees work 

remotely at home. In result, the shift to digital workspace from physical workplace is a 

revolutionary change in every organization to remain the business efficiency and 

productivity [2]. A digital workspace, or workspace app is an integrated technology 

framework designed to deliver and operate applications, data, and endpoints. The main 

objective of a workspace app is to ensure the productivity of an organization business. 

Besides, it includes sub features such as individual and group task management, 

brainstorming, file-sharing and storage, and others. The digital workspace solution 

helps to provide better employee experience by increasing the workstyle flexibility of 

them to move the business forward and to empower the organization to stay competitive, 

productive, and collaborative.  

A digital workspace, meant to be virtual equivalent to the physical workplace 

should be a connected and collaborative work environment for boundaryless access 

from any location and device. The benefit is that employees can work together 

seamlessly and stay in constant communication to increase their engagement and can 

receive clear task requirements and alerts via a workspace app. For now, virtual 

collaboration is a key trend that has increased in significance over the years which to 

replace almost every in-person office interaction to the collaboration in virtual 

workspace [2]. Via virtualization technologies, working beyond physical boundaries 

will become the norm for team members can collab on the same project in real-time via 

virtual conferences and social forums. This shift allows employees to communicate and 
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collaborate in many new and effective ways. Due to the pandemic, the digital 

workspace trends empower employees to be more productive and comfortable while 

working via conducting the businesses online and to bridge the gap between a physical 

and virtual experience. A success workspace app and solution should provide a unified, 

secure, and efficient experience for the employees to maintain their productivity. For 

example, some modern workspace apps nowadays including MS Teams, Google 

Workspace, Facebook Workplace, and others. 

Besides, upon the digital transformation, AI is used to complete multiple various 

functions automatically from software perspective. The State of the Digital Workplace 

report from CMSWire discovered that AI and machine learning have the most effects 

in their organization to automate simple and repeatable tasks (24%) and help employees 

to quickly search for a content, people, and app they need to complete a specific task 

[1]. In a workspace app, AI and machine learning are important to provide guidance to 

users and automate some tasks for the employees can spend more efficient time tending 

to the task they would need to complete. The automation process of a workflow 

indicates the planning and auto-execution of tasks according to standard workflow rules 

created by people to route their tasks, data, or files between their organization members 

according to the pre-defined business rules to trigger a task automatically. To address 

the challenges brought by remote working, automation of repetitive and routine tasks, 

personalization, and prioritization of step have become several important ways for a 

digital workspace to help people work smarter and faster. For example, an AI assistant 

in digital workspace can expand data science to give users the ability to analyse on a 

complex data without a data science background. In result, to empower them from 

making a more informed decision quicker. To achieve it, an integration platform within 

a workspace app is important for users can extract and analyse data from various 

sources. The most important function of an AI assistant in workspace apps is to enable 

automatic tasks completion especially for the repetitive and routine operational tasks. 

The trend of using algorithms to automate some routine activities has rapidly 

accelerated by the pandemic and expected to grow in the future [2].  

Microsoft Teams is chosen to be the focused workspace app to integrate the AI and 

machine learning based digital assistant developed in this project. Microsoft Teams acts 

as a collaboration platform and digital workspace app can help most of the organization 

business to go through an unavoidable digital transformation [20]. For its performance, 
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MS Teams had achieved a spectacular growth from 20 million daily active users in 

November 2019 to 115 million in year 2020 [20]. This had turned MS Teams into the 

de facto standard for workspace apps and the vendors are focusing on extending Teams 

on areas which have not yet been fully developed now. The trend is clearly state that 

Teams has high extensibility to integrate with most of the business apps to make the 

digital workspace become more powerful and convenient to use. In conclusion, a digital 

AI assistant should be developed in MS Teams to increase its productivity and business 

efficiency for users to use MS Teams as a workspace platform. 
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1.2  Study About AI and RPA 

In this section, the definition and meaning of AI will be simply discussed for better 

understanding to the IT knowledges will be applied in this project. In year 1950s, the 

fathers of the field, Minsky and McCarthy stated that AI is the simulation of human 

intelligence performed by machines such as computer systems [19]. However, before 

the definition, the concept of AI first denoted by Alan Turing’s seminar work by asking 

a question of can machines think [4]. For example, the applications of AI such as NLP 

and speech recognition. The foundation of AI requires specialized hardware and 

software to build the algorithms for machine learning in an AI [17]. Machine learning 

is simply one component of AI and is where a computer system learns how to execute 

a task rather than being hard coded how to do so [19]. For a legacy AI program to work, 

it needs to be trained from huge amount of data and analyse the data for correlations 

and patterns to make future prediction. The rule, or called algorithm is the core of an 

AI to provide computer device with the step-by-step instructions for it to complete a 

specific task. During the training process, AI can study to convert the data received and 

analysed into actionable information, and continually fine-tune algorithms through trial 

and error to generate the most accurate and desired outputs. In general, AI can be 

developed using popular programming languages such as Python, R and Java. 

Neural network is the key to machine learning inspired by the human brain. Neural 

networks are trained datasets that teach an AI on what it should spit out when presented 

with specific information during training [19]. Neural networks in AI are the 

interconnection between algorithms that feed data into each other and vary the weight 

attributed to the data when it passes between the layers [19]. Deep learning is a subset 

of machine learning which comprised of a huge neural network. Besides, deep learning 

expands the neural networks into sprawling networks with many sizeable layers of 

processing units those are trained using large amounts of information [19]. Different 

from machine learning, deep learning eliminates the manual human intervention 

required to process data [4]. AI should be able to undergo processes of learning, 

reasoning, problem solving, perception, and using languages to simulate human 

intelligence and to achieve complex machine intelligence such as speech recognition 

and computer vision [8]. As consider the AI capability, it will be the main technology 

to be applied in this project implementation to achieve the smart assistant function on 

workspace apps. 
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Besides from the AI technology, the RPA process is also studied in this chapter to 

investigate its contributions, strengths, and possibilities to be applied in the project.  

RPA is an automation technology for a software can emulate humans’ operation to 

interact with other software or systems [24]. The RPA process allows a software robot 

to understand the context in a certain software’s view, and able to perform the same 

operations as human can perform such as trigger certain event on the page via hitting a 

keystroke or inputting certain parameters into the system’s UI. In other words, through 

the RPA process, a developed bot can replace human’s workload on some tedious 

repetitive jobs especially in the work peak hour to increase productivity. This software 

technology was developed for auto executing rules-based business processes via 

automation technology but still in progressing where its strength is not strong enough 

to fully mimic human’s digital actions [25]. However, the advantages of RPA still 

involved it accelerates the digital transformation process, improve productivity and 

reduce employee’s workload. In contrast, some of the weak points of RPA including 

the unstable performance due to not yet fully developed RPA software available in this 

market that lower the reliability of a RPA bot, and time wasted for the immature RPA 

bot to identify suitable element on the software or system’s screen and perform correct 

actions on it. Sometimes, a bot might need to spend more time than human’s operation 

to perform a step due to the high intricacy of the step that is not fulfill the objective of 

RPA to increase productivity. Moreover, as both RPA and digital transformation are 

still in implementation today, RPA is considered as a technology with potential to 

growth for fully replacing most of the human’s repetitive workloads to reduce manual 

errors and boost human’s productivity in every industry area that involve digital 

operations.  Due to its potential on developing the digital transformation, RPA and AI 

will be investigated and experimented to combine both advantages and implement the 

project for developing an RPA bot with AI capability that can increase user’s 

experience and productivity when using the workspace app of Microsoft Teams as 

decided as the scope of this project. 
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1.3 Motivation 

Current workspace apps including MS Teams are still in the development process of 

digital transformation and may not be efficient enough to fully shift the physical work 

mode to remote work mode due to some issues. For example, the tasks overload for an 

organization business to withstand in the competition from modern world, especially 

when the digital transformation immediately surged due to the Covid-19 pandemic. It 

had added stresses onto both employees and workspace apps to ensure the productivity 

of remote working as same as working physically. Besides, the limited availability of 

IT tools such as software and apps to complete a task also become a challenge in 

workspace apps to reduce the time that employees need to switch between apps. 

Furthermore, the increasing functions to be used in a digital workspace also force 

employees to learn and use many diverse categories of functions and tools which is 

time wasting and reduce in productivity. Moreover, most of the workspace apps now 

are less efficient due to the immature implementation of business automation process 

to complete tedious and repetitive tasks. Therefore, a smart all-in-one workspace or a 

smart assistant to assist users in a workspace app is one of the most important trends 

for digital transformation nowadays. 

In this project, MS Teams is chosen to be the focused workspace app to increase 

users’ conveniency and productivity to complete their tasks. MS Teams had achieved 

145 million daily active users in April 2021 which the engagement is through the roof 

[10]. Besides, the integration between MS Teams and Microsoft 365 apps reached more 

than 30 billion collaboration minutes in a day in the MS Teams platform [10]. This 

skyrocketing performance had showed the trend of MS Teams and indicated that most 

of the organizations will prefer to select MS Teams for implementing their remote or 

hybrid working model due to its productivity and efficiency. However, MS Teams still 

has the expandability and spaces for development in its functions and features, to make 

it can align with the rapid speed of digitalization to maintain its good result and 

performance.  

 In conclusion, this project is motivated to be conducted to increase the efficiency 

and productivity of MS Teams as the norm of workspace apps, and to solve the 

problems faced by the workers who use MS Teams to perform their business tasks. The 

problems of current MS Teams will be discussed in the next section. 
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1.4 Problem Statement  

In this section, three problem statements will be discussed to indicate the problems and 

weaknesses of MS Teams for now. 

 

1. Way too many functions to be configured and used 

As a persistent chat-based collaboration platform, MS Teams consists of a lot of various 

functions and features to aid business communication such as document sharing, online 

conferences, meeting scheduling, shift scheduling and others. The abundance functions 

in MS Teams had made it become a powerful workspace app and can be used to satisfy 

the requirements of almost all enterprises and organizations under different case and 

requirement. However, the plenty of functions can also cause problem of many steps 

and configurations required before user can achieve a specific task. This will be a 

strong weakness to a workspace app which lower the employees’ conveniency and 

productivity to use MS Teams for collaboration and to complete their tasks. For 

example, user may need to complete a task in MS Teams by using its functions 

combination such as to combine the Microsoft 365 integration function and the screen 

sharing function to share files and resources to the project team members or the online 

meeting participants. Besides from the increased number of steps to perform a task, the 

feature of MS Teams to allow tiny configuration of user also lower its productivity such 

as users can make a lot of configurations to create and manage a team channel. 

Therefore, the way too many functions and features to be configured and used in MS 

Teams can increase the task complexity and steps for users to complete a specific task. 

In result, it will cause time waste due to the increase of time needed by a user to 

configure and use a functions combination in MS Teams.  

 

2. Tedious process 

The last problem statement is the tedious process needed by a user to perform 

repetitive tasks or routines tasks which require similar steps. This problem will 

cause non-productive time to be wasted and lower the productivity of an organization 

business. There are some general routine tasks in the daily business processes of most 

of the organization such as email responding to common inquiries and the repetitive 

follow-up steps for similar task in an organization’s business flow. In result, the 
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repetitive steps for similar task to be performed periodically are time, resources and 

manpower wasting especially for the tasks can be automated. In MS Teams, the tasks 

automation can be helped by one automate tool, which is the Power Automate App, but 

its automation features are still not complete and powerful yet to maximize an 

organization’s productivity. The weakness is that the business automations can be 

performed by Power Automate in MS Teams are still not fully covered the MS Teams 

functions and lacking enough user customization on the task automation process. 

Therefore, the tedious process will be a problem to cause inconveniency of users to 

perform similar tasks by applying almost the same steps. 

 

3. Unsuitable functions used by users 

The development of MS Teams until year 2021 had brought more than 56 common 

features and integrated with a lot of productivity tools such as SharePoint and Word 

[10]. This MS Teams trend can be an advantage to provide many useful functions those 

users can use to complete their tasks productively but to unfamiliar user, it will cause 

extra time needed for them to complete a specific task. For example, a new user to 

MS Teams will be hard to learn all functions in MS Teams in short time period and 

they may confuse with some similar functions and cause them to apply unsuitable 

functions to perform a task. Besides, the performed task has risk to produce an 

inaccurate result due to the inappropriate ways and steps to perform that particular 

task by users. To solve this problem, an organization will need to train their new 

employees on the ways to use MS Teams via lesson or guidance which is time and 

resources costed. Moreover, even though an employee had been attended the lesson to 

learn how to use MS Teams, the plenty of functions will still be possible to confuse the 

users and cause them to use unsuitable function, or unsuitable steps to complete their 

tasks. In result, time will be wasted for a user to recomplete an inaccurate task and 

search for the suitable function and steps to perform a specific task, and both time and 

resources will be wasted for an organization to prepare training programs for new 

employees. 
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1.5 Impact, Significance and Contribution 

This project is to benefit and contribute to the target employees who using MS Teams 

as their workspace app in their organization. The digital assistant proposed can help 

the workers to complete more tasks by reducing the time spend to complete a 

specific task. It is important for users to complete their tasks with simpler and more 

direct command in MS Teams and to spend less steps and time for them to complete 

each task productively. Besides, AI is important to be developed in a workspace app to 

assist employees’ works such as to provide guidance steps for users to complete their 

task and use the MS Teams’ functions step by step. Moreover, the proposed system 

which is able to predict and suggest the next possible command may inputted by the 

users also important to help users in decision making such as to decide which function 

or tool to use for the next step. In result, it can save users’ plenty of time needed to learn 

all functions in MS Teams and avoid them to be confused by the similar functions in 

Teams. This feature will be friendly to unfamiliar users to MS Teams for even new 

users can also complete their tasks correctly and obtain desired outputs from MS Teams.  

From the organizations and enterprises’ view, having a smart assistant in 

workspace app can also save their costs and resources to build training programs on 

how to use MS Teams properly for their employees. Furthermore, the assistant can offer 

better working experiences and high flexibility to employees to work in anywhere by 

using any of their own digital devices but still can maintain the productivity and 

collaborative experiences as same as they are working in the physical workplace. For 

example, the manager or a project leader can easily manage their employees via the 

team channel function in MS Teams to conduct any project with the assistant’s helps.  

Another importance of this project is to automate repetitive tasks in MS Teams 

to reduce time waste for employees to perform repetitive steps for routine or similar 

tasks. In the recent years, the switching to virtualization technology not only helps an 

organization to change its work mode into online mode, but also helps to reduce the 

expenses and manpower for businesses in an organization. The task automation had 

become a very important trend for now and the future to maximize the outputs from 

minimum effort. Based on this trend, business automation had become an important 

area to be developed to help employees from totally be rescued from the repetitive tasks. 

Therefore, this project aims to achieve task automation in MS Teams such as to build 

the business flow chain and allow users to customize their automation process of certain 
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tasks by using macro features of the digital assistant. In result, it contributes to not only 

to remove the steps to perform repetitive task, but also leading the MS Teams to a 

smarter workspace app which will benefit more than 145 million of its users and help 

the organization to have more competitive advantage in competition of the modern 

world.  

Lastly, this project is significant to implement an AI assistant with NLP ability to 

allow employees to interact with it via normal languages to perform tasks in MS Teams. 

This is important to provide a simpler way for users to execute a Teams function 

for completing tasks and deal with the outputs they have generated in MS Teams. This 

feature will undeniably to be a major step to forward the smart workspace app into the 

next stage in the digital transformation process. Simply, this project is just a small 

foundation for one day in the future human can use flexible natural languages to easily 

receive information and complete a task in smart workspace apps such as MS Teams 

under a fully low-code environment. 
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1.6  Project Scopes 

Laureys had predict that AI and automation will claim their space in the workspace 

apps start from year 2021 [20]. Currently, MS Teams provides AI-driven components 

including live captions, meeting transcripts, automatic translations, and superimposing 

the presenter’s video feed on top of the content. However, it is just the first state of 

democratization of workspace intelligence in the digital transformation. Therefore, the 

scopes of this project include implement a digital assistant into MS Teams workspace 

app and propose algorithms for the smart assistant can assist users when using MS 

Teams functions and to automate workflows. The target users are all users who are 

using MS Teams for their collaboration within organization and to increase their 

business productivity. 

Basically, this project will be divided into three major phases: 

 

Data Collection 

All related data will be collected in this phase. For example, the information of all 

functions can be executed by users in MS Teams and the way users perform those 

functions. By referring to the objective one to simplify users’ steps to accomplish MS 

Teams functions, the digital assistant developed should be able to automate those too 

many functions in MS Teams by only user commands to build an entirely low-code 

environment, and to save users’ time. Besides from the steps to conduct each function 

in MS Teams, the connection between Teams functions will also be analysed for some 

functions which need to be executed by the combination of multiple small functions. 

For instance, users would need to create a new team before they can add a new channel 

into their created team. Also, the data of required parameters of different use case and 

scenario to perform specific task in MS Teams will also be collected for the sake of 

ensuring users had inputted necessary number and types of parameters while 

performing certain MS Teams function via the digital assistant. The example can be 

showed is that one of the MS Teams functions to create new team required necessary 

parameter of at least team name, and the optional parameters of team description and 

team privacy before the bot can automate the process. To summarize, first of all, the 

way to execute a specific function in MS Teams and the parameters needed for every 

single function are necessary to be collected in the first step of this phase, for the digital 
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assistant can automate MS Teams function via user command only to simplify steps 

required and to guide users from performing the correct Teams function. 

In the second part of this phase, other requirements of this project should be 

collected including UI requirements and other functions or commands those can be 

executed by the digital assistant besides from performing MS Teams functions. The UI 

requirements determine the AI capabilities should be implemented in the bot in the next 

phase such as NLP module is needed for the digital assistant can process user input in 

natural language or spoken language. Apart from that, the digital assistant is considered 

to be able to perform functions other than only MS Teams functions to improve user 

experience and productivity in performing their tasks by using MS Teams. For example, 

users need to be able to schedule their task to perform a specific Teams function or a 

combination of commands in certain time or period. This is to save their time and effort 

from calling the same command when they want to execute a function periodically and 

to automate repetitive tasks. Moreover, other useful commands to be executed by the 

digital assistant including its integration with third-party apps such as email and 

Microsoft apps to achieve seamless experience of users to connect Teams functions 

with the third-party apps functions via the digital assistant developed. For instance, 

users can choose to send an email consisting of specific information in a MS Teams 

channel to every member in this channel via command to the digital assistant. Therefore, 

the steps and parameters for the bot to perform other functions than MS Teams 

functions should also be collected in this phase. At the end of this second step of this 

phase, other data and requirements will be collected to prepare the data needed for next 

phases. 

 

Machine Learning and Modelling 

The modelling of this project can be divided into machine learning needed part and 

non-machine learning needed part. For the first part, the digital assistant should 

implement all functions those are unrelated to ML such as the assistant’s function to 

perform all functions in MS Teams. ML is not needed in developing this feature of the 

digital assistant due to the assistant only need to collect necessary parameters from user 

and execute specific MS Teams function or other function corresponds to user 

command. The steps and logic to perform those functions are predefined by code and 

do not require ML algorithm while performing the functions. Furthermore, another 
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feature of this assistant which is non-ML required is the feature to automate repetitive 

tasks. For example, user can perform multiple tasks by creating a task list or schedule 

their tasks to be performed at a specific time or period. No ML algorithm is needed as 

the digital assistant will only need to create a task list consisting of multiple commands 

to be run in sequence or add a specific task to its scheduler to be performed later. 

Therefore, the first part of the digital assistant is the normal algorithm to conduct every 

function it can perform which is non-ML required. 

For the second part of the bot, ML is needed for the digital assistant’s feature to 

provide advisory on steps according to objective three. In this phase, the AI assistant 

model will be trained by using machined learning based on the required data collected 

to guide users from choosing the right function to perform, predict and suggest the next 

possible function users may want to perform. ML is required to predict the most 

possible functions can be executed by users based on their preferences and previous 

performed functions by the suitable ML algorithm. Through the modelling process, the 

AI assistant should be able to study the way to perform the prediction to provide 

recommendations under certain user condition or based on users’ commands. Moreover, 

to build a neural network of the AI model for it can achieve better performance during 

the prediction and recommendation. NLP should be developed in this phase for the AI 

assistant to recognize and understand users’ command in human languages. 

Furthermore, the algorithms implemented in its neural networks should allow this AI 

assistant to understand and analyse the correlation between every function it can 

perform to increase its accuracy in guiding users to perform a single MS Teams function, 

or a function chain built by multiple functions in order to satisfy their task requirements. 

 

Product Implementation 

After the functions correspond to bot commands are developed and the model is trained, 

the digital assistant will be implemented in the last phase to build its UI and examine 

its abilities to assist user when performing tasks via MS Teams workspace app. The AI 

model will undergo testing and assessment to further modify the algorithms and data to 

train the model in deeper. The final AI product should allow users to execute every 

Teams function via simple command according to the task they would like to complete. 

Moreover, the AI assistant should be able to guide users on the next steps they may 

want to perform based on their last command or functions performed history.  
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Main Functions and Features of the digital assistant proposed in this project 

Function 1: Execute single users’ command in MS Teams 

The digital assistant in MS Teams workspace can help users to easily execute almost 

all Teams’ functions and some extra functions by simple type command. This project 

is to propose an AI assistant that should be able to understand users’ command by 

recognizing natural languages typed by users. Besides, to ensure the command 

flexibility by the AI assistant can analyse the similar words and meanings from users 

typing command which lead to the same task and execute that specific task. Also, the 

proposed AI assistant should be able to lead the users to perform every small step if 

they want to execute a function which composed of many steps.  

For the novelties or extra modification feature to the digital assistant proposed, users 

should be allowed to add new command into the existing command lists by inputting 

the name, command, and steps to perform the command. Besides from the commands 

to execute Teams’ function, the digital assistant proposed also acts as a chat bot to able 

to response on users’ text. Therefore, users should be able to modify the chat functions 

of this digital assistant to train the bot how to response on or answer users’ specific 

word or question. 

Function 2: Execute batch commands and automate workflow 

The AI assistant should be able to read in and perform user commands in batch if they 

want to execute multiple commands in sequence. To execute commands in batch, users 

can create, access, edit and run their workflow by using this digital assistant. For 

example, users can build a task list involve different Teams functions to use, and the 

proposed assistant will be able to call each function after users had finished all steps in 

the previous function performed. In addition, to automate workflow, users can schedule 

their task to automate specific task or list of tasks in certain date and time or in certain 

period. For example, to conduct a meeting every Wednesday at 3pm. In result, to 

automate repetitive tasks and prevent user from calling the same bot command to 

perform a task periodically. 

For its novelty, users will be allowed to back to the last function of MS Teams if 

they wish to re-execute the previous command in a workflow list. Moreover, in the 

workflow automation, users are allowed to set trigger to automatically execute a set of 

commands in a specific workflow when certain event happened. 
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Function 3: Create and use template 

Through the proposed project, users can build and use their own templates for their 

most frequently used tasks to automate repetitive tasks. For example, the email template 

to make an appointment or the message to request people to fill in a survey. These 

templates created can be quickly used by the users when they would like to perform 

similar tasks to save their time. Some default templates will be provided by the 

proposed system for some common routine tasks to aid users in task automation. For 

example, the default templates including spreadsheet with defined columns for user to 

fill in each row of data so that the assistant can perform the automation process 

according to respective spreadsheet’s function. To create their own template, users will 

need to use the system’s macro feature in the RPA process to establish new automation 

workflow. The user defined or modified template can be applied in their created 

workflow to automate certain steps in their function chain. In result, the digital assistant 

can automatically execute every task inside the workflow and when a template involved 

in the current task, it will request users to enter parameters needed in the template. 

 

Function 4: Include advisory on steps 

The digital assistant should provide recommendations to guide users from choosing the 

right tool or function to perform via user commands or inputs by performing ML 

algorithms. For example, the digital assistant should suggest user to perform the MS 

Teams functions to create a team, invite specific members and schedule a meeting when 

the user wants to schedule certain event. Moreover, the assistant can recommend 

multiple functions those are most related to the keywords inputted by user or user task 

requirement for users to choose their desired function to perform in MS Teams. Besides, 

the AI bot can also predict and suggest the next possible function to be conducted by 

the user according to the last executed function via ML algorithm or by perceiving the 

existence of last executed function in a predefined function chain.  
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1.7  Project Objectives 

In this section, the project objectives will be presented to resolve the problem 

statements defined in the previous section. 

 

1. To reduce steps required 

This project aims to simplify the steps required by users to perform a task in MS 

Teams. The digital assistant developed will be able to reduce the steps users need 

to perform before they can complete a task by users can input simple command to 

execute a Teams’ function. This objective is important for the digital assistant 

proposed to simplify the task steps used to accomplish the too many functions in 

MS teams. In result, users can save the time they need to execute certain functions 

by accessing different user interface in MS Teams when they would like to 

configure and use a function in MS Teams. In this project, a smart digital assistant 

will be developed and integrate with MS Teams for users can save time and steps 

to configure and use functions or combination of functions in MS Teams. In result, 

to reduce users’ time spent to complete a task to increase their productivity and for 

the users to feel more convenience when using MS Teams’ functions. 

 

2. Automate repetitive tasks 

This project’s purpose is also to automate repetitive tasks of users and 

organizations who is using MS Teams as their workspace app. The task automation 

implemented using AI and machine learning can help to remove the tedious process 

and repetitive steps performed by users to complete similar tasks to waste the non-

productive time. The digital assistant proposed will be able to automate repetitive 

tasks by create a list of tasks to be executed in sequence or perform task scheduling 

to execute specific task or list of tasks at a specific time or period. Moreover, the 

task automation can be done by using templates created and managed by users to 

execute those steps automatically in the flow chain. Moreover, user customization 

is allowed in the automation process by using macro features of this system for 

them can manage the steps and situations to perform a specific routine task. In 

result, to save users’ effort and time to perform repetitive steps for similar tasks to 

further improve their productivity and efficiency. 
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3. To include advisory on steps 

The digital assistant proposed in this project will be able to provide advisory on 

steps to users’ command. This feature is to avoid users from using unsuitable 

function to perform a task which may lead to the task fail or inaccurate task result 

produced. Moreover, to save the time users spend to search for the suitable function 

can be used by them to achieve their desired task in MS Teams which consist of 

too many functions and similar tools. To achieve it, the digital assistant proposed 

should be able to provide users with multiple related options based on users’ 

inputted keywords to perform certain task and allows users to choose their desired 

option to execute that function. This feature applied in the situation when the 

command inputted by users can lead to different functions in MS Teams and the 

AI assistant will be able to predict and suggest the most near and correct function 

to the users based on their commands. Moreover, the digital assistant should be 

able to predict and advise the next possible steps which the users may want to 

perform next based on their last command or last executed function, especially 

when they want to execute a function in a function chain. In result, this digital 

assistant can ensure users to use proper tools and functions to perform their task 

correctly via MS Teams. Besides, to provide conveniency to unfamiliar or new 

users to MS Teams so that they can use the MS Teams’ functions in an easier and 

more correct way to perform certain tasks without the needs to be trained hardly 

and learn clearly how every function in MS Teams works. 
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1.8  Report Organization 

The report is organized into 7 chapters including Chapter 1 Introduction, Chapter 2 

Literature Review, Chapter 3 System Methodology or Approach, Chapter 4 System 

Implementation, Chapter 5 System Evaluation and Discussion, and Chapter 6 

Conclusion. First of all, Chapter 1 presents the background and technical knowledge, 

motivation, problem statement, impact, significance and contribution, project scopes, 

objectives and report organization of this project. In Chapter 2, the literature review on 

Microsoft Teams and previous works on digital assistants is conducted to evaluate the 

functions, strengths, limitations, and recommendations of each product. The third 

chapter discusses the system methodology and approach used to develop the project, 

followed by the details of the system design including some of the design diagrams. 

Furthermore, the fourth chapter is regarding the system implementation including the 

project setup, configuration, development, implementation issues and challenges. 

Moreover, Chapter 5 discusses the system evaluation and discussion involved system 

testing setup and result, followed by the project challenges and objectives evaluation 

based on the testing result. Finally, the last chapter of Chapter 6 presents the conclusion 

and recommendation on this project for future improvement in this project and the 

respective industry area. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

 

2.1  Microsoft Teams 

2.1.1  Reviews on Microsoft Teams 

Introduction 

MS Teams is a collaboration platform can be used by anyone own a Microsoft account 

to help an organization to organize team and have virtual collaboration in one place 

[16]. MS Teams provides users with a free version or a paid version by limiting the 

number of team members can be added, maximum meeting participants and maximum 

meeting duration in different version of it. The main objective of MS Teams is to boost 

team productivity via its various functions and features. 

 

Functions and Features 

Activity 

Through the activity feature in MS Teams, users can receive the alert of unread 

messages, @mentions, replies and more notification in real-time [16]. Besides, MS 

Teams allows users to customize alerts such as to choose the specific user or group of 

users to be notified [10]. This feature improves transparency in MS Teams by enabling 

every member in a team channel to be mentioned and notified via a simple @mentions. 

In result, every member in a team channel can be kept in the loop and know everything 

in real-time.  

Teams 

Users can create public or private teams or channels by using MS Teams and inside the 

channels, they can conduct a virtual conference, have conversations, and share files and 

resources. Teams’ customization is allowed in MS Teams for users to set up and 

manage a team and collaborate in teams or channels those had been created by a project 

leader or team manager. Inside the team, users can easily invite people with whom they 

want to collaborate and conduct virtual collaboration through posting messages or reply 
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to someone’s messages. Moreover, they can share files and resources in a secured 

environment though the file sharing function in MS Teams including functions to 

upload and search files [16]. The teams and channels created or joined by users can be 

show or hide according to users’ preferences which is important to avoid information 

overwhelm to them [10]. 

Meetings 

Users are allowed to conduct or schedule a meeting in MS Teams and the calendar for 

scheduling will be synced with the users’ Outlook calendar to avoid data missing. 

Through the schedule function, users can also set up and attend a live event scheduled 

in their calendar [16]. Users can organize a public or private live event such as 

conferences and talks which can accommodate up to 1,000 participants in MS Teams. 

During meetings, in-meeting chat messaging function is provided for users to chat when 

meeting. Besides, permissions of the participants of a live event can be customized by 

the organizer. To increase productivity, MS Teams now had provided a feature of 

meeting white board available during meeting for every participant to sketch together 

and share ideas and innovations using the whiteboard. The whiteboard content can be 

typed, drew, erased, and shared in real-time. To increase the meeting efficiency, MS 

Teams also provide functions of automatic transcription and live captions during 

meeting. Moreover, the cloud recording function in real-time to sync the users’ 

recorded meeting content onto the cloud. To prevent distractions and noises during the 

meeting, hard audio mute feature is included in MS Teams for the meeting organizer to 

stop certain attendees from unmuting themselves [10]. Besides the video conferencing, 

MS Teams also provide a unique feature of audio conferencing which is not provided 

in many other workspaces’ platform. Via audio conferencing, employees can join the 

meeting via their phone only which is more convenience, and they can join the meeting 

in any place.  

Chat 

Users can chat with anyone via Teams and for now, this function had been 

automatically integrated to Windows 11 to make the chat function become more 

convenience to be used [16]. Through the chat function, users can have one-to-one or 

group conversations by using the chat box or through video meetings and audio calls. 

[10]. Moreover, it includes the feature of immersive reader to read and speak the reply 
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in a chat or text in a channel which the speeds and tones are customizable for the users 

can easily listen to a message when they are not able to read it. Another important 

feature to make users feel more convenience and comfortable when using MS Teams 

is the inline message translation function to translate a chat message into user’s native 

language to allow smooth conversation between employees [10]. 

Calls 

Users can call anyone including internal users and external users via Teams. [16]. To 

increase conveniency, MS Teams allows users to search for  the specific contact of the 

person they would like to call [10]. 

Files 

File sharing and screen sharing functions in MS Teams allow virtual collaboration of 

multiple users by sharing their data and resources. In MS Teams, information barriers 

are implemented to allow a project manager to determine which employees to 

collaborate in Teams to keep the data isolated when they deal with sensitive data and 

conversations. The conveniency of the files management function is that all files the 

users upload to MS Teams will be automatically synced to the cloud such as to the 

SharePoint to allow user collaboration and avoid data lost. Besides, MS Teams limits 

its file storage at 2GB for free MS Teams users and 1TB for paid users. [10]. The 

security of data can be ensured by users to customize the permissions on files those 

contain sensitive information. Also, the files and data will still be stored on cloud such 

as SharePoint even users had deleted their channels or teams [15].  

Shifts 

MS Teams allows an organization to manage first line employees by managing and 

arranging team schedules with Shifts. By using this function, a manager can easily 

manage shift requests in MS Teams and schedule the shift of every specific employee 

to increase the work efficiency of all employees [10]. Currently, digital workspace often 

been exclusively targeted on white-collar employees, or called knowledge workers 

which initially involved in traditional paper works. However, the trend of digital 

workspace should also involve digital transformation on the first line or so-called blue 

collar workers’ tasks. Often, the blue-collar workers who engage in hard manual skilled 

or unskilled works still receive their information, schedules and tasks in paper format 
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and rarely deliver their reports digitally. Therefore, it is important to digitalize 

information sharing and team collaboration for frontline workers to increase their work 

efficiency and minimize the efforts.  

To assist the frontline workers, MS Teams allows them to securely consult and share 

information. Besides, the most important feature is that they will be able to consult and 

adapt their work schedules in MS Teams via the Shifts app integrated in. The digital 

shift to minimize and even remove the paper-based work in any business flow of an 

organization will be the future trends and the advantage of paper-based processes still 

can be maintained, for example, the benefit of low implementation cost can be achieved 

by workspace automation.  

Command box at top of MS Teams 

Moreover, there is a command box at top of the MS Teams for users to search for certain 

people, file or launch an app [16]. Slash commands are used in the command box to 

navigate MS Teams efficiently. For example, some general slash commands can be 

type into the command box such as /Files to lists the recent files shared with the users 

and /GoTo to immediately lead users to a specific channel [10]. 

Tabs 

Tabs in MS Teams function to store frequently used apps. Moreover, Tabs in MS teams 

can display interactive web content to the channels and include two kinds of tabs which 

are the static tabs and the configurable tabs [10]. Static tabs support individual user 

such as to create their own notes as they work, while the configurable tabs support 

teams’ channel such as to offer ongoing information and guidance to teams [10]. 

Apps and tools 

MS Teams allows user to explore useful apps and tools in MS Teams to increase the 

efficiency of business flow. To increase productivity, every user in MS Teams can build 

their personal apps space by installing apps to the MS Teams. For example, users can 

view all approvals and tasks assigned to them from apps like Planner in their personal 

apps space [10]. 
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Strengths 

Strength 1: Increase productivity 

Teams increases productivity and enrich communication by combining all 

collaboration tools in only one platform including chats, calls, online conferences, 

file sharing, tasks, event schedule, frequently used tools, and others. Therefore, to save 

the users’ time to look for specific data or information via different tool. Moreover, MS 

Teams allows seamless move of digital workspace onto the cloud and Teams is a 

fully cloud-based solution to benefit organizations of using a digital workspace in cloud 

[14]. For example, the organizations using MS Teams can enjoy the pros of big data 

processing in cloud and the AI in cloud can simplify their tasks and make them more 

efficient. To increase productivity, democratization of low code has now been 

integrated in MS Teams. The low code in MS Teams is expanding beyond traditional 

front-end or back-end development. For example, the low code for front-end 

development supported by Power Apps in MS Teams while the low code for back-end 

development supported by Power Automate. There are some other low-code platforms 

can be used by an organization within MS Teams such as Power BI to support data 

analytics and reporting, an integrated AI Builder for implementing intelligence fusion, 

Power Virtual Agents to plug in smart chatbots, and Power Automate to achieve RPA 

[20]. 

Strength 2: Seamless virtual collaboration 

Through MS Teams, users can enjoy seamless and quick video or audio calls with 

peoples inside their organization or the external business partners. This feature 

makes MS Teams into a great collaboration platform to provide users with simple, user-

friendly, and real-time collaboration by using the file and screen sharing options. Via 

the main components of MS Teams which are the teams and channels, users are allowed 

to communicate with a defined group of people to have meaningful and seamless 

conversations with them. Via the video conferencing tool, an organization can provide 

their staffs with a training program including learning sessions. Besides, solutions such 

as file-based collaboration and screen sharing function allow employees to have fruitful 

discussions, share inputs and provide innovative ideas in real-time remotely.  
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Strength 3: Better focus on users’ work 

MS Teams allows users to have better focus on their work by eliminating the time 

spent by users to scroll down the emails and messages. MS Teams separates 

conversations, meetings, files, and documents according to channel. Only the related 

data and information will be showed in a specific channel to ensure the proper 

organization of information. Therefore, users in MS Teams can focus their attention to 

a specific channel where they collect their task requirement or perform the work. This 

advantage saves users’ time to get side-tracked with random email or inbox and allows 

them to only focus on specific channel to look for specific topic and information. In 

result, users can have their discussions via Teams to remove the necessary of them to 

retrieve tasks or important information from the email threads to keep them can focus 

on a specific task in MS Teams [14]. In result, MS Teams boosts the productivity by 

saving users’ time to schedule meetings, allocate task, track, and manage files to 

achieve highly focused collaborations in Teams [14].  

Strength 4: Integration with Third-party tools 

MS Teams now has integrated with several useful third-party tools such as the 

Microsoft 365 integration to integrate with Microsoft apps such as Outlook, Word, 

SharePoint, and OneNote. This feature allows the easy connection of users to the tools 

they need to complete their tasks and for easier file sharing and management. For 

example, to connect SharePoint to a channel and add SharePoint sites and pages to the 

channel. In result, it can save users’ time to access the third-party tools exclusively. 

Also, MS Teams integration provide flexibility for users to even integrate with cloud 

storage solutions such as Google Drive or Dropbox, and to be taken into social media 

platforms such as Twitter [14]. Besides, MS Teams can also integrate with MS Teams 

bots built on Bot Framework Composer to take benefits of automation features. 

These bots are online all the time and can help users to handle boring and routine tasks. 

For example, integration with Polly Bot to vote among employees and Stats Bot to 

generate scheduled reports via sources such as Google Analytics. In result, the AI bot 

for task automation can help users to complete their functions in a more effective way 

and easier to analyse data using data analytic tools. The integration feature also provide 

benefit of reduce the time spent by users to switch between different app and tab 

when performing their tasks to free up the productivity [10]. The integration of useful 
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tools in MS Teams had made the smart workspace app act as a central hub for users to 

use multiple app functions such as Planner and Outlook within the MS Teams platform. 

This advantage also allows users to integrate third party tools into their chats and 

channels such as for them to manage the files without leaving a chat or schedule a 

meeting within a channel.  

Strength 5: Guest Access 

MS Teams allows users to have conversation with individuals outside of their 

organization and even with individuals who are not using MS Teams. This is an 

important strength for employees can communicate with their customers by inviting 

them to join a chat as a guest via their email account and can perform the meeting and 

file sharing options. Besides, to share a link to the external individuals for them can 

join the users’ Teams workspace. The prerequisite requirement is that both internal and 

the external users need to switch on their external access for users can invite the external 

individuals to join their teams and channels using guest access. An external individual 

can only access the files and information shared in a channel once the individual is 

made into a guest. MS Teams allows users to share channels, talk and chat with anyone 

including internal and external users via Teams Connect which was announced at 

Microsoft Ignite in March 2021 [10]. Teams Connect is still in private preview currently 

but predicted to be roll out by year 2022.  

 

Limitations 

Limitation 1: Too many similar tools 

The too many similar tools in MS Teams easy to confuse users about what tool they 

should use to complete a specific task under different situation and circumstance. 

This is due to the reason that way too many tools that offer similar or even overlapping 

features in MS Teams to confuse users from choosing the right tool to use [15]. In result, 

the organization may need to provide their employees with a training lesson to those 

tools which is time and resources waste, and the users will also need to spend extra time 

to get familiar with the multiple various tools in MS Teams. The various apps and tools 

available in MS Teams allows high degree of customization according to the 
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organization business needs but those flexibility and customizability can be a 

disadvantage and be too complicated to some of the users.  

Limitation 2: No unified search on product 

MS Teams has a limitation of no unified search tool in this platform for user to search 

for certain content for all Microsoft 365 conversation. This disadvantage causes users 

hard to search and locate a particular chat especially when they want to look back to 

the manager’s requirements which they do not remember where they had the chat before.  

Limitation 3: Insufficient notifications 

Even MS Teams provides the Activity function to notify users for some mentions and 

broadcast news, the notifications function in MS Teams is still imperfect and this 

lacking feature will cause some difficulties in users’ works. For example, users will not 

receive alert message or notification when they want to create a new team with the 

name same to an existing team, and finally they may end up with two or more teams 

with duplicate names. In result, confusion between team members will be caused and 

the resources in Teams will also be wasted as everyone in Teams can create a team or 

channel except their permission is restricted by a team manager. Thus, to solve this 

issue, users will need to spend extra time to search the name of all existing teams via 

the search bar before they create a new team.  

Limitation 4: Confusing file structures 

The disadvantage of MS Teams includes confusing way to store files in Teams which 

will confuse the users. This is due to all files uploaded to Teams conversations will be 

dumped into the channel root folder without proper organization. Therefore, to resolve 

the complicate file structure’s problem for hard to find and manage a certain file, users 

will try to reorganize the files in MS Teams. Once the users try to reorganize the files 

by moving it into properly named folders, it brings the bad effect of the broken file links 

in the conversation [15]. Although MS Teams allows users to search for a file, this con 

will also force users to leave the unstructured files or need extra solutions to solve the 

issues of broken file links.  
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Limitation 5: Limited flexibility 

The limited flexibility in MS Teams may lead to users’ time waste to do manual 

replications in Teams. For example, the limited flexibility such as users are not 

allowed to move channels between teams may cause them to need to copy the channel 

content manually to a new created channel in another team when they would like to 

reorganize or modify their teams structure [15]. Besides, users not able to replicate a 

team in MS teams which lead to the need of manual replication which is time wasting 

and the productivity is lowered. 

Limitation 6: Others 

MS Teams provide a limitation of uncomplete integration with functionalities of 

Skype, which the online meeting experiences in MS Teams are still not achieve optimal 

user experiences. For example, the features are still not intuitive and do not support 

some capabilities such as users cannot take notes in OneNote during meeting in Teams.  

Besides, limited functions and features of MS Teams in mobile devices may provide 

bad user experiences to users who are accustomed to the desktop version which contains 

full functions of Teams. Currently, MS Teams still faced the problem of unimpressive 

mobile version although the MS Teams supports cross-platform for different device 

[14]. 

  

Recommendation 

Some recommendations can be suggested to resolve the main limitations of MS Teams. 

First, to solve the problem of too many similar tools in MS Teams which will confuse 

users and waste their time to choose the right tool, a smart assistant can be implemented 

in MS Teams to guide users form choosing their right tool to use. The smart assistant 

should be able to suggest the possible tools can be used to help users from completing 

their task and allow users to choose from the option provided. To further improve users’ 

experiences, the smart assistant can predict and suggest the next possible tool may need 

by the users to allow them to complete their task step by step and in correct procedure. 

Secondly, the smart assistant can implement the unified search option for users to 

search for specific content in MS Teams via chat with the assistant bot. The smart 

assistant can also be used to enhance the notification function in MS Teams such as 
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allows users to customize their notification and increase more useful notifications in 

Teams. Besides, to resolve the limited flexibility problem in MS Teams, the smart 

assistant should have the ability to help users from preventing the manual work such as 

move channel and replicate channel. Therefore, to save users time and hide the MS 

Teams problem of limited flexibility. Lastly to resolve the confusing file structures 

problem in MS Teams, the suggestion provided here is the MS Teams can improve its 

file structures. For example, the first suggestion is MS Teams can organize files smartly 

into proper structure and easy for search and view. Or else, MS Teams can allow users 

to easily reorganize files without the broken of file links inside a team channel. 

Moreover, a future innovation can be considered to improve MS Teams productivity is 

to add the functions to take note in OneNote during meeting to increase meeting 

experiences in MS Teams. 

 

2.1.2  Summaries 

Table 2.1 Summaries of Literature Review on MS Teams 

MS Teams Summaries 

Functions & 

Features 

Activity, Teams, Meetings, Chats, Calls, Files, Shifts, 

Command box, Tabs, Apps & Tools 

 

 

Strengths 

Increase productivity 

Seamless virtual collaboration 

Better focus on users’ work 

Integration with third-party tools 

Guest Access 

 

 

Limitations 

Too many similar tools 

No unified search on product 

Insufficient notifications 

Confusing file structures 

Limited flexibility 

Others: 

• Uncomplete integration with functionalities of Skype 

• Unimpressive mobile version of MS Teams 
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Recommendation 

Proposed a smart assistant in MS Teams which can: 

• Suggest possible tools & predict next tools to use 

• Implement unified search option 

• Enhance notification function in MS Teams 

• Help to increase MS Teams flexibility, automate tasks such 

as move channel and duplicate channel 

Improve files structures: 

• Auto arrange files in proper structure 

• Allows users to reorganize files without broken of file links 

inside team channel 

Add function to take note in OneNote during meeting 

 

According to the Table 2.1 to summarize the functions and features, strengths, 

limitations, and recommendations of MS Teams, we discovered that although MS 

Teams had become the most common digital workspace app used by most of the 

enterprises for remote working now, but it still consists of some functions and features 

those can be improved by some external tools or software. To improve the pros and to 

solve the cons of MS Teams, different type of tools and applications had been proposed 

in MS Teams Store or external source to aid users when using the MS Teams. Also, 

some bots and assistants can be installed in MS Teams to increase its productivity and 

to make users’ works become more efficient. In the next section, the previous works on 

digital assistants including general intelligent personal assistant, digital assistants or 

bots in MS Teams, and digital assistants for two other workspace apps will be reviewed 

to their functions and features, strengths, limitations and to provide recommendations 

to those solutions. Finally, to analyse the possible functions, features and innovations 

can be implemented in the proposed solution in this project.  
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2.2  Previous works on digital assistants 

2.2.1  Intelligent Personal Assistant (IPA) 

Introduction 

IPA is a software developed to assist individuals based on their commands or queries 

which implemented from the features of advance AI such as NLP and semantic web 

[6]. Usually, an IPA nowadays had implemented NLP for user-machine interaction to 

allow users to communicate with it via voice. For example, the common IPA for now 

are Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant and Apple Siri. With NLP, an IPA will be able to 

translate human intention into commands and functions to be executed through speech 

recognition [6]. The main objective of an IPA is to provide users the hands-free 

capabilities to perform task and to achieve a specific goal. In this section, a review on 

IPA will be conducted to investigate the general functions and features can be 

applied in our proposed digital assistant for workspace app and to analyse on its 

architecture and framework. 

 

Functions, Features & Strengths 

Retrieve data and information 

Users usually use their IPA to retrieve information such as weather, map, and calls 

which needed by them in their daily life. The general function of an IPA is to share 

essential information and data to users and provide them with guidance and 

decision support. Via the basic operation of an IPA to observe users’ context, 

analysing and responding on their queries, the AI feature of an IPA can generate 

specific information to plan and reason on users’ queries to return the specific outputs 

to them. The idea of user-centric context was first proposed by Schilit and Theimer to 

indicate user location, environment, emotional state, and others [21]. Based on the 

context, the AI assistant can relate user’s tasks to those contexts to produce a context-

aware solution for better planning and reasoning on users’ command. An IPA should 

also automatically update any new information related to users’ interested topics and 

provide them with notifications to ensure users can always receive the newest data 

about their favourite topics. 
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Search and Chat 

Other common functions provided by a personal assistant are search and chat function 

[9]. Normally, an IPA allows users to perform web search and chat via voice command 

to gain specific results or outputs from the assistant. For example, general assistants 

such as Google Assistant, Microsoft Cortana and Apple Siri can help users to search 

content by using their default search engine based on users’ keyword and return the 

searched results to them. It can save users’ time to quickly search for a specific content 

without the need to open the web browser and perform the search function. Moreover, 

an IPA offers chat function to answer users’ queries or response on users’ text in 

human-like speech or text. The chat bot function inside an IPA can facilitate the 

interaction between human and the assistant to improve their experiences. By applying 

machine learning, the IPA should be able to chat with single user according to the user’s 

preferences and interests.  

 

Task and time management 

The capabilities of an IPA including to schedule joint activities, monitor, and notify 

users of specific timepoints and task [5]. The time management function can help 

users especially the workers to schedule and manage their meetings or appointments 

and the task management help them to easily generate reminder and balance workloads. 

A user’s productivity can be increased via a personal assistant to deal with a task or 

schedule with high complexity. A personal assistant with time management function 

allows users to schedule an event and meeting in a digital or cloud calendar and provide 

an automated calendar management. A personal assistant can also implement a task 

manager to accept problematic requests from users, provide suggestions and guide them 

to resolve the problems via different sub tasks [13]. This feature can help users to 

register, schedule and perform their task step by step. Furthermore, an intelligent 

assistant must be able to determine the feasibility of a task to help users’ decisions in 

task management. Moreover, notification function is available to remind users at a 

specific time, schedule, or to perform any sub function when performing a task.  
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Control apps 

An IPA used in mobile devices usually has the capability to control certain logic of 

the mobile apps. For example, users can access or manage some of their mobile apps 

via the personal assistant in their mobile device such as Google Assistant or Siri from 

Apple. Sometimes, this function also available in users’ desktop such as some desktop 

assistants can help users to control a few numbers of application. An event-driven 

approach can be implemented for the personal assistant can execute a specific function 

to achieve certain goals when triggered by an external event or change. For example, 

an IPA can automatically open certain application when the timer started by users is 

stopped. 

Personalization 

A feature of an IPA is it allows users personalization on it. An IPA should be able to 

adapt to the specific preferences and characteristics of a user as the work styles are 

dynamic and highly personal depends on its user. Therefore, users must be able to 

customize their preferences over the actions can be executed by the IPA including 

notification, user-machine interaction way, task, and time management [13]. Besides, 

an IPA with AI technology can also automatically predict and personalize user 

preferences through machine learning unobtrusively to provide users with suggestions 

in daily life. Thus, the personal assistant can be more user-friendly and adapt to users’ 

working styles to increase their productivity. 

 

Limitations 

Absence of visual aid 

The popular speech-based IPA nowadays such as Cortana, Siri from Apple and Google 

Assistant are facing a limitation of absence of visual aid to further causes hard to retain 

data presented through a sequential-only audio channel [12]. Besides, a weakness also 

be brought by its absence of visual aid to increase the difficulty in returning visual 

outputs in human-like speech format for a personal assistant that allows two-way 

communication.  
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Recommendations 

Improve human-assistant interaction 

Besides from general solution of voice assistants, the human-machine interaction can 

be improved by the assistant can analyse and translate both users’ speech and 

gestures into an executable command or a query [6]. AI technology can be 

implemented to achieve this feature for users to interact with their personal assistant 

from anywhere and anytime even during situation that they are not convenience to type 

or speak their command. To enhance the human-assistant interaction, an UI can also be 

developed for users to choose to interact with their assistant in voice or type command. 

For example, a 2D or 3D avatar can be designed for the personal assistant to have its 

UI and provide users with better experiences such as it can perform different face 

expression or gesture based on user’s input. To provide a more immersive experiences 

to users, VR or AR technology can be also developed for an IPA to interact with users 

in a more direct and intuitive way. Therefore, users can interact with their personal 

assistant by using VR or AR for users to feel it like a real assistant to assist them. It can 

also provide users with a more real and immersive experiences when user chats or 

interacts with the personal assistant via an intuitive UI. 

 

Architecture & Framework 

Croatti and Ricci had conducted a paper to develop personal assistant agent to be run 

on mobile and wearable devices using JaCa-Android framework based on JaCaMo 

platform [5]. Based on the paper, the framework to design a personal assistant should 

be possible to exploit agent-oriented programming and multi-agent programming. An 

agent-oriented programming model proposes programming constructs for developing 

agent belief, goals, basic capabilities, and a defined set of reasoning rules. According 

to their paper, a level of abstraction in modelling and exploiting will be prepared and 

hide the low-level details including mechanisms context and complexity of task 

implementation by expose API to the users. In the architecture proposed, the personal 

assistant can interact with users via observing user’s inputs and extract the important 

context which is relevant to user’s tasks. An artifact is designed to compose a set of 

operations can be done on the assistant side for users to carry out an action by 
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instantiating the artifact. For its benefit, it can reduce the system complexity. The 

artifact also aims to expose a set of observable attributes modelling the observable 

environment state for the personal assistant can perceive users’ external changes 

dynamically. Its architecture has also applied event-driven approach to trigger an action 

and has the capabilities to auto-determine subgoals and create a sequence of actions. 

This will be a preferable solution in our proposed digital assistant to guide users on 

performing actions in a sequence to achieve their final goal. The reviewed paper also 

proposes asynchronous execution of actions can be executed by the personal assistant 

via different artifact.  

To relate the architecture and framework reviewed to our proposed system, the 

agent-oriented programming concept can be implemented in our proposed system to 

develop the digital assistant with basic capability to execute users’ commands, a goal 

to provide correct outputs, and a set of rules on how to answer users’ queries and 

perform certain functions in MS Teams. Instead of mobile framework, our proposed 

system will be developed by using desktop framework to model and exploit the digital 

assistant in a desktop platform. On the perception view, an artifact can be applied in the 

proposed solution to detect external events of a user to always predict the most accurate 

command and result. Moreover, the event-driven approach and sequence of actions will 

also be implemented in the system framework of this project with modifications which 

will be designed in Chapter four. 

 

2.2.2  Power Automate in MS Teams 

Introduction 

Power Automate in MS Teams is a cloud-based workflow engine developed by 

Microsoft to automate users’ process or task in MS Teams. Power Automate in Teams 

can be installed as an app in MS Teams by select the Apps icon and search for the Power 

Automate App [18].  
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Figure 2.1 Add the Power Automate App to MS Teams (Microsoft, 2021) 

 

Functions and Features 

Create and Access flow 

Users can create cloud flows from a custom or a blank template in Power Automate 

App by accessing the ‘Create’ tab under the Power Automate App. After that, users in 

MS Teams can access the flows they have created by accessing several tabs in MS 

Teams. For example, the ‘Home’ tab to access the summary of flows and ‘Business 

process flows’ tab to view their business process flows. Besides, users can view the 

detail information about Power Automate via the ‘About’ tab in MS Teams [18]. A flow 

is used to trigger certain actions from Teams messages or from other situations defined 

by the users. 

Manage approvals 

Users can manage the approval requests they had received or sent via the Power 

Automate App in MS Teams by accessing the ‘Approvals’ tab. Power Automate in 

Teams allows users to create an approval flow and view all approval requests those are 

pending action from the users and the approval history. This function helps the users to 

easily list and manage their approvals and to avoid time wasted to search for specific 

approvals in their emails [18]. 
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Chat 

Users can access the ‘Chat’ tab to interact with an always online Power Automate bot 

in MS Teams. Via the chat function, users can easily perform an action in Power 

Automate App by typing and send the command to the bot in Chat. If users are not 

familiar with the possible commands they can use, they can easily get the list of 

commands the Power Automate bot can handle by typing the ‘learn more’ command. 

This can simplify their job to list all flows, view, and run certain flows [18]. 

Adaptive Cards 

Adaptive Cards are platform-agnostic user interface snippets of used created in JSON 

format provided by Power Automate in MS Teams for users to share information or to 

collect data. Users can create their own Adaptive Card and use those cards in a flow to 

post to Teams or channels, or as a flow bot to a user. This function allows users to 

collect data by posting the Adaptive Card to a team or channel and wait for other users 

to response to the card. 

 

Strengths 

Many useful templates provided 

There are a group of templates and sample automation flows provided by Power 

Automate App in MS Teams for user to create, use or modify a flow from the 

templates. It benefits users across the world who have similar problems in MS Teams 

to create and use a flow based on existing templates to complete a common repetitive 

task. Besides, the advantage is that users can easily search a related template by typing 

the keywords in the search bar. In result, it can save users’ time to create and use a 

flow, and for them to quickly perform a job by using the useful templates provided. 

Automate task in MS Teams 

Power Automate in MS Teams allows users to trigger specific actions in their flow 

created via keywords mentioned in a chat or channel conversation to execute some MS 

Teams functions. For example, to create a team or chat, get messages and post messages. 

Power Automate App provides many possibilities to users such as to automate approval 

processes, track customers opportunities, set up notifications and others. With this 
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feature, Power Automate App makes the processes in MS Teams more efficient and 

reduce users’ workloads. Also, to eliminate human error especially for those repetitive 

steps to complete similar tasks. By using the automate flows in Power Automate, the 

reliability and the correctness of users’ tasks increased. Besides, the Power Automate 

RPA allows users to automate the business process by performing the repetitive tasks.  

Can integrate with many other apps or tools 

One benefit of Power Automate App in MS Teams is that it can integrate with many 

other apps than MS Teams including third-party apps such as Microsoft 365, 

Planner, and Microsoft Form. In result, it provides users with the benefit to create a 

more dynamic and useful flow. The Power Automate RPA in MS Teams uses many 

connectors to allow the APIs of third-party software can communicate with MS Teams 

to automate business process. For example, users can create a flow to notify Teams 

when there is an action triggered in another apps such as a file is added to the SharePoint. 

This feature saves users’ time to shift between apps to check and manage certain actions 

and data. Moreover, it also allows easier ways for users to exchange data in MS Teams 

with data in cloud. In result, save time and increase productivity. 

 

Limitations 

Not suitable to build complex and dynamic workflow 

Power Automate in MS Teams does not support complex workflow such as a scenario 

to span multiple departments and have a set of rules to select approvers. It is more 

suitable to be used for simple workflow only such as to send an approval to a specific 

department. In result, it causes the limitation of Power Automate in MS Teams which 

cannot support more complex users’ requirements to automate their tasks. This will be 

a problem to the organization which want to maximize their productivity in MS Teams 

by creating and using a more dynamic workflow according to their business scenarios. 

Moreover, the limitation includes users need to analyse all scenarios before they 

actually implement a workflow by using Power Automate as once the flow is run, 

users will not be able to change it in the processes. This may lead to the difficulties for 

some users who do not have an enough intuitive ideas in their mind to create and run a 

flow. Besides, it restricts users’ possibility to create a dynamic workflow and need to 
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spend extra time to analyse the business model to make decision on how they should 

create a desired workflow in Power Automate. 

Only support sequential workflows 

Power Automate in MS Teams only supports sequential workflows which do not 

allows users to back to the last step in a workflow chain. This limitation causes users 

may not be able to create their desired workflows which is more dynamic and near to 

their real scenarios in MS Teams. In result, the conveniency and experiences of users 

to create and use a workflow via Power Automate App are decreased. 

Not completely low code 

Another disadvantage of Power Automate in MS Teams is that it is not completely low 

code to force the users to still need some technical knowledges about coding to use this 

app. For example, the users need to have extra knowledges and do more research when 

they want to create a larger and more complex workflow by adding in more functions 

in it. The processes for users to create their desired workflows in Power Automate in 

MS Teams are still not user-friendly enough even templates are provided. For now, the 

lacking support agent to help them when users are creating and managing their flows 

will still be a problem in Power Automate in MS Teams. 

Limited actions in MS Teams 

The last limitation is the limited commands can be run by the Power Automate bot 

to execute the MS Teams functions which is not enough to cover all functions in MS 

Teams. This limitation results in lower productivity of MS Teams users as they cannot 

include certain MS Teams actions in their workflows created to automate their tasks. 

 

Recommendation 

In conclusion, the four main limitations of Power Automate in MS Teams are not 

suitable for complex and dynamic workflow, only supports sequential workflows, not 

complete low code, and limited commands to be used. To solve these limitations, the 

first recommendation can be provided is to simplify its steps to build a workflow. 

Therefore, users without coding knowledges can also build their workflow with simple 

steps and procedures to save their time. Besides, the workflow function in Power 
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Automate can be improved by allowing more complex and dynamic workflows to be 

built by users. For example, to allow users can return to the previous step in their 

workflow chain or allow them to select options or make changes when the workflow is 

running for them to create and execute workflows dynamically. Lastly, the problem of 

limited actions of the Power Automate App in MS Teams can be resolved by increasing 

the commands and actions of Power Automate in Teams such as to manage shifts.  

 

2.2.3 Zapier for MS Teams 

Introduction 

Zapier is an integration platform designed for MS Teams to integrate with more than 

4,000 third-party applications. Same to most of the automation tools, Zapier works on 

a trigger and action basis such as users can receive a Teams notification when they 

trigger certain action in Teams or in other apps. To use Zapier in MS Teams, users can 

search Zapier in the Microsoft’s app store and add it to the MS Teams [23]. 

 

Figure 2.2 Add Zapier App to MS Teams 
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Functions and Features 

Schedule & Automate works 

The main function of Zapier is to automate repetitive tasks or routine tasks by it can 

trigger an action in prescheduled period of users such as every day, every day of the 

week or every day of the month. Users are allowed to schedule and automate their works 

by using Zapier with MS Teams via several steps. First, to authenticate the schedule by 

Zapier and MS Teams. Secondly, to build an automation flow by choosing one of the 

apps as the trigger. After that, users can pick a resulting action from the other 

applications. The fourth step is that users need to select the data and information they 

want to send from one application to the other. Basically, these four steps will take less 

than 3 minutes of users to create and automate their workflows. The final workflow 

created by a user is called Zap. Zapier provides various type of triggers in MS Teams 

such as when a new channel or team is created, when a member is mentioned in a 

channel, and when a new message is received in a chat. The type of triggers provided 

by it can satisfy most of the users’ requirements in MS Teams to connect to other apps. 

Besides, Zapier also provides many templates those can be used to automate works in 

MS Teams which is useful to increase users’ productivity. 

 

Strengths 

Simple steps to schedule task 

Users can easily schedule their task via Zapier in MS Teams such as to post message 

to MS Teams channel or chat by only four simple steps as introduced in the last part. It 

saves users’ time to schedule a task and it is convenience for them to automate a task. 

Another benefit is that all users can schedule their task in low code environment which 

do not require any background of the programming knowledges.  

Automate workflow to send notification 

Zapier allows notifications to be automatically send to the chat or a specific team 

or channel in MS Teams when triggered by an action in MS Teams itself or other apps. 

This feature increases conveniency of team members to follow up on a specific message 

and users will never miss or lost certain data and messages in other apps. Besides, this 
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feature of Zapier also provides benefit for an organization to maintain its customer 

relationships as employees can easily follow up with customers’ messages in any 

platform and real-time update the business process. For example, Zapier can send a 

message to a specific channel in MS Teams when new invoices are paid in Teamleader 

app. This function allows a team to easily manage their business and allows the message 

to be viewed by every member inside the channel in real-time to avoid the need to 

forward the message.  

Many integration to third party apps 

Besides, another strength of Zapier is that it allows MS Teams to connect to 

thousands of the most popular apps for users to automate their works with no code 

knowledges required. This strength can help to save users’ time to switch between 

different apps to collect different data which can increase their productivity, and the 

integration feature allows users to simply receive data from the other apps in only the 

MS Teams platform. For example, the popular apps those MS Teams can integrate to 

such as Google Calendar, Slack, Spotify, Discord, Gmail, and others. This advantage 

also allows users to focus on their work in MS Teams by automating the information 

transfer processes between different web apps. Also, the large amount of integrated app 

options increases the flexibility for users to schedule and automate their task 

dynamically based on different scenario and case. For example, Zapier allows users to 

notify Teams when new Google Calendar events start. 

 

Limitations 

Not suitable to schedule complex workflow 

The advantage of Zapier includes to schedule a task in short steps and less time. 

However, this can also be a limitation to cause users hard to schedule a complex task 

or workflow by using Zapier such as to involve more than two apps or insert loop 

condition inside the workflow. This restricts users from automate their complex 

workflows and routine tasks and decreases their conveniency to use Zapier for task 

automation. In result, time waste will occur if users would like to schedule multiple 

tasks to achieve one task which consist of multiple workflows such as tasks in a big 

chain or chain involve loops.  
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Limited triggers or actions in some apps 

Zapier has a limitation of limited triggers or actions in MS Teams and some apps it 

can connect to although the app provides many API available. For example, it lacks 

function to create new team or channel in MS Teams and mostly Zapier is only used to 

receive message and notification in MS Teams. The lacking actions in MS Teams may 

lead to inconveniency of users to execute specific MS Teams function in their 

workflows. 

Need to turn off the whole Zap when users want to modify it 

Zapier also includes a disadvantage of not allow users to modify a Zap process when 

it starts running. This may cause users to waste time to turn off the Zap before they 

can modify the processes and then to turn it back on whenever they would like to do a 

slight modification to a Zap. Also, it lowers the dynamicity of a workflow can be 

created in Zapier and makes the users not convenience when editing Zap.  

 

Recommendation 

One limitation faced by Zapier is it is not suitable to schedule complex workflow. The 

contradiction is that the increased simplicity to use Zapier had lower its function to 

build a more complex and dynamic workflow such as workflow including loop. To 

solve this problem, the suggestion provided is that Zapier can allow users to insert a 

loop condition in their workflow and allow them to involve more possible routes or 

apps in their workflows. Thus, it can increase users’ flexibility to build a workflow 

which is more able to meet their task requirements in MS Teams. Secondly, the triggers 

and actions of Zapier can be improved to increase the triggers and actions can be applied 

in some third-party apps and MS Teams. This is to increase users’ ability to execute 

more actions in their needed applications to increase their conveniency and productivity 

when performing tasks. Also, the dynamicity of Zapier can be increased by allowing 

users to modify a Zap process when it starts running. In result, users can have better 

experiences when using Zapier to create their workflows to automate tasks in MS 

Teams. 
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2.2.4 Workbot in MS Teams 

Introduction 

Workbot for Teams is a Workato chatbot designed to provide instant access to data 

from apps within MS Teams and allow users to monitor and interact with their business 

apps in real-time. For example, users can configure Workbot to send messages to a 

team channel or chat when certain events happened in MS Teams or from other apps. 

Workbot for MS Teams allows users to complete their works within the chat space and 

choose the notifications they want to receive it as a direct message. To use Workbot in 

MS Teams, users can search the Workbot in the MS Teams Apps store and add this 

application to their MS Teams. 

 

Figure 2.3 Add Workbot App into MS Teams 

 

Functions and Features 

Create & Modify workflows 

Users are allowed to list, create, and modify workflows in Workbot, and the workflows 

created are known as Recipes in this bot. Recipes are automated workflows created by 

users to access and manage data across all users’ apps directly with MS Teams. A 

Recipe consists of one trigger and one to many actions that can be carried out by the 

same or different apps when the trigger event occurs. For example, when users enter 

the command of view users to Workbot in MS Teams, it will trigger the actions to 
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search for users in Salesforce and post the results to Workbot in MS teams Chats. 

Through the workflows created, users can easily collaborate on business information 

available in multiple apps by Workbot to fetch the records from external applications 

directly into the chat window in MS Teams. Besides, users are allowed to approval 

workflows in Workbot for MS Teams. Users can approve or reject a request sent to a 

specific team channel or chat from other apps to quickly handle an approval. For 

example, this function can be used in the situation when to approval a customer 

purchase in e-commerce platform. 

Chat options 

Workbot allows users to interact with it by typing commands in the chat with it. In the 

chat to Workbot in MS Teams, users can receive message or notification from other 

apps based on the workflows they had created, and they can even perform an action on 

that message such as to approval or reject it. Moreover, users can type in their 

commands to perform actions such as to list certain information. Also, Workbot in MS 

Teams provides functionality to auto follow-up certain messages such as to notify a 

user or a team channel when an issue is raised, assigned, or updated from a monitoring 

tool. Moreover, Workbot can give alert to users based on their defined thresholds or 

settings by posting the related alerts to a specific chat or a relevant team channel. 

 

Strengths 

Automate workflows 

Workbot increases productivity by automate workflows created by users in Workbot 

for MS Teams. In Workbot for MS Teams, one or several actions can be auto executed 

once a trigger event set by users is triggered. For its pros, Workbot can notify users 

with two different types of messages in Teams chat to automate their business process. 

The first are messages generated in respond to specific requests. For example, for users 

to generate data collected in other apps such as sales data from Salesforce.com Inc. The 

second types of messages are the messages auto created based on user activity pattern 

such as to sync certain data to a specific app periodically. The Workbot can also help 

to transfer data between MS Teams and other different apps to save users’ time to 

manually collect and transfer the information in different apps. 
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Suggest next steps to help user’s decision 

Workbot in MS Teams executes the Assist technology which is a learning engine that 

able to understand the way users interact with it and the interaction context. Besides 

from proactively gives users the information they are looking for based on their 

command, Workbot can also help users act on the information by predicting and 

suggesting next steps. This strength of Workbot in MS Teams helps users to make 

their decision on the next step they may want to conduct to reduce the users confuse on 

the various functionalities they can perform in the next step.  

 

Limitations 

Limited actions can be done in MS Teams 

There are limited actions that Workbot can done in MS Teams such as to receive a 

Teams notification or to post a message only. The not enough actions can be executed 

in MS Teams may lead to the inconvenience of users to manually carry out certain 

actions when they receive some tasks and notifications in MS Teams. In result, this 

limitation makes users to not be able to create a completely automated workflow to 

fully satisfy their business requirements which the workflow created may need their 

manual interaction inside the flow. For instance, the lacking actions to be done by 

Workbot in MS Teams such as to create a new team or invite new member to a team, 

and to share data and resources to a specific team or all teams. 

Limited integration apps 

The weakness of limited integration apps in Workbot for MS Teams provides 

limited app options for users to manage their data and services across various platforms 

they are frequently used in their daily works. In result, it makes this integration platform 

become less powerful and decrease the productivity as users may need to spend extra 

time to switch between the third-party apps and the Workbot to manage different task 

and data. Moreover, the creation of a Recipes will also be limited as users may want to 

involve an app that is not integrated in Workbot to make them not able to create their 

desired workflows.  
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Recommendation 

The recommendations to improve Workbot for MS Teams are to increase its actions 

can be done in MS Teams and increase the integration apps in Workbot for MS Teams. 

The first recommendation can be achieved by implementing more functions of Workbot 

for it to execute more Teams functions by using the API provided by the MS Teams. In 

results, to help users to create more powerful workflows and automate more tasks in 

MS Teams. Secondly, the suggestion to increase integration apps in Workbot is 

important to allow users to create their workflow which involve more applications such 

as the third-party apps to save the time they need to switch between different apps 

manually. Besides, users can create a more complex and dynamic workflow which is 

nearer to their real-task scenario to automate their tasks efficiently. 

 

2.2.5  Thomson Routers Elite (Workspace assistant) 

Introduction & Functions 

The company Thomson Reuters Elite had launched a workspace assistant available at 

Amazon Alexa store for lawyers to increase their work efficiency. The workspace 

assistant allows lawyers to access and manage their time schedules at digital workspace 

apps by using the Amazon Echo or other Alexa enabled device [22]. The assistant 

proposed had prepared a complete solution for business management by allowing users 

to manage different business activities in one place with intuitive view. This is the first 

solution to lead the enterprises to execute all their business operations in one place 

including customer and staff management, risk management and financial management. 

 

Strengths 

Seamless business management functions 

The workspace assistant allows users to access and manage all business processes in 

only one workspace for lawyers to be more responsive to the requests of their client 

under the more cost-effective environment. This solution had provided lawyers with a 

full 360 degree of view of their customer relationship in an instant. The business 

operations can be done by lawyers via the workspace assistant including to control time 
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entry, track their billable hours, provide legal services to their customers, and others. 

This function increases lawyers’ conveniency and simplicity to deal with their 

customers especially the workspace assistant can automatically calculate and post the 

time spent on a specific customer matter based on user inputted billable hours. 

Therefore, it reduces and automates the task initially to be done by the lawyer and the 

lawyer will be able to query details of the billable hours via interaction with Alexa. This 

feature is critical for lawyers to resolve the challengers they faced effectively and 

enhance their customer’s experiences.   

Integration with third-party functions 

Via the integration feature, users will be allowed to perform multiple business 

process at only one workspace platform to save their time to switch between 

different apps. In this solution, the workspace assistant had integrated with the existing 

Elite Workspace platform to allow users to access most of the Elite solutions to improve 

their efficiency and productivity. In result, the workspace assistant had provided users 

a unified access to tools and solutions they need to help lawyers from completing their 

tasks smoothly and spending less time. It can also benefits lawyers form increasing their 

productivity by saving their time to perform different operations. 

Intuitive UI 

The workspace assistant allows users to interact with it via voice-only inputs to 

question Alexa on the time management function. For example, lawyers can request 

Alexa to start or stop a timer via simple voice command to record the number of billable 

hours. The voice interaction can replace the traditional typing method for human to 

interact with machine in a more intuitive, direct, and quicker way. The workspace 

assistant provided by the Thomson Reuters Elite also give benefit of allowing users to 

access the solutions from desktop browsers and mobile devices. This feature had 

increased users’ flexibility to launch their workspace app with their prefer devices and 

easier to conduct works via simple voice interaction to the assistant.  Therefore, they 

can simply perform a task no matter are they familiar with the device they are using to 

increase business efficiency. Moreover, it also reduces the complexity for lawyers to 

manage business, matter and time and even reduce the costly node integration between 

systems. 
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Limitations 

Limited performances 

The limitation of the workspace assistant solution includes limited performance to 

perform task. For example, the user reviews on this solution had reported that it is 

time-consuming to upgrade certain data and for them to reload the page. This limitation 

may be caused by its feature of integrate multiple business operations and data into only 

one place to increase the server’s load especially when many users are simultaneously 

accessing the system. In result, the unified access to Elite solutions may not be much 

powerful for lawyers to conduct their business efficiently due to the time consuming 

when loading the page and to process data retrieved from multiple sources. This 

limitation can cause extra time needed for users to process their tasks.  

Need improve on the reporting capability 

Another weakness of this solution is that limited reporting capabilities are provided. 

Even though the solution had allowed users to access all operations and data at one 

place, the restriction of its reporting capability can also limit users from generating 

dynamic, useful and structured data for their reports. Therefore, one con of this solution 

is the improvements are needed for the workspace assistant to export report in more 

dynamic and customizable format. This limitation can cause users’ inconveniency to 

export their data or force them to use third-party tools to restructure and export their 

needed data in their desired format. Besides, the strength of unified access to tools can 

be removed in this solution due to the lacking reporting capability.  

 

Recommendations 

Algorithms should be implemented to the workspace assistant for it can serve every 

single user based on their preferences and customization. Instead of process and load 

all data that consume time, a recommendation to this system is that AI ability can be 

implemented in this solution to calculate and retrieve only specific data needed by users 

to perform their current task. Via the smart AI to automatically collect needed data only 

from different sources, the system performance should be increased and reduce the page 

loading time. Besides, the algorithm should be able to extract only important data from 
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various data sources to avoid the server to host too many data and lower its performance. 

Another suggestion is that the AI technology can be used to improve the task 

performance on reviewing the time allotted to different customers even to a very small-

time amount. By investigating and applying suitable algorithms, the response time of 

the system can be increased to provide users with better experiences. Moreover, the 

improve in reporting function is also an important suggestion for a law firm to facilitate 

a completely paperless workflow system. By increasing its reporting capabilities, the 

organization can reduce or remove their paper usage by exporting everything including 

bills electronically to speed up digital transformation. Therefore, this solution should 

improve its reporting system such as to increase its report customizability, dynamicity, 

and the way to export a report. 

 

2.2.6  Google Assistant (Workspace assistant & Voice assistant) 

Introduction & Functions 

According to Google Workspace Updates, the developer teams of Google Workspace 

had allowed users to access to its workspace via Google Assistant which available to 

users who enable the “Search and Assistant” additional service on Google [3]. Google 

Workspace is a workspace developed by Google in year 2006 which include 

collaboration tools such as Gmail, Calendar, Drive, Meet, Docs, Slides, and others to 

improve productivity. Besides, Google Assistant is also an AI assistant developed by 

Google that is mainly available on mobile and smart home devices to access Google 

functions, control users’ smart home devices, open mobile apps, and others. Now, users 

will be available to use Google Assistant to access Google Workspace to perform their 

tasks on this workspace platform such as to schedule meeting and invite participants 

via email, dial into a meeting and receive notification of next meeting. The aim of this 

solution is to provide users with a more seamlessly access to and perform tasks in 

Google Workspace via voice commands. 
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Strengths 

Increase productivity when using Google Workspace 

The main strength and objective of this solution is to provide a more user-friendly 

method for users to access Google Workspace. Via this solution, users can easily 

perform certain tasks in Google Workspace via voice command such as to reschedule 

or cancel a meeting in Google Calendar. Therefore, it can reduce their needs to access 

to Google Workspace functions and input data via normal GUI which is extra time 

needed. Besides, Google Assistant is efficient to answer 59.80% of daily based 

questions in their survey conducted [7]. Its strength consist of it has high performance 

to receive and translate human’s natural languages in changing levels of 

foundation noise same as Siri. Therefore, it can easily retrieve users’ commands from 

their voice and able to provide a more accurate result to perform certain tasks in Google 

Workspace. Thus, Google Assistant helps to increase workspace productivity by 

allowing users to perform task quicker and more accurate.  

Voice assistant feature 

Google Assistant is a popular voice assistant powered by AI to assist users with data 

searches, decision making and executing specific commands via natural language in a 

spoken format [11]. The benefit is that it can facilitate human-computer interaction 

in a more intuitive and direct way compared to traditional typing method. According 

to Zwakman, Pal and Arpnikanondt, a survey conducted in their paper had indicated 

that 52% of users would like to use a voice assistant over websites and tasks due to its 

conveniency and capability of work hands-free [11]. The voice assistant’s hedonic 

strengths and its usability had become a critical reason in this era to facilitate users from 

adopting the assistant. The usability of Google Assistant in Google Workspace includes 

to allow users from make questions and execute commands via voice to the assistant. 

The high human-computer interaction between users and Google Assistant also 

benefitted from Google to promote two-ways communication for the assistant can 

response users in human-like speech. Besides from it, a voice assistant also provides 

benefit of capability to understand non-conversational cues to increase users’ command 

flexibility. For example, the AI-based Google Assistant can auto detect non-

conversational cues in users’ spoken command to analyse the correct command or to 

perform multi-functions by one spoken command separated by non-conversational cues. 
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In result, Google Assistant has strength to reduce time waste for users to perform tasks 

by using Google Workspace and increase their conveniency on using the workspace 

functions. 

 

Limitations 

Google AI limitation 

According to Zwakman, Pal and Arpnikanondt, the general limitation of an AI-based 

voice assistant with speech-based interfaces is lagging [11]. This may also be one 

limitation of Google Assistant to response users’ voice commands in few seconds. 

Although currently there is still lacking a well-defined metrics to measure a voice 

assistant’s usability and performance, the response time in seconds can still become a 

large weakness of this solution compared to a GUI-oriented object which can response 

in milliseconds. For Google Assistant, some previous works still measured that there is 

possibility of lagging in its system to get some answers or execute commands. Besides 

from the response time, the accuracy of outputs provided by a Google Assistant 

generated by its AI algorithms also consist of limitations and can be improved. For 

example, the survey conducted by Tulshan and Dhage stated that Google Assistant has 

limited capabilities in human free interaction same as other voice assistants such as 

Alexa and Cortana [7]. Therefore, it needs improvements to achieve more human free 

interaction in the future for users to fully remove their actions of input parameters via 

keyboard or touch screen and to provide them with a more immersive experiences when 

using Google Workspace. 

Limited functions 

The usage of Google Assistant to access Google Workspace is facing the problem of 

limited functions can be done by users. For example, users can only deal with a few 

solutions in Google Workspace such as Google Calendar and Google Meeting via 

Google Assistant. Besides from time and meeting management, the Google Assistant 

should have more capabilities to execute different type of commands from users to 

satisfy various of their requirements, and to further improve user’s experiences. Thus, 

the current solution is still lacking actions can be done to maximize the Google 

Workspace productivity by the Google Assistant. Moreover, the lacking integration 
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with third-party apps will also be a limitation of Google Assistant in Google 

Workspace. For example, users will need to spend extra time to shift between apps if 

they would like to perform task or retrieve data from different third-party app. 

 

Recommendations 

The first recommendation to Google Assistant to aid users in Google Workspace is to 

further improve its strength of efficient voice recognition feature to sustain its value 

compared to other common voice assistants. For example, to add more emotions in its 

speech to response on users’ commands to provide them with better interaction 

experiences. Another benefit of this feature is to allow users can access to Google 

Workspace solutions quicker and more convenience via Google Assistant. A suggestion 

provided by Zwakman, Pal and Arpnikanondt is that a genetic algorithm can be created 

and used to maximize the accuracy of automatic voice recognition to generate different 

parameter values based on a specific environment surrounding the user [11]. In result, 

to improve the assistant’s voice recognition accuracy in different type of environments 

and its capability to understand commands from both native and non-native English 

speakers. This is also to provide a more accurate outputs to its users. Besides, another 

recommendation is the Google AI can be improved in deeper to provide more 

immersive experiences to all Google Workspace users especially for desktop users. For 

example, to provide the capability of touch-free meetings for users can completely 

focus on their task only based on the smart assistant’s guidance and suggestion. In result, 

by improving the capabilities of a smart assistant on a workspace app, it can further 

adopt an organization’s workers into hybrid work mode of this era’s trend. To improve 

its productivity, Google Assistant can also add more functions for user to execute and 

perform their tasks quicker and with high accuracy. For example, to integrate the 

assistant with some general third-party apps and allows users to execute more functions 

in Google Workspace. 
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2.3  Summaries & Critical Remarks 

Table 2.2 Summaries of Literature Review on Digital Assistants 

O – Optional feature, P – Partially implemented 

 IPA Power 

Automate 

Zapier Workbot Thomson 

Routers 

Elite 

Google 

Assistant 

Proposed 

System 

Basic Functions 

Retrieve & 

Output data 

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Perform search 

options 

√ √   √ √ √ 

Chat function √   √  √ P 

Time 

management 

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Task 

management 

√ √ √  √ √ √ 

Notify user √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Access third-

party apps 

√ √ √ √ √ √ O 

Provide 

guidance 

√   √   √ 

Personalization √     P P 

Coding 

knowledge 

needed 

 P  P    

User Interaction 

Chat 

interaction 

√ √ √ √  √ √ 

Voice 

interaction 

√    √ √ O 

Graphical User 

Interface 

O √ √ √ √  O 

Adaptive cards  √ √ √    

Supported Platforms 

Mobile 

platform 

√ √    √  

Desktop app P √ √ √  √ √ 

Web-based 

app 

 √ √ √ √  √ 
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General Actions in Workspace Apps 

Access data  √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Manage data  √ √  √  √ 

Schedule event  √ √   √ √ 

Send alert  √ √ √  √ √ 

Create & Manage Workflow in MS Teams 

Create flow  √ √ √   √ 

Edit flow  √ √ √   √ 

Access flow  √ √ √   √ 

Run flow  √ √ √   √ 

Support 

workflow with 

if-else 

condition / 

loop 

 √ √     

Support 

workflow 

backward 

      √ 

Provide 

templates 

 √ √    √ 

Actions in MS Teams 

Send 

notifications 

 √ √ √   √ 

Send / post 

messages 

 √ √ √   √ 

Execute Teams 

app’s function 

 √     √ 

Create team / 

channel 

 √ √    √ 

Schedule 

meeting 

 √     √ 

Create & start 

calls 

 √     √ 

Create & 

access files 

 √     √ 

Create & 

manage shifts 

      √ 

Create & 

manage tabs 

 √     √ 

Manage 

approvals 

 √  √   √ 
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2.4  Discussions 

According to Table 2.2, six digital assistants had been reviewed and summarized 

according to their basic functions as a digital assistant, user interaction method, 

supported platform, general actions in workspace apps, ability to create and manage 

workflow in MS Teams and actions in MS Teams. The six digital assistants to be 

compared and contrasted in the chapter are legacy IPA, Power Automate, Zapier and 

Workbot for MS Teams workspace app, Thomson Routers Elite for workspace app, and 

Google Assistant for Google Workspace. 

The first category to compare these reviewed solutions are the basic functions can 

be conducted by a digital assistant. Based on Table 2.2, all the six systems can perform 

function to retrieve and output data to users, notify users, help them to access third-

party apps and manage time. All these four functions are important for a digital assistant 

to save users’ time to search for a specific data and its update, access third-party apps 

and schedule time manually. Therefore, the proposed system is planned to implement 

the functions to provide necessary data and notification to a user who is using MS 

Teams, and the function to access third-party apps will be an optional innovation feature 

of the proposed system due to the time limitation and its complexity to develop this 

feature. Besides, other common functions of a digital assistant are the task management 

and the function to perform search options which implemented by four to five digital 

assistants reviewed. Thus, the proposed system will also develop these functions to help 

users to manage their task effectively in MS Teams workspace app. Besides, to allow 

users to easily search for a specific template, data, or command in MS Teams including 

chat and team channel.  

According to the table, the function to provide guidance only supported by general 

IPA and Workbot, but it will also be an important function to be developed in this 

project to aid users in performing various MS Teams function. For example, the 

proposed system will be able to predict and suggest the possible next step or command 

to guide users from completing their tasks by using the correct function in MS Teams. 

Besides, only IPA, Workbot and Google Assistant support chat function of the digital 

assistant to chat with users, while only IPA and Google Assistant support user 

personalization on the digital assistant. This project will develop a simple chat function 

for users to have a simple conversation with the digital assistant in MS Teams and will 
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allows users to do several easy customizations on the assistant to match their 

preferences when performing tasks to increase user experiences. Also, the proposed 

system is in a low-code environment and users can use this system without any coding 

knowledges. This feature can resolve the limitation of Power Automate and Workbot 

which required few coding knowledges of users to manage a complex task. 

The Table 2.2 also shows that most of the digital assistants support chat interaction 

with users to receive users’ command via typing exclude Thomson Routers Elite 

workspace assistant. Besides, the second general interaction way between a digital 

assistant and a user is that users can use the graphical UI provided by the system to 

perform their functions. The graphical UI supported by some IPA and all the other 

digital assistants exclude Google Assistant while IPA, Thomson Routers Elite, and 

Google Assistant allows users to interact with them by using voice command. Moreover, 

Power Automate, Zapier and Workbot allows users to input parameters or perform 

choice via Adaptive Cards in MS Teams. The proposed system will mainly develop the 

chat interaction method between users and the assistant, while the voice interaction and 

graphical UI are possible interaction ways to be developed in this solution. In the next 

category, the Table 2.2 shows that most of the digital assistants reviewed support 

platforms of desktop app and web-based app, while only three systems support mobile 

platform. Therefore, the proposed system will be developed to be used in both desktop 

and web-based environment for users can use the system for MS Teams in both desktop 

app and website. 

Besides, the general actions of the digital assistants can perform in workspace apps 

had been summarized in Table 2.2. Exclude the personal assistant, all other systems can 

help users to access data in a workspace app to increase their conveniency. Moreover, 

the send alert function is supported by four solutions while the other functions to 

manage data and schedule event supported by three solutions. As all functions can be 

performed by more than half of the reviewed systems, all the four functions will be 

implemented in the proposed system for users to access and manage data, schedule 

event, and receive alert in workspace app. Also, the table had compared and contrasted 

the actions of Power Automate, Zapier, and Workbot as Teams Apps to create and 

manage workflow and execute certain function in MS Teams. According to Table 2.2, 

all the three systems allow users to create, modify, access, and run their workflows for 
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task automation in MS Teams. To automate routine tasks and for users to easily execute 

MS Team functions, the proposed systems will also have the functions to create, edit, 

access, and run the workflow. Furthermore, the table shows that only Power Automate 

and Zapier can support workflow with if-else and loop conditions and provide templates 

to users for them to easily create a workflow. Also, no system supports workflow 

backward and this will be a limitation of current systems. Therefore, the proposed 

system will implement the feature to allow users to back to the previous step in their 

workflow chain to increase their flexibility to perform task. Besides, the proposed 

digital assistant will also provide some templates for commonly used tasks for users to 

automate routine task while users can also create their own template via the macro 

features of the proposed solution. 

According to Table 2.2, Power Automate in Teams supports most of the actions in 

MS Teams while Zapier and Workbot supports only four functions in Teams. To solve 

the first two problem statements in Chapter One, the proposed digital assistant will be 

able to help users to execute most of the MS Teams functions. For example, to send 

notifications, send or post messages, create team or channel, create and schedule 

meeting, create and start calls, create and access files, create and manage shifts and tabs 

and manage approvals in MS Teams. In result, the steps for users to use every function 

of MS Teams can be simplified. 
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Chapter 3 

System Methodology/Approach 

The project methodology, system requirements, and project timeline will be discussed 

in this chapter to produce a planning plan to develop this project. Besides, the 

implementation issues and challenges in the project development are presented in the 

feasibility analysis of each proposed method to implement the project. 

 

3.1  Project Schedule Planning 

3.1.1  Project Methodology 

Agile methodology is used to develop this project. It is a project management 

methodology by developing the product using continuous iteration of short cycle that 

allows for rapid production and constant revision. This methodology is chosen to be 

used due to its benefit of it promotes project development in incremental and iterative 

approach to develop small project quickly. Moreover, to reduce the time used for 

planning and need less documentation of this project. 

 

Figure 3.1 Phases of Agile Methodology 

In this project, Extreme Programming (XP) technique will be used as a type of agile 

methodology to allow small team or individual member to produce a high-quality 

software and adapt to evolving and modifying requirements. It promotes frequently 
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deploy of the product in short development cycles which inherently increases the 

product’s productivity and code quality. There are five phases in the Agile XP 

methodology used to develop the digital assistant for MS Teams workspace app. The 

stages will be conducted in iteration to repeat the processes of add new requirements, 

design, code and test the program developed in the last iteration step by using unit 

testing and acceptance testing, and to deploy the last improved system, then enter a new 

iteration until the project developed is fully satisfy its requirements. 

 

Figure 3.2 Phases of Agile XP Development Cycle 

Planning & Analysis 

In the first stage, requirements of the project will be collected and analysed. Moreover, 

to create a plan to break the project development process into iterations to cover the 

desired functionality part after part. A time schedule will also be created in this stage 

to predict the desired time for the whole project to be completed and can satisfy the 

requirements. This phase will be mainly conducted in the October 2021 semester to 

take the IIPSPW subject. Throughout the semester, topic and title of the project will be 

decided and to investigate its backgrounds and motivations. Secondly, this phase will 

conduct the literature reviews on MS Teams which act as main workspace app in this 

project to analyse its features, pros, and cons to recommend the solutions and 

innovations can be implemented in this project. Moreover, to review on the previous 

similar automation tools in MS Teams to collect and analyse their pros and cons to have 
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better planning to the project. Besides, infrastructure requirements will also be collected 

and ensured in this phase to plan the software and hardware needed to be used to 

develop the project. According to the data and information collected, the project 

development processes can prioritize the main functions and sub functions to be 

included in this project, and to separate the function development process into several 

iteration stage according to its priority. The project’s functions and features planning 

will be decided based on the problem statements and objectives decided in this phase 

during the IIPSPW. The resources planning will also be done in this phase to ensure the 

type of resources needed in this project. Through the planning and analysis, a work plan 

in Gantt chart will be created to illustrate and plan the flow and time to develop the full 

project throughout the three semesters of IIPSPW, FYP 1 and FYP 2.  

Design 

The design phase will be conducted to bring the logic and structure design to the system 

will be developed in this project. The importance of this design phase is to build a clear 

and simplified structure for this project, and to avoid unnecessary complexities and 

redundancies in the structures designed. This phase can ensure the project built in 

proper and clear structure to avoid risks may happened in the coding stage if without a 

proper design on it. Also, a good design can save the developer’s time and effort when 

proceed to the next coding stage. The design phase will be more focused in FYP 1 and 

FYP 2 while in IIPSPW, the project framework will be simply discussed to have a 

foundation idea about the entire system design. In FYP 1, the design specifications and 

general work procedure will be discussed, and the issues or challenges faced will also 

be recorded. In FYP 2, the top-down system design diagrams will be created to depict 

the system’s components and flows in several useful diagrams. For example, 

architecture diagram, block diagram, deployment diagram and UML diagrams such as 

Use Case Diagram. The details of which and how specific diagrams will be designed 

and used will be investigated in this project. Besides, the types of testing and evaluation 

method performed to test the system will also be planned and evaluated in the FYP 1 

to test the digital assistant and evaluate its performance to assist users when performing 

tasks in MS Teams workspace app. The test scenarios, data, and resources used to test 

the system will be collected and prepared to build the test plan to test the system in the 

future stage.  
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Coding 

The coding phase will be implemented in both FYP 1 and FYP 2 in different iteration 

cycle to develop the actual codes for this project. The coding processes in this project 

including to develop both ML-required functions and non-ML required functions of the 

digital assistant. In FYP 1, the major features and functions of the non-ML feature in 

this project will be developed, while the rest of the functions including ML algorithm 

and AI model will be developed in FYP 2. In FYP 2 which need to develop the AI 

model, the AI assistant will be trained via machine leaning and to build the neural 

networks of it to assist users in a more intelligent way. Besides, a UI should be 

developed for users can install and launch the digital assistant in their desktop to input 

commands to the bot for it to perform MS Teams functions and other functions. There 

are two methods plan to use to integrate the digital assistant with MS Teams. First of 

all, to integrate the digital assistant itself into MS Teams such as to build a MS Teams 

app. Second of all, to build a desktop application as the bot UI for it can perform 

operations by manipulating the elements in the MS Teams desktop application. Both 

methods are further discussed and elaborated in the next chapter. Furthermore, the UI 

built in this stage is to allow user interaction with the AI assistant in a user-friendly and 

intuitive way. Therefore, the assistant needs to be developed the chat function to answer 

user’s query via chat box. To achieve this function, NLP should be implemented in the 

coding phase for it can understand users’ command in natural languages and able to 

execute certain MS Teams based on commands with similar meaning. In this coding 

phase, all production code will follow the coding standards and based on the flows and 

diagrams designed in the previous stage. Specific XP practices will be implemented in 

this stage to conduct the pair programming and continuous integration. The importance 

of this stage is to develop the system by using suitable programming languages and 

tools to match the desired functions, structures, and flows designed in the design phase. 

In result, codes of the project with desired functions and no mistakes and bugs should 

be developed after this stage. 

Testing 

After the coding stage, the testing stage which is the core of XP methodology will also 

be conducted in both FYP 1 and FYP 2. This stage is important to test the flows and 

performance of the source codes implemented in the previous stage. Besides, to review 
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the codes implemented in every iteration to ensure the product in this iteration functions 

well and can meet the iteration goals. Different test scenarios will be applied in this 

testing phase based on the test plan developed in the design stage. In this phase, the 

project will be tested by using the unit testing, integration testing and acceptance testing 

methods. Unit testing to test every function of the project in unit, integration testing to 

test the whole integrated system, and acceptance testing to ensure the product can meet 

the requirements of current iteration and had improved from the last iteration product. 

These tests will be run frequently, and all codes must pass all automated unit tests and 

acceptance tests before it can be released. Moreover, the system will be tested and 

evaluated according to the performance metrics designed for evaluate the system’s 

performance.  In FYP 1 and FYP 2, all functions of the AI assistant developed will be 

tested to execute users’ command under different scenario and to test can it execute 

every MS Teams function correctly and achieve the objectives. Every bug found in 

these testing methods should be fixed to ensure the product outputted is error-free. 

Wrapping 

The last stage in XP methodology is to release the product to allow demos and reviews 

of users. The opinions and reviews of users will be collected to insert new requirements 

into the next iteration cycle, and to process improvements based on the comments on 

end of this iteration. This phase will be conducted in both FYP 1 and FYP 2 to release 

the product of the first version with foundation features in FYP 1, and the second 

version released in FYP 2 after improvements in its functions based on the new 

requirements added or commented in FYP 1. After the final deployment step of this 

project, the developed digital assistant should be able to achieve all objectives and can 

be integrated and used in real case scenarios in MS Teams by the workers who are using 

MS Teams platform as their workspace to increase productivity. The publish way of 

the digital assistant will be either published to Teams store as an app or published as a 

Windows App to be installed in user desktop depends on which way is more suitable in 

the process to develop the project. Two publish way are planned to reduce the risk to 

publish the app successfully. Finally, the project should end in FYP 2 after this final 

stage and after collect feedbacks and opinions from the supervisor, moderator, and other 

target users. 
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3.1.2  Project Timeline 

IIPSPW 

 

Figure 3.3 Gantt Chart of IIPSPW 

 

FYP 1 

 

Figure 3.4 Gantt Chart of FYP 1 
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FYP 2 

 

Figure 3.5 Gantt Chart of FYP 2 

 

  

Develop ML Functions 
Integration 
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3.2 System Requirement 

3.2.1 Hardware 

The hardware involved in this project is a personal computer used to develop the AI 

assistant in MS Teams workspace app. The computer should achieve the basic 

requirements on minimum hardware specifications to run MS Teams and to train an AI 

bot to be integrate with the MS Teams. The computer also used to conduct machine 

learning and develop NLP function of the AI assistant for it to understand human 

languages and able to achieve our objectives in smart way. Moreover, a project 

compatible to Windows environment will be created and the project testing will be 

performed under the Windows environment.  

 

Table 3.1 Specifications of Laptop 

Description Specifications 

Model Level 51 Forge-15S 1650 Edition 

Processor Intel Core i5-10300H 

Operating System Windows 10 Home 64-bit 

Graphic NVIDIA GEFORCE GTX 1650 4GB GDDR6 

Memory 16GB (8GB X 2) DDR4 3200 MHz RAM 

Storage 500GB LEXAR NM610 SSD 

Internet INTEL W-iFi 6 AX201 (AX/AC3000 + BLUETOOTH 5.0) 

 

3.2.2 Tools Involved 

In this section, the tools and software planned to be used to develop the digital assistant 

are presented. According to the coding phase of Chapter 3.1.1 for project methodology, 

two different plans are designed to develop the project which are first, to build a MS 

Teams app for integrating the digital assistant, and second, to build a desktop 

application or tool for the digital assistant can perform Teams functions outside the MS 

Teams. The consideration is to prevent the unavailability of either method due to safety 

or privacy issues of each solution. Therefore, software and tools used to develop both 

methods are investigated and presented. 
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3.2.2.1 IDE 

Visual Studio Code with Teams Toolkit Extension 

 

Figure 3.6 To Install Teams Toolkit Extension in VS Code 

 

Based on the first solution, VS Code is chosen as the IDE to be used to develop the 

digital assistant in this project. For a brief introduction, VS Code is a source-code editor 

developed by Microsoft to support various OS such as Windows, Linux, and Mac OS. 

VS Code functions as a powerful IDE for users to build different type of application or 

write source code in different programming languages such as C#, C++, Python, and 

others. It includes many useful functions of support debugging, syntax highlighting, 

smart code completion, snippets, code refracturing and embedded Gits which is suitable 

to be used in this project for a quicker and more comfortable project development 

process and environment. Moreover, the Teams Toolkit extension in VS Code can help 

users to develop and deploy a Teams application with better developer experience. This 

is due to the reason that this extension supports most of the services in Azure and 

Microsoft 365 for users to integrate those services in their app developed and allow 

their app to access to cloud storage and data from Microsoft Graph to simplify the 

process to develop an app in MS Teams. The Teams Toolkit extension can be easily 

installed in VS Code by search it in the Extensions and install it. 
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 In this project, VS Code with the Teams Toolkit extension will be used to build, 

configure, and publish the app to be integrated with MS Teams. The application 

developed will be run in VS Code and debugged with VS Code debugger. To test the 

application, the project will be run in debug mode in VS Code and the built application 

will be run in the browser window automatically for testing the app run locally. For 

example, the built application in VS Code will be run to open MS Teams in web app 

form to run the app. To implement the UI of the web application, VS Code will also be 

used to develop the front-end web application with respective HTML, CSS, and JS files 

to be developed and its live server plugin allows user to easily monitor the web changes 

and efficient deployment of the web app.  

In conclusion, this IDE is chosen for its popularity as a source-code editor and its 

high productivity with the intuitive keyboard shortcuts, easy customization, and support 

multiple programming languages which will be used to develop the same project. 

Besides, the Teams Toolkit is chosen in this project for its function as a Teams app 

developer tool to build and deploy Teams app quicker and easier. 

 

PyCharm 

 

Figure 3.7 PyCharm 

One of the IDEs designed by JetBrains is chosen to be used in developing this project 

due to the complete solution and user-friendly UI provided. In our solution, PyCharm 

from JetBrains is selected to be the IDE used to develop the Python based solution for 

implementing and integrating the AI feature. PyCharm is an IDE designed for 

professional developers to develop a Python project including all Python tools in one 

place. This IDE is chosen to be used in this project to develop and train the digital 

assistant model by using machine learning in Python language. It provides benefits of 

many productive features such as intelligent code completion, on-the-fly error checking 

and quick debugs, and simple project navigation. For example, the benefits of this IDE 

including the complete and useful live code inspections up to 2,200 inspections to give 

a good performance on code error analysis and quick-fixed automation to save the time 
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to develop the Python program. Besides, the code quality can also be boost by using 

this IDE to develop the project. 

 Moreover, the many ML related libraries available to be installed in PyCharm 

increase user’s conveniency and efficiency to develop the ML based solution. For 

example, PyCharm includes a useful feature to simply install PyTorch in PyCharm. 

PyTorch is an open-source machine learning library for Python based on the Torch 

library. Mainly, it can be used to develop deep learning applications such as NLP. In 

this project, PyTorch is considered to be installed to PyCharm to develop and train the 

digital assistant by using machine learning to build the AI model for it to predict the 

most possible user’s next steps or specific command based on user’s inputs. Besides 

from training the AI model, this IDE is also planned to be used to develop the core and 

logic of this digital assistant due to Python language will be the main programming 

language chosen to develop this project. 

 

Unity 

 

Figure 3.8 Unity 

Another IDE chosen to be used in the future development of the project is Unity 

designed by Unity Technologies as a cross-platform game engine used to develop 

product of 2D, 3D, or other interactive simulations on desktop, mobile, console and 

virtual reality platforms. The main programming language used to develop a Unity 

project is C# and, in this project, Unity is considered to be used to develop the UI of 

the digital assistant which is more interactive and attractive compared to normal web 

app UI for future improvement. The example of advantage of Unity consists of it 

provide good performance in produce animation and 3D experience product with 

unprecedented artistic freedom and quicker implementation. By using this software, the 

digital assistant is planned to develop a 2D, 3D, or even VR based UI as a desktop 

application and users will be allowed to interact with the assistant’s UI in an easier, 

user-friendly, and more attractive way.  Moreover, the software will be used to design 

and develop the animation that can be performed by the digital assistant UI correspond 

to different user’s input or command, to provide more immersive and attractive user 

experiences. In result, this tool is chosen to be used to develop the assistant UI in more 
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interesting way to increase the ways of user’s interaction with the bot for increasing its 

accessibility, performance, and productivity. 

 

3.2.2.2 Programming Language 

There are few programming languages and technologies plan to be used to develop the 

digital assistant based on their own strengths on developing different part of this project. 

 

Python 

Python language can be used to develop the core logic of the AI-based digital assistant 

in this project. It is a popular interpreted high-level programming language to enhance 

productivity of applications compared to other programming language such as Java. 

Python is considered to be used in this project to train the AI model for it can understand 

users’ command and provide suitable responses and suggestions. This is because 

Python is the most popular programming language used for AI development and 

machine learning. The benefit of Python includes its simplicity, readability and 

flexibility which make it become a more dynamic programming language and easier to 

develop complex algorithms needed for an AI. Besides from the AI feature 

development, Python will also be used as the main programming language to implement 

the assistant’s logic and flow including the back-end code to handle user’s requests, 

information processing, and provide respective outputs back to the front-end 

environment. The Flask framework also considered to be used for building a web 

application and handling the back-end Python code processing for this project. 

 

Node.js & JavaScript 

Node.js is an open-source and cross platform JavaScript runtime runs on Chrome’s V8 

JavaScript engine to execute JS code outside a web browser. In this project, JS can be 

used to develop the bot as the MS Teams app for it to integrate to the MS Teams in the 

solution one. For the first solution, the app built in this project will use JS to build the 

tab portion of the app and the rest of the app features will be developed based on the 

Node.js. The benefits of Node.js and JS to be used in web applications development 

include high performance, quick and easy development, and others. Moreover, in the 

second solution to implement the project via RPA process, JS will also be used to 

develop the script of the web application and be used as the main language to develop 
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the solution by using Google Apps Script as JS is the main programming language to 

be interpreted in web environment. The ajax requests will also be sent to the back-end 

environment in the script written in JS language. In result, to be able to run the digital 

assistant in web environment for the MS Teams web version, JS will be the best 

programming language used for the project development. 

 

C# 

C# is a multi-paradigm and statically typed programming language which has features 

of generic, object-oriented declarative and others. The benefit of C# language includes 

cross platform, backward compatibility, object-oriented, and others. In this project, C# 

is also one of the programming languages that be used to develop the bot as the MS 

Teams app for it to integrate to the MS Teams for the first solution. Therefore, it will 

be applied in the coding process in the situation which is not suitable to develop the 

code by using other programming languages for the solution one. This is due to the 

reason that the .NET solution is more suitable to be used to manipulate element in 

Windows application such as the desktop version of MS Teams. Also, C# is the main 

language used to develop Unity solution for our advanced UI implementation for the 

optional feature of the project that will be developed in the future. 

 

3.2.2.3 SDKs 

.NET Core SDK 

.NET Core is a new open-source framework to support various programming languages 

such as C#, F# and VB.NET to develop applications. It has high performance, can run 

with fast speed, and can be deploy to and run-in different platform. The digital assistant 

in this project will be developed based on the .NET Core SDK to run the assistant bot 

developed using C# language.  

 

TeamsFx SDK & MS Teams JS Client SDK 

Based on the first solution, the TeamsFx SDK is the MS Teams framework with 

common functionalities and integration patterns to develop applications in MS Teams. 

It provides simple authentication for both client and server-side code tailored 

developers for MS Teams apps. Moreover, the MS Teams JS Client SDK, or teams-js 

SDK will also be used in this project to develop the Tabs and Task modules for the MS 
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Teams app. This SDK provides common SDK functions in MS Teams such as to get 

current state in the running page, get most recently used tabs by users and others. It can 

also help to create hosted experienced in MS Teams and to display the app content in 

an iframe for the first solution. 

 

Microsoft Bot Framework SDK 

 

Figure 3.9 Microsoft Bot Framework 

 

To implement a Teams app as planned in the first solution, Microsoft Bot Framework 

is a comprehensive open-source framework developed by Microsoft to build enterprise-

grade conversational AI experiences. This framework is used to build an AI bot in this 

project to assist MS Teams users in smart way. The Bot Framework SDK supports 

various programming languages such as C#, JS, Python and Java to design and build 

conversational experiences with NLP and sophisticated composition of bot replies. The 

main objective of this tool is to connect the bot developed to client experiences. Besides, 

the Bot Framework Composer will also be used in this project which is an integrated 

development tool to develop bots based on the Microsoft Bot Framework. The benefits 

of this framework to be used include the bot built with ability to speak, listen, and know 

users’ language using Azure Cognitive Services and others. Therefore, this framework 

will be integrated with the Azure Bot Service to build the digital assistant with 

ownership and safe data control. 
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3.2.2.4 Other Software 

Developer Portal 

 

Figure 3.10 Developer Portal 

Developer Portal is the main tool used by developers to configure, distribute, and 

manage their MS Teams apps. Furthermore, it includes a function of analyse the app’s 

usage such as daily or monthly active users. This portal is the newest developer tool 

designed by Microsoft for Teams apps development which can achieve same functions 

as the previous developer tool of App Studio. In this project, Developer Portal will be 

used to configure and manage the MS Teams app built and to set up its runtime 

environments. Moreover, this tool can also be used to test the app developed directly in 

Teams via the Preview in Teams button in the portal. The reasons of this tool choose to 

be used include the easier configuration and management of MS Teams app developed 

and it had provided some useful tools and resources for developers to design and build 

their MS Teams app. For example, the useful tools and resources such as Adaptive 

Cards Editor to create and preview own Adaptive Cards to include with our own created 

app, Microsoft Teams UI Kit to design the MS Teams app by using existing template 

and others. 
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Microsoft Teams 

 

Figure 3.11 Microsoft Teams 

For the first solution, MS Teams in desktop version will be used in this project to test, 

preview, and run the digital assistant developed to test its functionalities and its 

integration with the MS Teams. Moreover, the final product developed will be deployed 

to the MS Teams store. For the second solution, MS Teams in both web and desktop 

version will be used to test the digital assistant developed as a Windows application for 

it to perform every MS Teams function correctly and can provide ideal result without 

using any MS Teams related SDK but with the RPA software technology.  

 

Figma 

 

Figure 3.12 Figma 

Figma is a design tool developed for vector graphics editing and is a famous software 

at the moment used for UI designing. In this project, the desktop application of Figma 

is used to design the UI of the digital assistant due to its advantages of simplicity, free, 

faster development, and useful plugins for UI design. The prototype of the project will 

be developed by using this software before proceeding to the real implementation. 

 

UiPath 

 

Figure 3.13 UiPath 

UiPath is a solution designed for RPA to automate tasks by automation bot. Through 

the process of RPA, users can save their time and effort to manually perform a sequence 

of tasks by designing a workflow and automate the process by simple one click. 
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According to the first objective to simplify user’s steps to perform MS Teams function, 

each Teams function is planned to develop a corresponding workflow for the 

automation of every Teams function by using UiPath. Moreover, other workflows 

besides from MS Teams function will also be developed by using UiPath and the 

workflow execution will be triggered by specific command inputted by users. In this 

project, UiPath is chosen for the RPA development because of it is in low-code 

environment, ensure compliance, provide user-friendly experiences and it supports a 

lot of RPA features to perform operation or manipulation on Windows application. 

Therefore, the processes inside MS Teams as a desktop application can be easily 

automated by using the workflow created in UiPath.  

 

Dialogflow 

 

Figure 3.14 Dialogflow 

Besides from the Microsoft Bot Framework solution, Google also provides a bot 

solution of Dialogflow with built-in NLP feature to design and implement a 

conversational UI into bots and other platforms. In this project, Dialogflow is planned 

to be used to train and develop the conversational digital assistant for it can understand 

natural language inputted by user and provide suitable response based on the algorithm 

trained. The benefits of this solution are it’s low-code and simple to train the 

conversational bot, supports multiple programming language including C# and Python 

to be used in this project, support multiple response methods including option card and 

interactive voice response, and it provides good performance in analysing user’s input 

to decide which intent the input should be classified to and classify parameters inputted. 

 

Google Apps Script 

 

Figure 3.15 Google Apps Script 
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Google Apps Script is one of the services developed by Google for rapid application 

development in websites. It allows users to easily create business software in this 

platform and the software can be easily integrated with G Suite and other Google APIs 

including Google Calendar, Google Spreadsheet, Gmail, etc. to increase business 

productivity. This platform is planning to be used in the second solution to develop the 

code that can integrate with the Google Calendar for achieving part of our project 

objectives for the AI recommendation and automation process. This platform will be 

used to implement the script that can automate the scheduling process in Google 

Calendar to save users’ time to manage their schedule related to different workspace 

apps. Therefore, Google Calendar will also be involved in this project development for 

schedule automation and integrate some of the project’s AI features. 
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3.3  System Design / Overview 

This section will present some diagrams to provide an overview for the system design 

including the system framework, use case diagram, system architecture diagrams, and 

system flowchart. Moreover, respective tables are also presented in this section after 

the use case diagram to list the planned functions of the virtual assistant can perform 

and automate in MS Teams platform. 

 

3.3.1  System Framework 

 

Figure 3.16 System Framework: Digital Assistant for MS Teams 

 

Based on the above system framework, a virtual assistant for MS Teams workspace app 

will be developed with the AI capabilities of question and answering, language 

understanding and processing, vision for context understanding. Users can interact with 

the assistant developed via the main interaction method of typing, and other interaction 

methods such as tap and speak are optional to be developed in the future. For the UI, 

the AI assistant will present as a chat bot and allow users to chat with the assistant to 

obtain certain responses that can help to perform their workspace apps operation. The 

knowledge sources of the virtual assistant including the history commands of user and 

algorithms to provide advisory steps to the user, followed by templates that allow user 

modification for workflow automation. In result, the assistant can perform operations 
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as depicted in MS Teams to assist users for increasing their productivity and efficiency 

to use MS Teams. 

 

3.3.2  Use Case Diagram 

 

Figure 3.17 Use Case Diagram 

 

Based on the use case diagram designed, a user can perform use cases to chat with the 

digital assistant, run single or multiple operations in MS Teams via the virtual assistant, 

automate task by fill in respective template of spreadsheet provided, or choose to create 

user’s own template, and schedule task. In the first use case, user can interact with the 

digital assistant via typing to chat with the bot and achieve its responses including 

questions and answers. According to the user’s query or command, the assistant with 

AI capability may give advisory steps to the user for performing the best operations that 

fit user’s intention. Second of all, via the digital assistant, user can choose to run single 

operation in MS Teams such as to create a team or join a team. Besides, user can also 

choose to perform multiple operations as workflow in a row such as to create a new 

channel after creating a new team. Furthermore, user can automate repetitive task by 

fill in necessary parameters into respective spreadsheet provided as template or create 

new template for other task automation in Teams. Finally, user can schedule their task 
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in Google Calendar in a more efficient way with the AI recommendation and 

automation feature. 

 

3.3.3  Functions to Be Performed 

To further elaborate the operation can be performed by the digital assistant in the second 

and third use case for the previous use case diagram, this section will list the assistant’s 

functions correspond to every command that can be performed by the bot, which is the 

exact operation that can be conducted by the digital assistant according to different 

command. The bot’s functions had been briefly discussed in the project scope in 

Chapter 1 and the summarize section of Chapter 2 while in this chapter, the details of 

every command that can be performed by the digital assistant will be presented in the 

table form. The commands can be executed by the digital assistant including abilities 

to execute MS Teams functions, functions to automate repetitive task and other extra 

functions. 

 

Functions to be performed by the digital assistant 

Table 3.2 Functions to Be Performed by the Digital Assistant: Manage Teams 

Manage Teams 

No. Command. Operations. 

1.  Create team Request user to input team name (required), team privacy 

to create a new team. 

2.  Join team Request user to input team code (required) to join an 

existing team. 

3.  Manage team 

(Description) 

Request user to input team name (required) before user can 

perform manage team operations, including ‘Hide team’, 

‘Add channel’, ‘Add member’, ‘Leave team’, ‘Edit team’, 

‘Get link to team’, and ‘Manage tags’ 

4.  Hide team Request user to input team name (required) to hide an 

existing team that the user had joined.  
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5.  Add channel Request user to input team name (required), channel name 

(required) and select channel privacy to add new channel 

to an existing team. 

6.  Add member Request user to input team name (required), member’s 

name, or group to add member to an existing channel. 

7.  Leave team Request user to input team name (required) to leave the 

team. 

8.  Edit team Request user to input team name (required), select new 

team privacy, or select new team avatar to edit the team. 

9.  Get link to team Request user to input team name (required) to generate a 

link of specific team. 

10.  Manage tags 

(Description) 

Request user to input team name (required) before user can 

perform manage tags operations, including ‘Create tag’, 

‘Edit tag’, and ‘Delete Tag’ 

11.  Create tag Request user to input team name (required), tag name 

(required), description, members to be added to create a 

new tag. 

12.  Edit tag Request user to input team name (required), new tag name 

(required), description to edit an existing tag. 

13.  Delete tag Request user to input team name (required), and tag name 

(required) to delete the tag. 

14.  Add tab Request user to input team name (required) and select a tab 

to add to the team. 

15.  Manage channel Request user to input team name (required) and select new 

channel permissions to manage the channel permissions. 

16.  Show analytics Request user to input team name (required) to generate 

team’s analytics to users. 

17.  Arrange team Request user to select preferable sorting method (required) 

of the teams. 

18.  List all members Request user to input team name (required) to list all 

members in the team 
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19.  Customize 

notification 

Request user to input team name (required), input or select 

new notification settings option of the team, and save the 

new settings. 

 

Table 3.3 Functions to Be Performed by the Digital Assistant: Inside Team 

Operations 

Inside team operations 

No. Command.  Operations.  

20.  Meet now Request user to input team name (required) to create a new 

meeting. 

21.  Schedule 

meeting 

Request user to input meeting title (required), start date 

(required), start time (required), end date (required), end 

time (required), channel, attendees to schedule a new 

meeting. 

22.  Team files Request user to input team name (required) to list all files in 

the default channel of the team. 

23.  Add folder Request user to input team name (required) and folder name 

(required) to create a new folder in the team channel. 

24.  Add file Request user to input team name (required), file name 

(required), and file type (required) to create new document 

in type of word, excel, ppt, one note, forms, or survey in the 

team channel. 

25.  Upload file Request user to input team name (required), select a file or 

folder from devices (required) to upload file or folder to the 

team channel. 

26.  Sync file Request user to input team name (required) to sync files in 

team channel with One drive. 

27.  Get link to file Request user to input team name (required), and file name 

(required) to generate a link to the specific file. 

28.  Download all 

file 

Request user to input team name (required) to download all 

files in the team channel. 
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29.  Download file Request user to input team name (required), and file name 

(required) to download specific file in the team channel. 

30.  Add cloud 

storage 

Request user to input team name (required) and select cloud 

storage provider (required) to add cloud storage to the team 

channel. 

31.  Open share 

point 

Open share point for user. 

32.  Sort file Request user to input team name (required) and select 

preferable sorting method (required) to sort file in the team 

channel. 

 

Table 3.4 Functions to Be Performed by the Digital Assistant: Overall Team 

Operations 

Overall team operations 

No. Command. Operations. 

33.  Assignment Shows all assignments including assignment assigned and 

assignment completed. 

34.  Assigned ass List all assigned assignment’s summary 

35.  Completed ass List all completed assignment’s summary 

36.  Submit 

assignment 

Request user to select an assignment (required) and attach 

file from One Drive, link, teams, or upload from device 

(required) to submit work for the assignment. 

37.  Add assignment 

file 

Request user to select an assignment (required) and file type 

(required) to create new file in type of word, excel, ppt, or 

class notebook page to create new file in the assignment. 

38.  Delete 

assignment file 

Request user to select an assignment (required) and file 

(required) to delete the file. 

39.  Turn in Request user to select an assignment (required) to turn in 

the assignment 
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40.  Open 

assignment file 

Request user to select an assignment (required), file 

(required), and the file open method to open the file in 

Teams or online.  

41.  Download all 

assignment file 

Request user to select an assignment (required) to 

download all files in the assignment. 

42.  Download 

assignment file 

Request user to select an assignment (required) and file 

(required) to download the file. 

43.  Filter 

assignment 

Request user to select an assignment (required) to filter out 

assignments according to team’s channel. 

44.  Calendar Open calendar page. 

45.  Add event Allow user to schedule new meeting, webinar or live event 

by inputting multiple required parameters. (Too many to 

list, prefer users to input parameters via template provided 

or dialog box). 

46.  Call [name] Request user to input the member’s name (required) to call 

the member via phone. 

47.  Chat [name] Request user to input the member’s name (required) to chat 

the member. 

48.  Email [name] Request user to input the member’s name (required) to 

email the member. 

49.  Video call 

[name] 

Request user to input the member’s name (required) to 

video call the member. 

50.  Contact List all contacts of the user. 

51.  Add contact Request user to input the member’s name or number 

(required) to add new contact.  

52.  Delete contact Request user to input the member’s name (required) to 

delete the contact. 

53.  Add [name] to 

speed dial 

Request user to input the member’s name (required) to add 

the member to speed dial. 

54.  Files Open files page. 

55.  Add folder Request user to input folder name (required) to create a 

folder under One Drive. 
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56.  Add file Request user to input file name (required) and file type 

(required) to create file in type of word, excel, ppt, one note, 

forms, or survey under One Drive. 

57.  Upload file Request user to select file / folder from devices (required) 

to upload the file or folder. 

58.  Manage file Same operations as the file operations inside team channel, 

but the files to be managed are all files from all teams. The 

operations including ‘Sync file’, ‘Get link to file’, 

‘Download all file’, ‘Download file’, ‘Add cloud storage’, 

and ‘Sort file’. 

59.  Open one drive Open all files in One Drive. 

60.  Create shift Allow user to create new shift by inputting and selecting 

multiple required parameters. (Too many to list, prefer 

users to input parameters via template provided or dialog 

box). 

61.  Add group Request user to select shift (required) to create new group 

in the shift. 

62.  Delete group 

[group name] 

Request user to select shift (required) and group (required) 

to delete the group. 

63.  Add shift people Request user to select shift (required) and input name / 

email (required) to add member into the shift. 

64.  Add shift Allow user to add new shift by inputting and selecting 

multiple required parameters. (Too many to list, prefer 

users to input parameters via template provided or dialog 

box). 

65.  Add activity Allow user to add new activity by inputting and selecting 

multiple required parameters. (Too many to list, prefer 

users to input parameters via template provided or dialog 

box). 

66.  Search shift Request user to select shift (required) to search the shift.  

67.  Add request Allow user to add new request by inputting and selecting 

multiple required parameters. (Too many to list, prefer 
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users to input parameters via template provided or dialog 

box). 

68.  Add note Request user to input note for specific day. 

69.  Export shift Request user to select shift (required) to export the shift. 

70.  Print shift Request user to select shift (required) to print the shift. 

 

Table 3.5 Functions to Be Performed by the Digital Assistant: Others 

Others 

No. Command. Operations. 

71.  [keywords] Open default browser (Chrome) and search keywords 

through Google search engine. 

72.  Create task list /  

Create 

workflows 

Add new task (workflow / sequence) to a workflow list to 

automate them in sequence. 

73.  Remind me Remind user of a specific task in a specific datetime. 

74.  Send msg / email Request user to input name / email, msg / email contents 

Or request user to input group of name / email, msg / email 

contents to send message or email. 
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3.3.4  System Architecture Diagram(s) 

Two system architecture diagrams are designed to illustrate the architecture patterns for 

both of the solutions as planned.  

Solution 1 

 

Figure 3.18 System Architecture Diagram for Solution One 

 

According to the system architecture diagram designed, users can access the digital 

assistant developed via the GUI of MS Teams by installing it as a MS Teams App. 

Through the app deployed, users can provide inputs to the digital assistant and receive 

asynchronous response from it to achieve two-way communication. Inside the digital 

assistant system developed, it consists of bot logic module with NLP implementation 

to analyse user input and decide the actions to be performed according to user’s intent. 

After user’s intent is analysed and decided by the algorithms developed in the module, 

it will call functions from the suitable Teams related APIs to perform MS Teams 

function. Thus, users can perform Teams function via the conversational bot deployed 

as the Teams app and receive the result of the function performed without the need to 

directly manipulate the MS Teams application. Also, the scheduler module and 

template module should be included in the System designed for it to automate repetitive 

tasks by scheduling task and provide useful templates to users. For elaboration, the task 

scheduler module should be accessed by the digital assistant when it detected user’s 

intent to schedule a task repetitively or periodically. Through the scheduler module, 
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users should be able to schedule their tasks to be auto executed under specific time 

constraint without manually perform the function repetitively. In result, to avoid time 

waste due to repetitive process for users to execute similar tasks. Secondly, the 

templates module should be accessed by the system when it detected user’s intent to 

perform a repetitive process which can be automated by using suitable templates 

provided. For example, a template or dialog box can be responded by the bot to the user 

for the user to input or select options in the template to perform specific task that 

includes repetitive parameters, such as to create channels with regular naming method, 

and create weekly meetings with regular naming methods and platform used. For its 

novelty, users should be able to create and modify their own templates for custom task 

automation. The feature of templates will be further presented in the next chapter of 

preliminary work to create and implement some use cases by using suitable templates 

developed. 

 

Solution 2 

 

Figure 3.19 System Architecture Diagram for Solution Two 
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Based on the diagram designed, users can input their commands to the digital assistant 

via the UI designed in the desktop application. After suitable input pre-processing, user 

input will be sent to the conversational bot developed in Dialogflow for analyzation and 

classification into specific intent. Moreover, to extract parameters including in user’s 

query correspond to specific entity inside Dialogflow and provide suitable bot 

responses as trained for every intent. For example, if user inputs a sentence of ‘Schedule 

meeting after 5 minutes’ and after the input text sent to the Dialogflow, the bot trained 

by using Dialogflow will be able to classify this user input into the intent of ‘Schedule 

Meeting’, and extract the parameter of ‘after 5 minutes’ where the parameter value will 

be the datetime after 5 minutes from when user send the query, and the parameter will 

belong to one of the built-in entity in Dialogflow named date-time. Therefore, by using 

this information extracted, the digital assistant developed can determine how to process 

the parameters extracted and provide suitable response to users based on its logic and 

algorithms developed. 

For the process flow, the conversational bot built in Dialogflow will extract 

necessary information such as intent and entities from user’s query text and the digital 

assistant developed can obtain the information by using Google API. After receiving 

the information, the digital assistant can perform different MS Teams function 

correspond to specific intent analysed via UiPath. Different from performing Teams 

function via the APIs provided by MS Teams, in this solution, UiPath as an RPA tool 

will be used to access and perform Teams operation externally without calling any APIs 

from Microsoft. Based on the previous section to plan tools and software to be applied 

in this project, UiPath is a tool for RPA process by allowing user to create and execute 

their own sequence for workflow automation. Therefore, in this project, UiPath will be 

used to create multiple sequences where each sequence corresponds to single specific 

command that can be executed by the digital assistant including commands to perform 

Teams function. For example, a sequence in UiPath will be created to execute the user’s 

command to create a new team in MS Teams where the sequence will require the least 

parameter of team name. Therefore, the team’s name parameter can be extracted from 

user’s query text by the Dialogflow and returned to the system for it to pass the 

parameter value to the variable created in the sequence. A prompt message will be 

returned if the parameter doesn’t contain in the user’s query text by Dialogflow. After 

the parameter value of new team’s name is obtained and assigned to its variable, the 
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sequence can automate the process such as to launch MS Teams, click specific button 

or perform specific operation such as inputting necessary information to create a new 

team for users. The steps of sequences created for every command are predefined and 

are dynamic based on user inputs.  Therefore, by creating different sequence to perform 

different operation in MS Teams, the bot function to execute Teams function can be 

achieved.  

Furthermore, Scheduler and Templates modules are also implemented in the digital 

assistant to resolve the problem of repetitive task problem. The functions and flows of 

these two modules as same as described in the system design for solution one. In this 

solution based on Google solution, Google Apps Script will be used to integrate the 

system with Google Calendar for users can perform task scheduling in Google Calendar 

via automation process. Respective codes will be developed in the Google Apps Script 

platform to achieve the functions of first of all, automate the task or event scheduling 

process in Google Calendar via spreadsheet. Therefore, to increase user’s efficiency 

and save their workloads to schedule repetitive task related to the MS Teams workspace 

app in Google Calendar. Second of all, to provide advice and recommendation on user’s 

Google Calendar schedule via the digital assistant’s AI capability. Third of all, to 

provide an interface or interaction method that can link both Google Calendar and MS 

Teams for user can easily navigate to different workspace apps such as MS Teams from 

Google Calendar by referring to their schedule. In result, to achieve our objective of 

include advisory on user’s MS Teams operation and schedule based on related data and 

simplify user’s steps to perform task in MS Teams.  

Besides from the bot features that can be developed by using either one of the 

methods described above, AI capability should also be developed in this project to 

implement one of the proposed assistant’s functions to provide advisory on steps. ML 

will be needed in achieve this feature to collect suitable data, conduct data analyzation 

and data pre-processing, develop algorithm for the ML, fine tune and evaluate the 

algorithm developed, and test the model. There are two objectives involved in AI field 

to achieve the project goal. First, the digital assistant should be able to find, advice, and 

suggest the most appropriate commands or functions to be performed corresponds to 

user’s input task description. Second, the bot should be able to predict and recommend 

the most possible next steps or commands to be performed according to user 
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preferences or the last executed commands. The two different objectives can be 

combined to one goal for the ML model to achieve, which is to predict the most suitable 

commands to be performed by users under different condition or use cases based on 

different data features. For example, the features used to train the model can include 

user’s query text, user preferences, user’s command executed history, and others. 

Furthermore, NLP feature should also be developed in the AI module in this project so 

that the digital assistant can interact with user in smart way and allow the question-and-

answer interaction. The digital assistant should implement the NLP module and be 

trained to be able to response to different user’s context accurately under different 

situation and environment. The final aim will be the digital assistant to act as a real 

assistant with human simulation which can provide response in normal talking language 

or through voice interaction feature. Moreover, user can also interact with the assistant 

in several ways including typing, tap, speak and others such as body language for 

advanced system development in future. 

 

 

Figure 3.20 Flowchart of ML Feature Development of the Digital assistant 

A flowchart is designed to indicate the flows to develop the ML feature of the digital 

assistant in this project. Neural networks are considered to be developed as the 

algorithm to be trained in the ML model of the digital assistant. This is because the 

advantages of neural networks of its ability to perform well with insufficient knowledge, 

to perform self-learning and produce output that is not limited to the provided input, to 

discover interesting feature during the training process and its ability of parallel 

processing compared to other ML algorithms. According to the project methodology, 

the ML feature of this project will be implemented in FYP 2 to prepare and process the 

data, train, evaluate and fine tune the model, and to test its performance by using several 

ML testing methods.   
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3.4  System Flowcharts 

System Flowchart: Non-ML Related Operations 

 

Figure 3.21 System Flowchart: Bot-User Interaction 

 

The above flowchart shows the steps of user to input simple command to the bot and 

the bot to provide respective response and output back to the user. 
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System Flowchart: ML-Related Operations 

 

 

Figure 3.22 System Flowchart: ML-Related Operations 

 

The above flowchart shows the ML-Related flows of the bot to provide advisory steps 

to user and it will perform the function selected by the user according to its 

recommendation. 
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3.5  System Components 

The system components involved in this project can be mainly separated into the parts 

of: UI, digital assistant’s core logic, and the AI related functions to build the bot that 

can interact with user, perform ML related and non-ML related functions. In this section, 

the system components are elaborated to break down the system into different part and 

module for designing the system development process. 

 

3.5.1  System UI 

First of all, a UI for this system is required for users can interact with the digital assistant 

by different methods of input such as tap, type, speak and via adaptive cards or option 

cards. The main method of interaction between users and the digital assistant to be 

developed in this project will be typing and user inputs to an option card or template 

created by the bot. For the first solution, UI is not necessary to be designed and 

implemented because the digital assistant will be directly integrated to MS Teams as a 

Teams app while for the second solution, UI is needed to build the desktop application 

that allows two-way communication between users and the bot. An attractive and 

interactive UI is important in this project to provide better user experiences and easier 

their way to communicate with the digital assistant, so that the bot can extract correct 

meaning from user’s commands and provide accurate output. The UI design is 

conducted by using Figma to develop few webpages design that can achieve our desired 

way of interaction between user and the digital assistant. For the user can interact with 

the digital assistant bot, an input area should exist for user can type in command and 

send to the bot, while a display box is required for the bot to response to the user based 

on user’s requirement. Two sample UI are designed which the first UI aims to allow 

users to interact with the digital assistant via chat function, while the second UI 

indicates the template provided by the bot for different use cases for automating 

repetitive task. The sample UI only for indicating the basic elements should be included 

for user-bot interaction and will be further modified during implementation process. In 

result, the actual implemented UI may be different from the prototype by simplify it or 

in different colour scheme based on actual implementation process. However, 

necessary elements will still be included in the actual development. 
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Figure 3.23 Sample Chat and Template Prototype 

 

For the first UI, it allows users to input their commands to the bot by typing while other 

input methods will be further explored in future improvement to the system.  Moreover, 

the bot is allowed to response to the user in the chatting space before or after executed 

the specific command. Second of all, another UI to be developed in this project is the 

built-in template in the digital assistant for users to carry on some specific commands 

or repetitive tasks. The input methods to the template dialog box should include typing, 

clicking, and selecting specific element. Besides, the add referencing column in the UI 

designed allows users to reference to a specific command that can be executed by the 

digital assistant for certain case. 

Furthermore, based on previous sections, Unity is planned to be used in this project 

to develop more attractive UI as considered as innovative feature of this project after 

its elementary UI and operations are done. In system design, a 2D or 3D model is 

planned to be designed and developed to be the project interface for users can have 

more interaction to the digital assistant such as via tap or voice. In result, they can have 

more direct interaction with the bot as if they are interacting with a real human assistant. 

For example, the model developed can occupy a little space or hide as background 

application in users’ desktop environment and responses to users’ commands in a more 

diverse and interactive way such as animation and motion. This feature will be further 
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explored in future project improvement to improve the quality and performance of the 

project UI. 

 

 

Figure 3.24 Logo and Colour Scheme 

Also, a logo was designed for this project and a colour scheme is selected for 

implementing the UI during the actual implementation process. 

 

Feasibility of the proposed method 

UI is only needed in the second solution to build a desktop application for users can 

interact with the digital assistant. Based on the UI design, the most important 

component in the UI design consists of the elements needed for user can input their 

messages and receive responses from the digital assistant. Therefore, the UI can be 

developed as a Windows application or web application according to its purpose to 

perform operation on MS Teams desktop application or web application. According to 

the second solution, RPA process developed by using UiPath also allows the 

automation steps to be performed on both desktop application and web application of 

MS Teams according to different RPA sequence implemented. Therefore, a web 

application is planned to be implemented first for this project due to the simplicity and 

efficiency to develop a web app including handling web request. Besides, a web app 

can be easily deployed such as by using Flask framework for the project mainly 
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developed in Python code. The webpages including HTML, CSS, and JS code will be 

developed by using respective programming languages to implement the web interface.  

Moreover, for the template of dialog box to be provided to users for respective use 

case involved template, it is also considered as a workable solution as users can input 

their options through the most important elements of button and text input box, which 

both of them are basic elements in a web-based solution and easily to be implemented. 

Besides, other webpages for different functions of the system will also need to be 

developed as the UI such as for user to obtain, edit, and submit certain spreadsheet to 

perform automation process on repetitive Teams operation. Some forms are also 

planned to be implemented for user can submit their data through the form in the 

webpage UI to interact with the back-end logic and for the bot to process different 

request such as schedule task or event, perform automation, or give advisory steps 

according to user’s input in different web elements.  

For the challenges and issues involved in the System UI development, one of the 

challenges is to develop suitable UI solution for it can be integrated and compatible to 

the digital assistant successfully for ensuring it can achieve the user-bot interaction and 

the digital assistant’s functions can perform properly. Based on investigation and 

evaluation, the web application to be implemented as UI able to receive user’s inputs, 

run the bot logic code and interact with other components involved that will be 

discussed in the next section and return suitable response back to the user such as to 

perform certain operation on the web version of MS Teams. In result, the UI is 

considered feasible to be developed as a web application for this project. 

 

3.5.2  Bot Core with AI Capabilities 

The second important part in this project is the bot core with AI capabilities, which is 

also stated as the logic of the digital assistant to be developed in this project. According 

to the project scope, the bot developed should be able to execute single command, 

create and execute workflows, create, and use template, and include advisory on steps. 

Therefore, the procedures and the algorithms of how the bot can perform those 

functions are developed as the second part of this project. Python is planned to be used 
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to develop the major logic of the digital assistant due to the less code to implement 

functions and its function diversity to achieve different operation.  

First of all, the digital assistant should develop the most important function to be 

able to receive inputs from users, extract information and analyse the inputs collected, 

and to provide suitable response to interact with the users. To achieve the bot-user 

interaction, there are two solutions planned to be experimented in the next chapter to 

select the better approach to build the conversational bot. The first solution is to create 

the bot by using the tools and software from Microsoft solution which are the SDK 

related to MS Teams such as TeamsFx SDK and MS Teams JS Client SDK. By 

applying the related SDK, the bot developed by using Microsoft Bot Framework can 

directly perform MS Teams functions by using the related APIs to increase the accuracy 

to perform Teams functions. Moreover, the bot can be easily integrated to MS Teams 

as a Teams app to allow user who is using MS Teams to install the bot in their Teams 

application easily. To implement the bot, a bot should be built by using the Microsoft 

Bot Framework and deployed as a MS Teams app to be integrated to MS Teams after 

the functions are completed, followed by tested and maintained by using the Developer 

Portal and MS Teams. The detail system architecture diagram of this solution was 

depicted in the Figure 3.19. 

Another method to implement the conversational bot that can interact with users 

will be by using the solution provided by Google, which is the Dialogflow, and extra 

software for RPA process which is the UiPath. Based on this solution, a desktop 

application will be created to enable the two-way communication between users and 

the digital assistant, and the user inputs will be sent to the conversational bot created 

by using Dialogflow for analyzation via suitable API provided by Google. After the 

interpretation of user input, Dialogflow will classify user’s input into specific intent and 

the returned extracted information in JSON format can also be obtained via Google API. 

For example, the extracted information including user’s original query text, intent, 

entities involved correspond to user’s keywords, and others. The benefits of using 

Dialogflow to create the conversational bot is it is in low-code environment where the 

bot training process can be done by using only the website GUI, and it has built-in NLP 

capability for users to easily train the bot to understand different inputs with the same 

meaning. Therefore, more time and effort can be saved for the project development. To 
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build the conversational digital assistant by using the second solution and for it to be 

able to perform Teams functions, the system architecture diagram is shown below. The 

detail system architecture diagram of this solution was depicted in the Figure 3.19. 

Moreover, one of the important functions of the digital assistant is to provide 

advisory steps to user to suggest them to possible function to perform and possible next 

steps according to user’s context. To achieve the smart advisory function, an AI model 

should be developed in the bot core so that it can collect necessary data for it to run its 

algorithm and come out the result of advice and recommendation. This AI model 

implementation and fine tuning will be involved in both solutions for developing the 

ML feature of this system. Apart from that, Google Calendar is planned to be involved 

in this project to further increase user’s productivity to schedule their task in the MS 

Teams workspace app with the automation function developed. Moreover, the advisory 

steps are planned to be provided also in the Google Calendar via script to suggest user 

on their future schedule based on its data collected and the result of AI algorithm ran. 

In result, user may auto schedule their Google Calendar based on the digital assistant’s 

advice to automate the repetitive steps for them to schedule the task every time that can 

save time and cost. Besides, the bot core logic including function to integrate Google 

Calendar with MS Teams so that to achieve our first objective to simplify user’s steps 

to perform MS Teams function. This is because via the integration, user can easily 

navigate to MS Teams or perform any operation on Teams by simply referring to their 

Google Calendar schedule and interact with our system. Therefore, it saves user’s time 

and effort to only schedule task on Google Calendar and run their desire task via the 

Google Calendar interface to interact with our system and perform tasks without the 

necessary to manually open MS Teams and figure out the operations. 

 

Feasibility of the proposed method to perform MS Teams operation 

Based on the second solution preferred in the last section to build the bot core of the 

digital assistant, UiPath will be used to create a sequence for each function listed in the 

table. This method is considered feasible due to UiPath supports RPA on multiple 

platforms including Windows application and browser. Therefore, the MS Teams 

functions and other extra functions are able to be conducted by UiPath to detect and 

operate specific elements on different platforms involved. The sequences are pre-
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defined and will require users to input necessary parameters to automate specific 

sequence. The parameters can be inputted through text, or input into the templates or 

dialog box provided by the system to increase user experiences and allow smooth 

operations of the sequence flow without errors. 

 However, to increase the feasibility of the proposed method due to the risk of 

limited time issue, the functions of the digital assistant will be developed in priority 

according to their importance and frequency to involve in real use cases. For example, 

some common functions that will be used frequently by users to solve their tasks such 

as create channel and schedule meeting, which will be developed first before other 

functions to increase the system’s usability. Therefore, all functions planned may not 

be fully developed in this project, but some important functions will be implemented in 

prior to ensure the basic functions of this digital assistant and its performance in solving 

real-life use cases. 

 

Feasibility of the proposed method to achieve AI capabilities 

The main advantage of solution one is it can perform MS Teams functions by using 

APIs provided by MS Teams workspace app itself to increase the function accuracy. In 

addition, the compatibility of this solution will be higher than the second solution as 

both Microsoft Teams and the method used in the first solution are both based on 

Microsoft solutions. However, it consists of limitation of the Microsoft solution to build 

a bot and integrate the bot into MS Teams app involved too many tools and services, 

which can make the project development process become more convoluted and time-

consuming. For example, the tools and services required to achieve the first solution 

involved examples of IDE with Teams toolkit extension to build a MS Teams app, 

Microsoft Azure services including Azure bot service, QnA maker and LUIS to build 

the conversational bot with NLP ability, Microsoft Bot Framework and Bot Framework 

Emulator for the bot analysis, interpretation, and testing. Moreover, extra tool is needed 

to evaluate and test the bot after it has deployed to the MS Teams as a Teams app such 

as Developer Portal. The too many tools involved to achieve the solution results in the 

issue of difficult process to design the project development procedures and flows, and 

the project’s difficulty highly increases due to large amount of the tools’ features and 

functions should be learnt and applied in the given time period. Besides, another 
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challenge of this solution is some of the Azure services cost and it will increase the 

project budget if the solution is chosen to be used to develop the project based on the 

project cost feasibility analysis.  

Besides, for the second solution, its benefits including less tools involved to 

implement this solution compared to the first solution, and it saves time to develop 

some project feature such as the NLP capability as Dialogflow provide built-in NLP 

feature to train the conversational bot. Second of all, it also performs better in the cost 

feasibility analysis as only free or free version of software and tools are chosen to be 

used to implement the solution. There are also some disadvantages of this solution such 

as the bot created by using Dialogflow cannot be deployed and integrated to MS Teams, 

and the operations on MS Teams can only be performed by the third-party software of 

UiPath which may raise error when performing the function. Thus, this solution 

provides less accuracy in performing MS Teams functions but the simplicity to develop 

the project is a lot higher than by using the first solution. 

In conclusion, solution two will be the preferred method to implement the digital 

assistant due to the higher cost feasibility in this FYP project. Moreover, it is less 

convoluted than the first solution with its built-in NLP feature and low-code 

environment to develop the bot. Nonetheless, both proposed methods to develop the 

bot core of the digital assistant will be performed in the next chapter of actual 

implementation to remove the method that cannot be performed and decide the final 

method used in the project development. 
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Chapter 4 

System Implementation 

In the Chapter 4, the system implementation and results will be conducted and 

documented by first to experiment the two planned development methods and decide 

the final approach to apply. Besides, the procedures to implement the system will be 

discussed including to set up the software of this project, develop the UI, bot core and 

logic, and AI parts of this project. Furthermore, some use cases are also prepared and 

presented in this section, followed by the system results with respective screenshots. 

Finally, the implementation issues and challenges is also included in this chapter with 

its proposed solution. 

 

4.1  Experiment of Two Planned Development Methods 

Based on the last chapters, two different proposed methods to implement the project 

are stated. To recap the proposed methods, the first solution is to build a MS Teams app 

by using the tools of Visual Studio Code with Teams Toolkit Extension, MS Teams 

related SDK of TeamsFx SDK and MS Teams JS Client SDK, and the developer portal 

to directly integrate the digital assistant into MS Teams software through Microsoft 

integration solution. Besides, the second solution is to build the digital assistant by 

using Dialogflow for creating conversational bot and UiPath for creating RPA sequence 

and enabling user interaction with the bot via a desktop application developed. 

 The steps involved in the first solution are building a Teams app and implement the 

bot by using the Microsoft Bot Framework. To implement the solution, we have 

installed the extension of Teams Toolkit into the Visual Studio Code and created a 

project according to the template provided by Microsoft to create a Teams app. 

Moreover, the dependencies required to build the Teams app were installed to the 

project according to the related documentation from Microsoft Teams. After a basic 

Teams app was created by referring to the template, the app is planned to be configured 

by integrating it into MS Teams and test the user interaction between MS Teams and 

the app created. To achieve it, the app built should be installed and configured into MS 

Teams by running the application in Visual Studio Code. The app built should ideally 

be opened by the desktop application of MS Teams or through browser according to 
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user’s choice. However, there is a problem occurred during the app configuration 

process and an error was prompted by the Visual Studio Code: 

Error: [Teams Toolkit] Your Microsoft 365 tenant admin hasn't enabled sideloading 

permission for your account. You can't install your app to Teams! Please applying for 

a Microsoft 365 developer tenant by joining Microsoft developer program or contact 

your tenant admin to resolve the issue. 

The error was prompted due to our Microsoft account based on UTAR email used 

to develop the Teams app do not have enough permission from the IT lab admin to 

create and install an app in MS Teams. Therefore, the operations to install and configure 

the Teams app by using MS Teams were unallowed by the Teams Toolkit extension 

and error prompted. Some solutions were figured to resolve the issues. For example, 

we have tried to use personal Microsoft account besides from UTAR email to 

implement the Teams app. However, the limited functions of MS Teams for free 

Microsoft account are unable to be used to implement and test the planned features of 

the digital assistant to be developed. For example, no Teams function for free Microsoft 

account in MS Teams which causes it cannot perform important operations for team 

collaboration such as create team, create channel, and others. To save budget for this 

FYP project, the free version of Microsoft Teams that can be accessed by our personal 

account is not considered to be updated to a higher paid version. In addition, by 

considering the efforts and time needed to request required permissions from the IT lab 

admin, the first proposed method is decided to be labelled as solution that cannot be 

implemented and discarded due to suitable solution can be applied to resolve the issues.  

Furthermore, the second solution was also experimented to avoid the risks of both 

proposed methods are unable to be used to implement the project. To test the feasibility 

of the proposed method, the software and tools will be used to implement the method 

were installed or accessed. After that, several steps were conducted to test the 

functionalities of each software and tool to evaluate the feasibility of the second 

solution to be used to implement the product. For example, a simple conversational bot 

was created by using Dialogflow successfully and a Python project that was created by 

using PyCharm was able to access the analysed results returned by the conversational 

bot via suitable APIs provided by Google. The result shows that the digital assistant bot 

was able to be created by using both Dialogflow and the Python project for its feasibility. 

As the Python project was able to interact with the conversational bot built in 
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Dialogflow, it can conduct different logic and algorithm according to different analysed 

results returned from the bot. For it to be able to perform RPA process for MS Teams 

functions for achieving our objectives, a simple sequence was created by using UiPath 

and in the Python project, the sequence was tested to be executed by the UiPath bot 

under certain Python code segment. After all experiments to test the usability of the 

second method, we decided to use the second proposed method to implement our 

project. The details of our preliminary work procedures and its results are presented in 

the next sections. 
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4.2  Setting Up 

4.2.1 Software 

Before starting to develop the second solution, there are several software and tools 

needed to be installed and set up in my laptop as listed below.  

1. PyCharm 2021.3.1 (Professional version) 

PyCharm 2021.3.1 in professional version was installed and authenticated by the 

educational license distributed by JetBrains company to build a Python project in 

this project. The Python project built should be able to connect to the user interface 

to interact with users and create logics and algorithms for the bot can analyse user’s 

text and perform different operation according to user’s intent. Moreover, to 

implement other code logics for the bot functions to perform repetitive task, 

schedule task, and other AI related functions. 

2. Dialogflow 

Dialogflow was accessed and used via browser to build and integrate a 

conversational bot with built-in NLP ability in this project. It is used to train the 

conversational bot to be able to analyse and differentiate user’s intent according to 

user’s input text. Moreover, it will be integrated to the Python project for the 

Dialogflow to analyse user’s intent from user’s query text that obtained from the 

Python project and return the result to the Python project. In result, the Python 

project can understand user’s intent and perform correspond operation. 

3. UiPath 

UiPath Studio was installed into the laptop to create RPA sequences for performing 

MS Teams functions and other necessary RPA processes in order to implement the 

project scope. 

4. Microsoft Teams 

MS Teams application was installed into the laptop and can be accessed via browser 

to test the function of the digital assistant created to perform MS Teams operations. 

5. Visual Studio Code 

VS Code was installed to be used to develop, evaluate, and test the sample UI in 

the form of web application for the preliminary work. 

6. Google Apps Script 

Google Apps Script is accessed to develop the code related to Google Calendar. 
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4.3  UI Development 

Based on the project scope and system design, a web application is planned to be 

develop for UI so that users can interact with the digital assistant via accessing the web 

application. In this FYP project, the elementary function of the digital assistant is more 

focused than its UI design for achieving objectives. Therefore, the web UI as 

implemented may be modified in future to further improve its accessibility and a 

desktop application is also considered to be developed in future for the bot can interact 

with the desktop version of MS Teams. Moreover, for the bot can be developed in a 

more attractive and provides various interaction ways to its users. 

An UI for web application was developed instead of a desktop application in this 

project due to a web application is easier to be developed and integrate a Python project 

compared to a desktop application. For example, Flask framework was installed and 

used to integrate the Python project and the web application developed. By applying 

this framework, we can simply design and implement the front-end web by using the 

programming language of HTML, CSS, and JS while the back-end logic was developed 

by using Python code. Flask framework helped us to easily transmit data between both 

front-end web and back-end web for the digital assistant can easily obtain user’s input 

via the front-end UI, process the input and generate correspond output and operation of 

it, and to easily return the outcome that can be rendered to the front-end web UI. In 

contrast, more efforts will be needed to achieve the integration between our Python 

project which is written in Python language and the desktop application in .NET 

solution which is written in C# language. As more time and effort are needed to 

integrate the two solutions in different programming language, an easier method was 

selected in this project to achieve the UI which is to develop a web application. 

However, a desktop application by using the .NET solution or by using the Unity 

software will be investigated and developed in future for the project improvement as 

desktop application also provides its own advantages for improving our digital assistant. 

For example, desktop application allows users to perform operation on the desktop 

version of MS Teams and the application can access user’s local data in the user’s 

machine to install the desktop application. Therefore, the desktop application increase 

the system’s storage ability and flexibility in processing user’s local data. However, 

based on our web application solution, the user’s data need to be processed by the 

system such as the spreadsheet to automate workflow will be collected through the file 
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submit method. In result, it makes the web application development become a feasible 

method in completing this FYP system proposed. The following figures show some UI 

developed for this project while more screenshots will be presented in the Section 4.7 

of System Results. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 UI Developed: Home Page 

 

Figure 4.2 User Interaction with the Digital Assistant Via Chat Box 

 

The web UI developed in this FYP project including a website deployed by using Flask 

framework in the Python project. Several HTML, CSS, and JS files are coded in 

respective language of HTML, CSS, and JS to achieve the front-end web development 
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of this project. Besides, some external plugins and technology such as JQuery, JQuery 

Plugin, Bootstrap, and other APIs or vendor plugins are imported and be applied in this 

project to develop a more attractive and high-level UI according to our decided color 

scheme. Also, all icons involved in the webpages’ UI are collected from the website of 

iconify framework that offer various attractive and useful open source vector icons. The 

website was implemented by modifying the free template based on Bootstrap 

framework, which is a popular used front-end web framework to develop responsive 

website nowadays. The UI developed including the main parts of title, sample 

navigation bar, and a grid layout including eight cards in frosted glass design 

corresponds to eight functions those are elementary or novelty of the digital assistant to 

be developed.  

 On the website, a background with the same theme as the FYP poster is designed 

by using Canva and used. Besides, the icon and logo used on the website is the logo as 

designed in the last chapter and the home page of this website including eight functions 

showed in card form with half-transparent characteristic. The eight functions showed 

in the UI including the first two functions of create channel and schedule event. These 

two functions are the solutions to the use cases selected those will be present in the next 

sections to solve real-life problems and will be explained in more details in the 

following sections. Besides, the second function allows user to schedule their task on 

Google Calendar based in a more automated and efficient way. The third function of 

automate task is used to automate the bot’s function to perform MS Teams’ operation 

as a part to achieve the objective two. The fourth function of digital assistant bot is used 

for users to interact with the digital assistant to achieve our objective one. Besides, all 

four functions in the second row are novelty functions to be developed as advance 

features of the system if time and resources available. Those four functions are not the 

main functions to achieve our project’s objectives but to also improve user’s 

productivity in using workspace apps such as MS Teams. For example, the fifth 

function of To-do List allows user to list the to-do tasks and mark it after the user had 

completed each of the task listed. This function enables user to manage their tasks to 

do in the workspace apps more efficiently and easier the task management process. 

Furthermore, the sixth function of Notification enables user to set reminder or alarm at 

specific time or triggered by specific event that happened in the workspace apps. To 

implement this function, listener and trigger event need to be implemented to the digital 
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assistant in respective workspace apps that consume time and effort so is left to be 

developed in future. However, the benefit of this function is that user can be easily 

reminded when certain event is triggered in the workspace app to not miss any 

important case. Also, the settings is the advanced feature to the AI and ML-related 

function for this digital assistant to improve the system’s AI performance by collecting 

user’s preferences and other configurations to provide more flexible and accurate 

advice to the user. Due to time consideration, the AI and ML related function in this 

system not yet allows user’s configuration but will only involve default collected data 

in its algorithm to provide advisory steps to user. Lastly, the Contact Me section is also 

an extra card for the system’s user can contact the developer if he or she faced any 

problem when using the digital assistant or would like to reach the developer. 

According to Figure 5.2, if users clicked on the fourth card to interact with the digital 

assistant, an input text box will be showed for users to input their query text to the bot 

and receive bot’s response that will displayed in another text box after it had processed 

the request.  

 

Several steps are conducted to achieve the website UI: 

1. Develop the front-end web by modifying Bootstrap template. 

A suitable Bootstrap template was downloaded from the Internet and modified for 

it to fit the system UI requirements. Some modifications were done to the 

index.html file as the main page of the web application, the style.css as the main 

design file of the main web page, and the main.js as the main file to control the 

front-end web logic. The software including in this step is the VS Code while the 

programming languages used are HTML, CSS, and JS. More HTML files are then 

created to develop the UI for other webpages than the system’s home page for 

achieving different subpages those can be navigated to from the system home page. 

 

2. Deploy the website by using Flask framework 

Flask framework was installed into the Python project to deploy the web application 

to the default port number of 2020. All webpages developed including the 

index.html file was stored to a new folder named templates inside the root folder of 

the Python project for Flask framework can find and deploy the web page, while all 

assets used in the web page including images, CSS files, JS files and others were 
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stored to a new folder named static for the sake of another Flask’s requirement to 

locate the resources of the web page to be deployed. After this step, the website 

developed was deployed successfully and can be accessed by the website 

localhost:2020. 

 

The development of the back-end logic of the digital assistant will then be presented in 

both non-ML related part and ML related part in the following sections. This is due to 

the reason that for easier understanding to the system’s AI related and non-AI related 

parts by separating the implementation process into several small modules. First, bot 

development of non-ML related functions of the bot will be described in the following 

section 4.4. As an overview, the combined steps to develop the entire bot core of the 

digital assistant including steps of: 

1. Create conversational bot by using Dialogflow. (AI related) 

2. Create RPA sequences by using UiPath. (non-AI related) 

3. Develop bot functions. (non-AI related) 

4. Develop AI model. (AI related) 

5. Integrate the UI, Python project, conversational bot built, sequences built, AI model, 

and MS Teams. (non-AI related) 

 

4.4  Bot Development 

After the front-end web UI for the preliminary work was developed, the bot core of the 

digital assistant was then be implemented in the Python project including some of its 

non-ML related functions to achieve our first and second objective. The bot 

development including to build respective RPA sequences for task automation, and to 

develop bot functions those are not ML-related. 

Several steps are conducted to achieve the bot development of non-ML features: 

1. Create RPA sequences by using UiPath. 

2. Develop bot functions. 
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4.4.1 Create RPA Sequences 

 

Figure 4.3 Project Structure in UiPath 

UiPath is used in this step to create RPA sequences correspond to each intent we have 

created in Dialogflow. In other words, a sequence means the operation that will be 

performed by the digital assistant based on specific user’s intent. Therefore, the same 

number of sequences were created as the number of intents created in UiPath and each 

sequence was executed, tested, and evaluated by using the Run File function in UiPath. 

The sequence created will be executed by the UiRobot.exe file in the UiPath 

programme to test the automation process of certain function. In UiPath, the sequences 

created to execute specific operation based on user’s input were stored in both folders 

named default_workflows and default_workflows_browser where the former is to store 

the sequences to automate MS Teams functions via its website, while the latter is to 

store the sequences to automate MS Teams functions via its desktop application. In our 

project, the automation of Teams functions was preferred to be executed via MS Teams 

website due to the easier element recognition and selection by UiPath compared to the 

desktop application. This should not be a concern topic in this project as if the Teams 

function can be performed successfully by the UiPath, our objectives can then be 

achieved no matter the automation process was conducted via website or desktop 

application of MS Teams. Also, as we select web application as the UI of our project 

to be implemented, it will be a suitable solution to develop the RPA sequences those 
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can be run in web browser for easier integration with our web application implemented. 

The advantages and limitations of both automation methods will be analysed in future 

to improve the product’s performance. Besides, suitable variables were created and 

assigned to a default value for each sequence including required variables such as team 

name and optional variables such as team description and team privacy to create a new 

team in MS Teams. 

For one example of the sequences that we have created in UiPath to automate MS 

Teams function via its website, the steps of the sequence to create a new team in MS 

Teams including to first launch or open the browser and access the MS Teams website. 

After that, the Teams icon in the navigation bar will be clicked followed by the ‘Join or 

create team’ button to be clicked in the MS Teams website by the UiRobot.exe file of 

UiPath. After auto-clicked the button ‘Create a team’, the team’s name and team 

description inputted by the user will be auto-key in into the specific input columns to 

create a team in MS Teams, followed by the team privacy will be auto-selected 

according to user’s input. After that, the ‘Next’ button and the ‘Skip’ button will be 

clicked in sequence and a new team was created by using RPA process of UiPath to 

automate all steps we have configured in the specific sequence. After necessary 

sequences were built in the UiPath and each sequence’s steps were configured properly, 

the second step to create correspond RPA sequences by using UiPath was completed, 

and the sequences are able to be called by our project for execution. 

 

4.4.2 Develop Bot Functions 

According to the project scope and system design, there are several functions to be 

implemented for our digital assistant. In this project, the required functions of the bot 

were implemented by writing suitable code and logic in our Python project. In the 

Python project, several classes were implemented to achieve object-oriented 

programming and achieve better code structure such as the main class to deploy the 

web application and achieve the interaction between front-end and back-end web by 

using Flask framework, the ChatBot class to process and execute user’s command, the 

ScheduleTask class to perform the digital assistant’s function to schedule task, and 

others. The steps involved in the required bot functions of the preliminary work are 

listed: 
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Function: To execute Teams operation according to user’s command 

1. Receive user’s input from front-end web UI. 

A function was created in the main file of the Python project for it can receive and 

process the requests from front-end web by both POST and GET method. The 

Python project is able to receive requests from front-end web via the Flask 

framework when user submit the form or other data via the web application UI. In 

the stage to develop system UI, necessary forms and structure were created for users 

to submit necessary information to interact with the bot and to perform different use 

cases. User’s input for different function was submitted to different route and 

processed by different function in our Python project to perform suitable operation 

and return data or web page to be rendered to the front-end website. The interaction 

process between the front-end and back-end web was achieved by the Flask 

framework. By using the framework, our Python project as the system back-end is 

able to receive user’s input from the front-end web UI to perform specific operation 

according to user’s input that can be obtained from the request in dictionary form. 

In this function, user’s input is the single user’s command to execute specific Teams 

function by the digital assistant. 

2. Send user’s input to the conversational bot and obtain analysed results. 

After user’s command was obtained from the front-end web request, it can be sent 

to the conversational bot via Google APIs for Dialogflow for it to process and 

analyse user’s input. Besides, to return the analysed results including user’s intent, 

parameters involved in the user’s query text, and bot’s response to the function in 

the Python project to receive the information in json format. In this step, a function 

was created in Python to send user’s text to the conversational bot, receive the 

analysed result returned by the bot, and save the data returned as a dictionary object 

in Python. The keys of the dictionary object saved including user’s intent name, 

parameters involved, bot’s response, and other necessary information for further 

usage. 

3. Provide suitable response to the user or execute specific Teams operation 

according to user’s intent. 

The conversational bot will analyse user’s input and provide suitable response back 

to the user. However, if user didn’t input enough parameters for the intent as trained 

in the previous stages, the conversational bot will return a message to request user 
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to input necessary parameters to satisfy the intent’s requirement. The satisfaction of 

intent’s required parameters can be detected by an information in the bot returned 

result to indicate are all required parameters presented in the user’s query text for 

specific intent it categorized to. If users didn’t input enough parameters for their 

specific intent, no Teams operation will be conducted and only prompt message for 

them to input more parameters will be returned from the Python project to the front-

end web UI. In the Python project, a function for parameters validation was created 

to detect is user inputted all required parameters for a specific intent and if user’s 

input text can pass the validation function, a specific Teams operation can be 

performed by the Python project. 

To perform a specific Teams operation, user’s parameters to be used for the 

Teams operation such as parameter of team name used for Teams operation to create 

a new team will be passed to the sequence in UiPath with objective to create a new 

team. To achieve this step, we have created a function in Python to modify xml file 

by using the cElementTree module from xml framework in Python. This is due to 

the reason that in UiPath, every sequence was saved in the xml form to store every 

step and variable used in the sequence. Therefore, user’s input parameters were 

passed to the function to replace the default value of variables in a specific UiPath 

sequence based on the user’s intent. The modification was done to a copy of the 

original sequence and the xml file after processed was stored to another folder 

named play_workflow to store the sequence to be run by the system. No changes 

are done to the original sequence created in UiPath. The file path to store the 

sequence to be executed was passed to another created function to execute the 

sequence by using the os.popen() command in Python. After the digital assistant 

had executed the sequence to automate certain Teams operation, bot response of the 

specific intent will be returned by the function to process the requests and to be 

rendered to the front-end web page. Therefore, we implemented the function of the 

digital assistant to execute a single Teams operation according to user’s command. 

 

Function: To execute user’s command in batch 

We have created a function in our Python project to detect user’s intent to create a 

workflow or a task list to execute multiple commands in batch and perform the 

operations in sequence. After received user’s input command from the front-end web 
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requests via Flask framework, user’s text was passed to a function to detect if the user’s 

intent is to execute multiple commands in sequence or not. If the intent detected, user 

will be asked to input their commands to be executed in batch in sequence and type 

‘done’ to stop enter more command. We processed every command inputted by the user 

and stored the analysed result for each command to a list in Python. After the command 

‘done’ was typed by the user, the commands stored in the list will be executed in 

sequence by passing each command stored to the function to replace variables’ value 

in xml file of the specific sequence, and to the function to execute the sequence by using 

terminal command in Python. Therefore, we implemented the function of the digital 

assistant to execute multiple user’s commands in batch. This function is currently done 

by the user-bot interaction via chat and dialog while in future, a UI dialog box is planned 

to be implemented for user can input or select their commands to be executed in 

sequence by using UI elements to increase user’s experiences and simplify the work.  

 

Function: To schedule user’s command 

We have created several functions in our Python project to detect user’s intent to 

schedule their task and schedule user’s command to be executed on specific time or 

interval. To schedule user’s task, we have created a class named ScheduleTask to 

extract date and time related information from user’s text by using nltk module in 

Python and schedule user’s task by using apscheduler module in Python. By using the 

background scheduler in the apsheduler module, user’s task can be scheduled to be 

executed on a specific time, interval, or according to a specific time constraint in 

background to not block other processes executing in user’s device. For the steps 

involved in implementing this function, user’s input text was passed to a function to 

detect if the user’s intent is to schedule task or would like to run the task in real-time. 

If the intent detected, user’s text will be passed to another function to extract datetime 

information inside user’s query text such as year, month, day, hour, minute, second, 

day of week, and others. According to the extracted time information and keywords 

related to task scheduling such as ‘every’ and ‘after’ from user’s input, user’s task will 

then be added to the scheduler provided by the apsheduler module to be performed later. 

In the preliminary work, user can perform this function via two different ways to 

schedule their task by chat with the digital assistant or input their schedule information 

via a dialog box UI developed in the web application.  
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4.5  AI Development 

The development of the AI features of this project including to develop and apply its 

NLP ability and build an AI model for predicting and providing the advisory steps to 

user. Therefore, the AI development part of the digital assistant can be explained in two 

separate parts to develop its NLP feature and the AI model development part. Besides, 

the AI model built is to fulfil the third objective as our planned. First of all, the 

implementation, training, and application of the NLP technology of the digital assistant 

will be described where the software used to achieve this ability is the Dialogflow 

provided by Google solution. 

4.5.1 NLP Capability Implementation 

To implement the NLP capability for the digital assistant can understand user’s query 

text in natural language, analyse user’s intent and parameters included in the text, and 

provide suitable response back to the user, Dialogflow is used to build a conversational 

bot that is the first step to perform in the summarized procedures to develop the entire 

bot core. The benefit of using Dialogflow including the simplicity for training the NLP 

ability of the digital assistant and APIs provided by the Google solution so that our 

digital assistant developed in Python language can easily send request to the 

conversational bot built in the Dialogflow platform and obtain results analyse by the 

bot trained with NLP ability and returned to. 

To implement this step, a new project was created in Google Cloud before the bot 

can be created by using the Dialogflow and the Dialogflow API should be enabled in 

the APIs and Services section so that we can build a Dialogflow solution and access the 

solution via deployment.  
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Figure 4.4 Enable Dialogflow Service in Google Cloud 

The steps to create a conversational bot by using Dialogflow were then be performed 

by referring to the documentation provided by Google. After that, a new agent was 

created, and a basic conversational bot was now built in the Dialogflow. We were then 

started to train our conversational bot for it to analyse user’s intent to perform different 

bot function and give suitable response. For example, our bot functions including to 

perform MS Teams operations such as to create team, create channel, schedule meeting, 

and others.  

 

Several steps are conducted to develop the conversational bot in Dialogflow: 

1. Create intents. 

 

Figure 4.5 Intents in Dialogflow 

An intent in Dialogflow categorizes user’s intention for a single conversation dialog. 

In this project, user intents including every function that can be performed by the 

digital assistant as listed in the table in Chapter 3. Therefore, an intent is planned to 

be created for each function to be conducted by the bot as listed in the previous 

section in Chapter 3 after the use case diagram. According to the functions listed in 

the tables, each function will have their respective intent for the bot can understand 
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user’s context and predict accurate function that the user would like to perform. The 

intent will be trained in the followed steps to build the NLP ability of the digital 

assistant for analyzing user’s intent based on the keywords and entities including in 

user’s query.  For example, if user inputs text of ‘Create a new team’ to the bot, the 

bot can categorize user’s input to the intent of creating a new team in MS Teams. 

Therefore, it build the conversational ability of the bot to understand user’s context, 

extract keywords, and categorize user’s query into specific intent. The next step will 

be to create entities needed for some intents to perform MS Teams operation. 

2. Create entities. 

 

Figure 4.6 Entities in Dialogflow 

Secondly, necessary entities were created in the Dialogflow. Entities are parameters 

those can be included in user’s query text such as datetime, location, and others. In 

this project, some new entities should be created such as team name and team 

privacy that can become a required or optional parameter in user’s query text to 

achieve specific Teams operation. Entities is important so that the digital assistant 

can develop its NLP ability to request specific entity based on the intent’s needs 

after the intent was trained. In this step, the entities will be created according to the 

parameters needed by each function to be performed by the digital assistant in MS 

Teams as listed also in the previous tables. After intents and entities are prepared 

for each operation of the digital assistant can perform, each intent will then be 

trained for the bot’s ability to understand user’s query, conduct analysis, and 

response in human language as its NLP ability. 
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3. Train intents. 

 

Figure 4.7 Train an Intent 

After created necessary intents and entities, a single intent can be trained for the 

conversational bot built can analyse user’s query text, categorize user’s intent, 

extract parameters or entities included in user’s text, and provide suitable response. 

The results analysed by the bot will be returned in a JSON file for further 

analyzation after the integration between our Python project and the bot. The 

training process of an intent involved to first add user expression that can lead to 

the intent into a specific intent. For example, user expressions such as ‘Create a new 

team’ and ‘Build new team’ were added to the training phrases of the intent to create 

team in MS Teams so that user’s text that has similar meaning to the training phrases 

can be categorized to this intent. For the second step, the parameters those can be 

included in user’s query text were specified such as the intent to create a new team 

in MS Teams need required parameter of team name and optional parameters of 

team description and team privacy to conduct the operation. Therefore, the bot will 

be able to extract parameters from user’s query text and categorize them into 

correspond entities in Dialogflow. In the last step, specific response sentence was 

added to the intent for the bot can provide suitable response back to the user. For 

example, ‘Will create a new team [team name]’ was provided from the bot to the 

user if the user’s intent is to create a new team in MS Teams with a team name 

provided by user as a parameter.  
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4. Conclude. 

After necessary intents and entities were built in the Dialogflow and each intent was 

trained properly, the first step in the overview steps to build a conversational bot by 

using Dialogflow was completed, and the conversational bot with NLP ability is 

able to be integrated to our project for further operations. The NLP capability of the 

digital assistant allows it act as a smart assistant to interact with user in normal 

language of English. Since the NLP ability was developed for the digital assistant 

for it can detect what function user would like to perform according to the keywords 

inputted in their context, the next AI feature to be developed for the assistant will 

be to build an AI model that can give advisory on user’s steps to perform with higher 

accuracy. Therefore, user can choose whether to perform the recommended 

function suggested by the digital assistant or not to proceed their next operation. 

The objective of the AI model is to predict user’s next operations for the digital 

assistant can give advisory steps to user. 

 

4.5.2 AI Model Implementation 

Data preparation is the first step in developing the AI model before actual training the 

model as the AI model developed will need to feed in data for it can perform its 

algorithm and predict the desired outcome. The AI model built can further increase the 

flexibility of the digital assistant to process users’ input and give suitable 

recommendations on user’s action so that user can interact more dynamically with our 

digital assistant even the user has less knowledge in using MS Teams. To give advisory 

on user’s steps, the data prepared for the AI model can run its algorithm and predict 

outcome including the sequence of history commands performed by the user before and 

the data that can analyse the relationship between MS Teams operations and functions 

for investigating the relationship between different command in MS Teams. Therefore, 

the relationship between different command in MS Teams can be investigated and 

based on the relationship, the model can predict the next possible command that can be 

performed by the user and suggest the related commands with higher interaction 

percentage to user’s history commands or functions had performed. 

 The data preparation step can be conducted in several methods including to collect 

raw data from different online data source or prepare own fake data for training the 
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algorithm. In our implementation, fake data is prepared due to the reason that the data 

required such as user’s history data is hard to find the data source through platforms 

such as websites or online databases as it considered as personal data. Therefore, a 

sample dataset of user’s history command was prepared to be used to train the AI model 

in the following training process. Moreover, the data of every function that can be 

performed in MS Teams and their details is collected to discover the dependency 

between different functions and find out their interaction and relationship to know what 

function easily led to what function to be performed by the next step. The data 

preparation step is implemented by creating the dataset X of the data the model can use 

to predict the outcome, and the dataset Y as the outcome of each row in the dataset X 

used to train the model, which is the actual next step performed by the user in our 

solution. As the data collection process is conducted by preparing own dataset with fake 

and sample data, only few amounts of data are prepared by considering the time and 

resource constraint. Therefore, the data collected only in a limited and small amount 

which may affect the algorithm’s performance but, in this project, the elementary 

function of the AI model to give advisory on steps will be more taking into account 

than pursuing the high accuracy of the model that can cost too much time in the model 

implementation. In result, the small amount of data should not be considered as a 

problem if the AI model can be successfully trained and obtain desired output with 

minimum of 75% of accuracy. The AI model developed can then be further modified 

its dataset used for training and its algorithm in future improvement to increase the 

model’s accuracy and performance. 

For model training, several algorithms of the AI model can be developed are 

investigated and analysed such as clustering, decision tree, random forest, logistic 

regression, linear regression, etc. The framework can be used to develop the AI model 

in Python languages are also explored such as PyTorch and TensorFlow. After 

evaluation, TensorFlow is selected to be the framework used to build our AI model by 

considering its advantages including the guided curriculum and resources provided, ML 

supported feature to easily build ML solution based on its existing solution, and various 

number of tutorials provided by the TensorFlow framework for references. Also, the 

TensorFlow is considered easier to be applied than PyTorch in our proposed solution 

due to its functions and features. Therefore, the environment needed to apply the 

TensorFlow framework is set up in our Python project structure so that this framework 
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can be used to develop and deploy our AI model used to predict and provide user with 

the advisory on steps.  

To set up the environment, TensorFlow is installed in out PyCharm as the IDE used 

to develop our Python project by installing the TensorFlow package into it so that our 

function can use the functions provided by this package to conduct a ML solution based 

on our requirement. After the required environment to use the TensorFlow package in 

building our AI model is set up, we now need to train a new AI model by developing 

its algorithm we would like to use to run the model. The ML algorithm selected to be 

applied in our AI model training is the regression algorithm to predict our desired output 

based on the input data we fed into the algorithm developed. Besides, the regression 

model is suitable to fit in out dataset prepared including dataset X and dataset Y for 

conducting the prediction purpose. The algorithm can be easily implemented by using 

the modules and functions provided by the TensorFlow package according to its tutorial 

to build a regression model. The model’s objectives are to find out the best functions to 

suggest to the user as their future possible step to perform with percentage for each 

suggestion based on the prediction confidence. 

In the ML algorithm developed, all data prepared in the first data preparation step 

is now be fed into the algorithm to train it so that it can come out the prediction. The 

dataset is not split into both training and test set in this stage due to the limited dataset 

prepared in our first stage. In the system implementation of this AI model, suitable 

functions provided in TensorFlow to build a regression model is called in the function 

we developed to run the ML algorithm with necessary parameters given to the function. 

The respective function provided by TensorFlow to build and train the regression 

algorithm with our prepared data will then run the algorithm and return back the 

predicted result to us. Therefore, we can evaluate the model trained and finetune it for 

higher performance and accuracy of the model can be achieved.  

After the AI model was trained to output the suggestion of user’s possible next 

functions by investigating the relationship and dependency between different function 

in MS Teams and based on data of user’s history command and function performed, 

the model built can undergo the fine-tuning process to increase its accuracy. The 

finetuning process including to discover the score metric of our developed model that 

is one of the metrics to identify and evaluate the model’s performance and accuracy. 
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The score metrics used to evaluate the model’s accuracy in this project are the confusion 

matrix, f1, and recall those can be simply calculated from the functions provided by 

TensorFlow to know current model’s performance based on the scores and results 

obtained. To perform the finetuning process, cross validation is implemented so that 

the model’s accuracy can be increased in a little amount as the data prepared by us is 

not huge enough to highly increase the model’s accuracy even after finetuning. 

However, the performance of the model can be evaluated via the score metrics and 

undergo finetuning process after the model training and evaluation to complete the 

model. The training and finetuning processes are both be implemented by calling and 

using suitable functions provided by the TensorFlow package. After this last step to 

develop this component involved ML development of the project, the AI model is 

implemented by using TensorFlow in Python language to predict and suggest user’s 

next steps based our dataset prepared and feed into the algorithm. 
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4.6  Integration 

After the UI and the bot core including ML-related and non-ML related functions are 

completed, the system UI, conversational bot built by using Dialogflow, sequences built 

by using UiPath, and AI model built were integrated to our Python project. So, the 

digital assistant can receive user’s input via the system UI, process user’s input to obtain 

user’s intent, parameters, and suitable response text from the conversational bot, and 

execute specific RPA sequence to automate certain Teams function in MS Teams. 

Besides, the digital assistant can run its algorithm to perform prediction and give 

advisory steps on user’s fuzzy context or not involve direct keyword of certain function 

in their context.  

 

Several steps are conducted to achieve the integration: 

1. Use Flask framework to integrate system UI with the Python project. 

As described in the first step to develop system UI by creating a web application, 

the web application created was deployed by using Flask framework installed in our 

Python project. In the Python project, specific web page file was returned to a 

specific route and the front-end requests were processed by creating different 

functions to process the requests such as form submit from the front-end web. 

2. Use Google API to integrate the conversational bot with the Python project. 

Due to the conversational bot was built by using Dialogflow based on solution 

provided by Google, Google has provided suitable APIs for our Python project to 

perform several operations to the conversational bot that we have created and 

trained. Therefore, integration is allowed for our Python project to send user’s input 

text to the bot in Dialogflow and receive the bot processed results in JSON format 

via Google APIs. To use Google API, several dependencies were installed in the 

project based on Google documentation. Therefore, the digital assistant will then be 

able to perform different operation according to the user’s intent and parameters as 

returned by the Dialogflow bot and render the bot’s response to the front-end web 

to show to the user. 

3. Execute terminal command with Python to execute specific RPA sequence. 

Due to UiPath and UiRobot.exe inside the UiPath programme are applications 

installed to our desktop, the application can be launched, and the sequence created 

by using UiPath can be executed via the terminal command of ‘[Path of 
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UiRobot.exe file] execute –file [Path of the sequence to be executed]’. Therefore, 

the RPA sequence can be easily executed in our Python project by running this 

command in terminal via the Python function of os.popen(command) where the 

command to be executed via terminal will be passed to the function. In result, the 

integration between our Python project and the sequences created by using UiPath 

was achieved, and the sequences are able to be executed by the UiPath programme 

installed in our desktop to perform Teams operation via browser. 

4. Integrate AI model built to the Python project. 

As the AI model was built in Python language as same as the Python language used 

in our project structure to develop the digital assistant, the model can be simply 

integrated into our project by creating suitable module and functions. The functions 

created allows the AI model can read the data prepared in excel sheet and feed the 

data into its algorithm. After that, the AI model should run the algorithm and return 

its result after function call so that the back-end function can retrieve the AI model’s 

result and render it back to the user’s screen. In result, users can get the digital 

assistant’s advisory steps and choose to perform the step or not. 

5. Conclude. 

After the steps were performed, the integration of our Python project, web 

application as the system UI, conversational bot, RPA sequences to be executed by 

UiPath to perform operations on MS Teams, and the AI model built was achieved. 

The result of the complete system will be presented in the section 4.8 with 

screenshots to present the completed system’s results and flows. 
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4.7  Use Cases 

This project had done some research and perform analysis to collect several real-life 

use cases for implementing the digital assistant’s functions those can be useful in 

solving real-life problems and achieving our objectives. The use cases including two 

use cases collected in the preliminary work and one more industrial use case prepared 

in the FYP 2 work for solving industrial problems. The two use cases collected during 

the preliminary work are to create channel and schedule event. In the preliminary work, 

the basic digital assistant’s functions including to execute single or multiple commands, 

and to schedule task on a specific time or interval. The use cases will be implemented 

by using, modifying, and integrating these three implemented digital assistant’s 

functions with other tools and functions, and providing templates to user in the form of 

dialog box to simplify user’s tasks in real-life. Moreover, another use case involved in 

the FYP 2 work including to provide advisory steps on user’s Google Calendar. The 

use case will be implemented by integrating Google Calendar with our digital assistant 

and MS Teams for users can easily schedule their task on MS Teams via Google 

Calendar based on the bot’s advice and recommendations.  

First, the three selected use cases are introduced: 

1. Create channel. 

According to our research and information collected from various sources, one of 

the use cases in real-life is to create multiple channels in a team with a regular 

naming basis based on the organization’s standard rule and requirement. For 

example, an organization may need to create different channel for members in 

different team in the company to work and cooperate together and the naming rule 

of each channel created can be the example of [Department name – Team name – 

Number of team member, the duration of the team to be formed, or the goal of the 

team to work on]. Therefore, it can be a strict process for a department manager or 

a programme manager to create multiple channels with a standard naming rule 

whenever a new team is created, or a new project is announced periodically or under 

a specific time constraint. Moreover, time waste if a project manager needs to 

undergo full steps to create a new channel with very similar naming and description 

as the previous project conducted but only with different team members, especially 

when the task should be done periodically. For another example, by implementing 
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the online learning mode, the lecturers and tutors of UTAR need to create channels 

with similar naming and description for every subject or class they teach in every 

semester but only with different students to add to the channel. This repetitive 

process should then be automated to save the lecturer’s time to create similar 

channels with a standard naming rule for every semester if they keep teaching the 

same subject. Therefore, the objective of this digital assistant to solve the use case 

is to automate the process of channels creation in MS Teams according to the 

naming rule inputted or selected by the user. Furthermore, it is important to 

automate repetitive work to save user’s time and effort. 

 

2. Schedule event. 

The second use case in real life is for user to schedule repetitive event or meeting 

in their calendar. For example, a worker in an organization may need to partake in 

a regular meeting with different team members, co-workers, or staffs from higher 

department to report on their work progress or to conduct a regular discussion. For 

another example, the lecturers and tutors of UTAR need to schedule every class 

they are teaching in the semester which makes them need to pay the amount of time 

and effort to build a convoluted schedule. Therefore, it can be a strict process for 

the worker to schedule every repetitive event by performing similar steps to 

schedule task on a specific interval such as weekly or month basis on their calendar. 

In result, time and effort are wasted due to the repetitive steps to schedule every 

single event and most of the tasks may consist of the same detail information but 

only in different date and time. To resolve this real-life use case, Google have 

provided its solution for users to schedule their periodic tasks via Google Calendar 

by inputting information such as the day and time interval to schedule their task, 

the meeting room link in the Google Meeting platform to be set up for the event, 

and other information to be included in the event scheduled. However, there are 

some limitations on the Google solution such as user will still need to waste time to 

input every detail information for their task to be scheduled periodically. To reduce 

the time and effort wasted, auto fill in ability should be implemented to the solution 

for user to schedule an event in an easier and faster way. Moreover, not enough 

columns in the Google Calendar solution for user to schedule their events. For 

example, user may want to add in other information for their event scheduled such 
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as the link to other meeting platforms besides form Google Meeting platform, 

important notes, and others. Therefore, the solution should allow users to add in 

more column to their event scheduled to simplify their task to schedule an event. In 

result, the objective of this digital assistant to address the use case is to automate 

the process of event scheduling by using online calendar. Besides, it is important to 

reduce time wasted, avoid user’s repetitive steps, and simplify their work to 

schedule event or task in the MS Teams workspace app. 

 

3. Provide advisory steps on user’s Google Calendar 

The third use case indicate the problem of users to waste time and effort in manage 

their Google Calendar schedule based on their daily or periodically task that need 

to perform by using the workspace apps such as MS Teams. For example, time 

wasted for user to manually create the schedule of every task on Google Calendar 

even with the function developed to solve the second use case as user still need to 

fill in the excel sheet for schedule automation. For the third use case, we would like 

to develop the digital assistant’s function that can suggest the possible future 

schedules user may want to create on their Google Calendar based on the result 

calculated from the AI model built. For example, an employee works in certain 

organization may schedule an event on Google Calendar in certain period of after 

scheduled another related event. In this use case, we proposed a solution for our 

digital assistant with AI ability to predict and suggest the future events those the 

user may want to schedule after they have scheduled certain events or during certain 

situation. Therefore, to further eliminate the user’s workload and time to edit and 

modify the spreadsheet used for schedule automation on Google Calendar. This use 

case proposed is useful for user to build their schedules more efficiently and 

productively according to the bot’s advice. Therefore, to also increase their work 

productivity and remove the needs of repetitive and tedious task operations. 
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Secondly, the steps involved to achieve the three selected use cases are presented: 

1. Create channel. 

A navigated webpage was created in the web application to accept user’s input of 

the necessary information to create one or multiple channels in a team of MS Teams. 

The standard and rule to name the channels are inputted, selected, and can be 

defined by the users. After user submitted the form in the webpage to create 

channels with a standard naming rule, the form data will be transmitted to our back-

end Python code via the Flask framework. After that, the data will be processed by 

our implemented function to create every channel defined by the user in the MS 

Teams by using the sequence built in UiPath to create channel. After all channels 

are created according to user’s requirements or error occurred, suitable response 

will be returned by the back-end logic to the front-end web application. 

 

2. Schedule event. 

A navigated webpage was implemented in the web application for users to input the 

detail information of the task they want to schedule on a specific date, time, or 

interval under certain time constraints on Google Calendar. The information can be 

inputted by the user involved the time-related information to schedule user’s event, 

the platform user would like to hold the event or meeting, and other information 

that is important to schedule an event. Moreover, users are allowed to add in other 

information to the event scheduled by inputting it to the specific column of the 

webpage provided. After user submitted the form in the webpage, the form data will 

be sent to our back-end Python function to process the data and add the event 

scheduled to the online calendar. In result, user’s single event or periodic event can 

be scheduled to the online calendar with proper information involved in the event. 

To improve user experiences, auto fill in feature was implemented in the form for 

user can schedule their event with shorter time and more productively. Furthermore, 

users are also allowed to add in more text to be auto filled in into their future 

schedule event, and the text inputted by user will be processed by our implemented 

Python function and saved to the system. After the events were scheduled, suitable 

response will be returned to the front-end web page. 

 As this second use case implementation involved Google Calendar as the online 

calendar used to schedule user’s event, a respective script is written in JS in the 
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Google Apps Script platform for it can perform operations on Google spreadsheet 

and Google Calendar via APIs provided by the Google solution. In the 

implementation of the project’s function to solve this use case, the script developed 

in Google Apps Script platform request users to fill in information needed for 

schedule automation in respective webpage developed for adding the data into the 

google spreadsheet created. Then, the script will traverse each data row in the 

spreadsheet to extract the information for scheduling each row as a task onto Google 

Calendar by calling its API functions to add new schedule onto user’s Google 

Calendar. As a new feature to Google Calendar, a function is also developed to add 

MS Teams channel link in user’s schedule created. So, user can navigate to MS 

Teams from Google Calendar so that they can easily access the website of MS 

Teams if the event or task scheduled required to be performed in MS Teams 

workspace app. 

Moreover, the interaction method between user and the digital assistant via UI 

of the webpages implemented was also developed for the bot’s function to schedule 

user’s command. This is to improve user experiences and to increase the accuracy 

for users to schedule their task on the correct time or interval as the accuracy to 

extract date and time information from user’s natural language cannot be ensured 

completely by using the nltk module for NLP. Via the dialog box developed, users 

can input specific time constraint to schedule their task and the task scheduled will 

also be added to the jobs of the scheduler according to the last step to develop the 

digital assistant’s function to schedule task. The bot function to schedule task can 

also be considered as one of the use cases in this project for user to automate their 

repetitive routine task by a single command or operation to schedule task. Therefore, 

to avoid user’s repetitive steps to perform the similar task during a routine datetime.  

 

3. Provide advisory steps on user’s Google Calendar 

In the third use case, advisory steps should be provided by the digital assistant to 

recommend user the possible schedules to make on the Google Calendar. The AI 

model is trained and develop its algorithm so that it can predict the possible 

schedules those can be created by the user in future under certain situation. The 

prediction of the AI model will be based on user’s previously created schedules and 

events to forecast what schedule the user will need to perform after by taking 
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account into the task characteristics and relationship with other task of the history 

schedules. Therefore, the AI model is built according to the same steps and 

procedures we used to develop an AI model in this project including data 

preparation, AI modelling, model fine tuning and evaluation for completing the AI 

model that can run algorithm and get the desired output. For the desired output of 

recommended schedules to be created can be presented to user and create related 

schedules in Google Calendar, Google Apps Script will be continued to use as in 

the solution for the second use case for achieving the integration between our digital 

assistant and Google Calendar by implementing scripts. Respective scripts are 

developed in JS language for the advice can show to the user and user can choose 

to create respective schedules according to advice given by the digital assistant in 

the Google Calendar interface. In result, the developed AI function to provide 

advisory steps on user’s Google Calendar can achieve our second objective to 

automate repetitive task on creating schedules related to MS Teams, and our third 

objective to give advice on user’s operations to create respective schedules in their 

Google Calendar. 
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4.8  System Results (With Screenshots) 

The software of PyCharm, Dialogflow, UiPath, MS Teams, and VS Code were installed 

in this project to implement our proposed solution. Based on our FYP work, a system 

UI in the form of web application was created and be deployed by using the Flask 

framework in our Python project created. The web application provided the way for 

user to interact with our digital assistant to achieve the functions to perform specific 

user’s command, schedule task, and resolve two real-life use cases to create channels 

and schedule event. Moreover, the bot core of the digital assistant was also developed 

in this project by implementing different component of it including ML-related and 

non-ML related components followed by integrating all components. Based on our 

system implementation work as described, we have first created a conversational bot 

by using Dialogflow. Necessary user intents and entities correspond to the bot’s 

functions planned in the system design were created and the bot was successfully 

integrated to our Python project.  

Besides, we have created necessary RPA sequences to operate Teams functions 

correspond to the intents created in Dialogflow by using UiPath. The sequences created 

were successfully integrated to the project and the sequence can be executing 

successfully via the terminal command in Python. In addition, we have developed some 

classes and functions in our Python project to achieve the basic bot functions to execute 

single or multiple Teams functions according to user’s command and schedule task. 

Also, the digital assistant’s functions to create repetitive channels and schedule 

repetitive tasks were implemented so that it can resolve the two use cases collected in 

this preliminary work. Moreover, we have developed an AI model for it can provide 

advisory on steps for the rest objective to be achieved in the FYP 2 work. Therefore, 

with the AI model developed, the third use case is also achieved via the implementation 

of the system’s function to provide advisory steps on user’s Google Calendar.  

In conclusion, we have created a digital assistant that can receive user’s input 

command or form data via the web application, perform specific operation correspond 

to user’s input, and provide suitable output back to the web application. Besides, the 

digital assistant can also help user to automate work and provide advisory on steps via 

different module and function implemented in this project. Moreover, user can schedule 

their work that need to be performed in MS Teams workspace app via the schedule 

event function in our digital assistant developed. The result of our FYP work can satisfy 
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our planning of the system methodology and system design as explained in the previous 

chapter and sections. From now on, system screenshots will be showed to present the 

system result as achieved including the flow of how the system can work. 

 

Figure 4.8 Homepage 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Homepage: Get Started Button 

The Get Started button in the system homepage allows user to login to their MS Teams 

account before they can perform any operation via the digital assistant in user’s MS 

Teams account. Authentication is important for the RPA sequences created can be 

performed successfully in the MS Teams website that required user to login before 

performing any of the operations on it. A popup window is showed after user had closed 

the two alert boxes and login to their MS Teams account before closing the popup 

window. 
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Figure 4.10 Homepage: Popup Window for MS Teams Login 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Contact Page 
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By clicking on the Contact in the navigation bar or the rightest card in the second row 

of the project’s functions, user can be navigated to the contact page and see respective 

contact information. 

 

 

Figure 4.12 Create Channel Page 

User can be navigated to the create channel page that is the solution of the first use case 

planned by clicking on the first card in the homepage. The page consists of a form for 

user to input respective data needed to automate the steps to create repetitive channel 

in a MS Teams group created. Users can click on the three buttons in the webpage to 

add the data of new channel to be created into the spreadsheet, click the view excel 

sheet button to be navigated to the excel sheet, and click on the create channels button 

to run the automation process to create all channels according to each row data in the 

spreadsheet. The function of this create channel and every button exist in the webpage 

will be tested in the next chapter of system testing. 
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Figure 4.13 Schedule Task Page 

User can be navigated to the schedule event page that is the solution of the second use 

case planned by clicking on the second card in the homepage. The page consists of a 

form for user to input respective data needed to automate the steps to schedule repetitive 

events and tasks in Google Calendar. Users can click on the three buttons in the bottom 

of the webpage to add the data of new schedule to be created into the spreadsheet, click 

the view excel sheet button to be navigated to the excel sheet, and click on the schedule 

event button to run the automation process to schedule all events into Google Calendar 

according to each row data in the spreadsheet. The function of this schedule event and 

every button exist in the webpage will be tested in the next chapter of system testing. 
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Figure 4.14 Automate Task Page 

User can be navigated to the automate task page by clicking on the third card in the 

homepage. This webpage listed all functions to be performed by the digital assistant 

where some of the functions can be automated according to spreadsheet data such as to 

automate the process to create multiple teams while some of the functions cannot be 

performed as repetitive task such as the get link to team operation to only get link for 

specific team. Users can click on the function name they want to automate the task and 

an alert box will display if the task cannot be automated through spreadsheet. Else, user 

can download a spreadsheet with defined columns as parameters needed by respective 

function by clicking on the button with function name. After add record into the 

spreadsheet according to the defined columns for every spreadsheet, users can click on 

the button with upload icon to upload the spreadsheet to the system and click on the run 

button to run the automation process. Each row in the spreadsheet will be used to 

automate user’s selected task such as to join into multiple teams and add multiple 

members into one or multiple teams. The detail of it will be tested in the next chapter. 
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Figure 4.15 Homepage: Digital Assistant Bot 

The digital assistant bot function allows user to interact with the digital assistant by 

clicking on the fourth card in the homepage. After that, an input box will display for 

user can input their command or query and send to the bot by clicking on the send 

button or press the enter key. Another text box will then show above the user’s input 

message box to display the digital assistant’s response to the user. Through the chat box 

interaction, user can request the digital assistant to perform MS Teams function or 

perform other operations as implemented in the System Implementation chapter. Also, 

user’s advisory steps can be obtained from this chat box interaction. The details of it 

will be further discussed in the next chapter of system testing. 
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4.9  Implementation Issues and Challenges 

4.9.1 Implementation Issues and Challenges 

The implementation issues and challenges will be described for both preliminary work 

and FYP 2 work as different modules are developed in separated phase. In the 

preliminary work, we had faced some implementation issues and challenges to develop 

the project for achieving the first and the second objective. First of all, the issue includes 

the difficulty in integrating the multiple components of the digital assistant. For 

example, it is a challenge to integrate all components from different solution including 

conversational bot from Google solution, RPA sequences from UiPath, MS Teams from 

Microsoft solution, Python project in Python language, and the web application in 

HTML language. Due to the reason that all components to build the digital assistant are 

from different programming language, structure and platform, different integration 

method need to be figured and implemented for the successful project integration and 

for the sake of the digital assistant can perform its functions properly by linking and 

accessing all components of it. Therefore, the issue is time consumed and effort 

consumed to search the suitable way to integrate all components of the bot developed. 

Another issue faced in the implementation process is the difficulty to increase the 

accuracy of the analyzation of user’s command performed by the conversational bot 

developed in Dialogflow. This is because no 100% accuracy can be ensured for the bot 

to categorize user’s intent and extract every user’s input parameter from user’s text 

correctly. The user’s text analyzation in this project was conducted by the conversation 

bot built and trained by using Dialogflow with built-in NLP ability. However, we can 

only train the conversational bot by adding more user’s expression that can lead to the 

specific intent. Therefore, if user inputted some expressions those are not used to train 

the intent or user’s input has implicit meaning which is difficult for the bot to analyse 

and categorize, wrong intent will be categorized to and wrong result to be returned to 

our Python project. In result, wrong operation will be performed by the digital assistant 

to lower the assistant’s accuracy. Besides, the extraction of user’s parameters is also an 

important challenge due to the possible issues of the bot cannot recognize certain 

parameters inputted by the user, it categorizes user’s input parameter to a wrong entity 

in Dialogflow, and it recognize uncomplete value of parameters inputted by the user. 

In result, the operation to be performed by the digital assistant will also failed to be 
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performed due to incorrect or insufficient parameters provided. Therefore, the 

challenge includes to improve the digital assistant’s accuracy to perform certain 

operation based on user’s command. 

Lastly, another challenge that also be faced in the preliminary work is the difficulty 

to deploy the project developed. This is due to the reason that too many components 

and solutions from different platform and programming language are involved in 

building the digital assistant in this project to cause high coupling between each solution. 

The most important issue is one of the solutions used to develop the RPA process of 

this project is by using UiPath, which is a desktop application that has been installed to 

our desktop. As the RPA sequences created by using UiPath needed to be executed by 

the UiRobot.exe file of the UiPath programme, this can be the limitation of our clients 

need to install UiPath in their desktop device before they can use the digital assistant. 

In result, more time, effort, and desktop space will be wasted by our target users to 

install and access both UiPath and our digital assistant. Therefore, it is hard to find an 

efficient method to deploy our digital assistant for it can be easily installed or accessed 

by our target users to automate their tasks by using MS Teams workspace app. 

Besides, some challenges also faced in the development during FYP 2 to build, train, 

and integrate the AI model for achieving our third objective for the digital assistant can 

provide advisory on steps. The issue faced including to design and plan for the data 

need to be collected and prepared to feed in the AI model’s algorithm for it can run 

suitable algorithm and predict the functions can be performed by the user for saving 

their time and effort. The challenge is that hard to decide suitable features and columns 

of the data those can used for the prediction with higher accuracy and performance of 

the AI model. Therefore, a large amount of research is needed to investigate the suitable 

data with features in suitable data types and find out the way to collect or prepare the 

data such as to create own data as simulation data to train the model. The large amount 

of research needed can cause time needed in preparing the data than to train the model 

that can affect the project finished time. So, ensure the data preparation followed by the 

rest processes for AI model implementation can be completed by time will be the 

biggest challenge in the FYP 2 work development. 

Moreover, another challenge involved in the FYP 2 implementation is the risk to 

implement the AI model. The risks including can the application of prepared data be 

really fed into the algorithm in the AI model and used to predict our desired output. 
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This is due to the data collected is based on our own evaluation and assumption so that 

the usefulness of the data cannot be fully ensured. Therefore, if the data prepared and 

applied into the algorithm cannot match our purpose to implement the AI model, extra 

time and effort may cost for re-preparation of the data to feed in the algorithm. This can 

cause our project implementation cannot met the project deadline and fail the project. 

Besides, another risk of the AI model implementation including the algorithm selected 

may not be the best algorithm to produce output with desired performance and accuracy. 

In result, we may need to select another algorithm and retrain the AI model that is time 

and effort cost with the risk of the data prepared may not match the requirement of the 

new selected algorithm. So, both data and algorithm selection are important in 

implementing the AI model for our work as wrong choice can cause high risk to the 

project that can decrease the whole project’s efficiency and alter our planned project 

methodology and phases. So, high attention needs to be paid for choosing suitable data 

and algorithm to build the AI model to present the risk involved. 

 

4.9.2 Proposed Solutions 

The proposed solutions are also presented for solving the challenges and problems 

encountered in both preliminary work and FYP 2 work implementation to complete the 

entire project. First of all, to resolve the issue in preliminary work to integrate multiple 

components from different programming language, platform, and solution to build our 

digital assistant, different integration method was searched, investigated and 

implemented to integrate each component separately to our Python project. In result, 

our Python project as a centre core can link to each component integrated to it via 

suitable integration method. For example, Flask framework to integrate the web 

application with the Python project, Google APIs to integrate the conversational bot 

with the Python project, and Python command to integrate the sequences built from 

UiPath with the Python project.  

 Besides, the second issue is the accuracy of the conversational bot to analyse user’s 

intent and parameters correctly should be increased. To improve the performance and 

accuracy for the digital assistant to categorize user’s intent and extract parameters 

included correctly, a dialog box in the web application can be developed for user to 

specify the Teams operation they would like to perform and input necessary parameters 
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for executing the operation. Through the UI interaction, user’s intent and parameters 

can be clearly identified to improve the accuracy of the command to be performed by 

the digital assistant. As the process for the bot to analyse user’s input in natural 

language to output analysed information is removed via the user to directly key in 

necessary information to the System UI and the information will be passed to the 

Python project for further processing, the digital assistant can surely to perform correct 

function according to the data inputted by the user. Moreover, input validation should 

be implemented in the System UI to ensure the digital assistant can collect correct data 

from users to perform specific operation. 

Lastly, the last issue to be addressed for preliminary work is the challenge to deploy 

our digital assistant in a more effective way for users can install or access our digital 

assistant more easily. To resolve the issue, the proposed solution is to develop other 

function for our Python project can execute the RPA sequence created by using UiPath 

in xml file format to remove the necessary to execute the sequence by the UiRobot.exe 

file in the UiPath programme. Therefore, user do not need to install UiPath in their 

desktop for the sequence execution to automate Teams operation. For the secondary 

method if the first solution cannot be achieved, another way can be figured and 

implemented for the Python project to perform automation process on the MS Teams 

website via browser automation. To achieve the second solution, an online extension or 

a script should be developed or utilized for the website automate process can be 

performed to the MS Teams website according to the request from our Python project 

to use the extension or script to perform RPA process. In result, the elements in MS 

Teams website can be recognized and operated by the suitable extension or script 

developed or utilized to perform specific Teams function. Therefore, no installation of 

software is needed in our target user’s device as the project can be deployed as a web 

application to automate Teams operation via the RPA process to be performed on MS 

Teams website. The important point to be noted for this solution is that authentication 

needed before our digital assistant can perform operations on the MS Teams website. 

Furthermore, to resolve the problem of hard to plan for the data needed for model 

training that we faced in FYP 2 implementation, the proposed solution is that to do 

more research, searching, and evaluation to find suitable data to feed in the algorithm 

of the AI model. By conducting more research through thesis and reference papers, we 

can gain more knowledge on what data is related to our desired output of recommended 
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functions to be performed by users for their next steps. Besides from the paper, the MS 

Teams should also be evaluated and investigated in more details to find out the 

relationship between functions those can be performed in MS Teams. Through the 

evaluation on MS Teams functions, user can know what function occurred or triggered 

by user has higher probability to cause another function to be performed. The 

relationship between MS Teams functions is important so that the digital assistant bot 

developed can predict user’s next functions according to their history functions had 

performed by investigate the relationship between those functions. To increase the 

accuracy and performance of the AI model, data collection is important so time and 

effort is recommended to be spend more in this stage than the model training part to 

ensure the project can be completed by time. In result, the first solution to this challenge 

encountered in the FYP 2 development is that to do more research and evaluation to 

find out the best data to be used for the model training with the correct data type that is 

supported by the algorithm selected. Else, data pre-processing is needed to convert the 

data into suitable data type that the AI algorithm can consume, run, and produce results. 

The last problem to be solved is the risk to implement the AI model. To resolve this 

problem by reducing the risk involved, a detail planning should be conducted before 

making the decision of data prepared and algorithm selected for the model training. 

Through the planning process before actual implementing the AI model, the risk can be 

highly decreased due to the planning analyse the strengths and limitations of each 

algorithm to be selected to choose the best algorithm that can produce the best result 

that match our expectation. Also, to investigate the requirements of different algorithm 

can be run to get our desired output to prevent the data we collected is not match the 

algorithm requirement. Therefore, the extra pre-processing part of the data collected 

can be avoided to save project implementation time and ensure the implementation 

process can met our deadline. Moreover, as the algorithm was planned and investigated 

before actual implementation, in increase the accuracy and performance of the 

algorithm on data collected as the selected algorithm will be the best selection after 

comparing different algorithms in the planning phase. In conclusion, the comparison 

between different algorithm that can used in the model training should be performed 

and evaluate them before select one of them to carry out the model training process. 

Also, the data preparation should collect data according to the algorithm’s requirement 

to save time and effort in developing the AI model.
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Chapter 5 

System Evaluation and Discussion 

In the fifth chapter, the system testing plans and performance metrices designed will be 

presented to evaluate the system. Moreover, the processes to setup the testing are 

elaborated, and the results obtained are presented. Last but not least, the objectives 

evaluation and project challenges will also be included in this chapter’s explanation to 

evaluate the whole project’s performance and its challenges. 

 

5.1  System Testing and Performance Metrics 

5.1.1  System Testing Plan 

This section presents several testing plans develop in this project and the performance 

metrics designed to evaluate the system performance after completed. First of all, the 

system testing plan including the plan to conduct unit testing, integration testing, system 

testing, acceptance testing, and testing based on performance metrics will be discussed. 

 The first testing to be conducted in this chapter is the unit testing that will test the 

smallest testable parts of the application developed at function level. Each function 

developed in the Python program will be tested to ensure it can receive correct number 

and type of parameters from the function calling it and return suitable type of object 

back to the function who calls it. Moreover, each component in the web UI will also be 

tested by using unit testing to ensure each web component can work well as expected 

to perform its function. For the unit testing, black box testing will be conducted to both 

websites developed as the front-end environment and the function developed in the 

Python code for the back-end environment. Black box testing is a testing method 

derived from unit testing to test the system developed with no prior coding and 

implementation knowledge to the internal part of the system. The advantage of it is that 

by conducting black box testing, the system including the front-end web components 

and back-end function can be tested without predefined knowledge to ensure even a 

new user to use this system can understand how to use the system. Besides, the new 

user to use the system can perform every operation properly and get the desired output 

that should be provided by the system. 
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There are several techniques including in the black box testing such as boundary 

value analysis, equivalence partitioning, orthogonal I array testing, fuzz testing, graph-

based testing, all-pairs testing, state transition testing and others. The techniques of 

black box testing that will be applied in our project will be the boundary value analysis 

and equivalence partitioning for checking the system’s errors by inputting data of 

different boundary and partition in the forms those will provided in the system’s 

webpages. In result, to test can every input in the provided forms work properly to avoid 

accepting unsuitable input that may destroy the system function or causes exception. 

Besides from these techniques, all inputs inside the proposed digital assistant will also 

be tested with different type of input such as text, number, etc. to investigate the 

accuracy of every input component displayed on the webpage. By conducting the black 

box testing, our system’s web UI should be fully tested to ensure every web element 

performed as expected to provide expected output under different condition. Moreover, 

error messages should display if user inputs wrong type of data required or empty data 

that cannot be proceed by the system for the next operation. Therefore, the system’s 

ability to treat unsuitable input will also be tested by using the black box testing 

technique. 

Furthermore, after all elements on the website developed were tested by using the 

black box testing technique, each function developed in the back-end environment will 

be run one by one by providing it with required parameters provided for unit testing 

purpose. If any of the function developed cannot be run or cannot produce desired 

outcome as expected, bug will considered be found and solutions must be figured out 

and performed to solve the discovered bug so that the function can run as expected. 

This is due to the reason that every function we develop in the back-end environment 

is vital to perform the system’s main functions and features and to interact with the 

front-end web environment by accepting and processing user’s request from the web 

application. Therefore, each function should be carefully tested to ensure no error or 

exception can be occurred in different situation to run the function. For example, during 

the situation that if two or more than two functions are related and have high 

relationship or correlation. Therefore, the unit testing should ensure every function can 

perform as expected and one function’s fail will not affect its related function or else, 

the whole system flow will be destroyed, and the system cannot continue to perform its 

desired operations. 
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The unit testing method test every component inside our proposed system including 

its web elements and the back-end functions developed to ensure every single element 

is working well on its own. After that, integration testing is planned to be conducted to 

run the software testing to the integrated system by combine some units of the system 

into a module or system’s function that required several function units. The module 

built by combing different unit or single function of the system will be tested to discover 

any error occurs when two single unit that work well separately are combined and work 

together. If any bug is discovered during the integration system such as after the unit 

combination, the combined units of certain module in the system occur bug and 

exception is discovered, solutions must be planned and performed to solve the error to 

finally produce every integrated module with no errors. This testing method is to ensure 

that the system can perform every module and function in combined units that is error-

free and can produce desired outputs. After the modules are tested and ensure no errors, 

system testing will then be performed to test the whole system as a complete software. 

The integration process of the whole system is described in the system 

implementation part to integrate different part and component of our system into a 

whole complete software. After the integration process, system testing will be 

conducted to now only a single element or module in the software, but to the entire 

system to discover the error exist after system integration. For example, the connection 

between each unit and module inside the integrated system need to be tested to ensure 

every unit and module is connected well and one unit can access other unit through 

function of APIs developed. Therefore, the system testing is important to ensure the 

system can perform with no errors in whole structure and after the units and modules 

were connected. If error found when testing the whole software, the errors need to be 

solved as soon as possible so that a complete error-free system can be delivered as the 

system output. 

These are the three formal testing methods to be applied in our system testing 

including the unit testing, integration testing, and system testing. The testing process is 

conducted step by step to first test the unit, combined units, and finally the whole 

integrated system. After that, the acceptance testing will also be conducted in our 

proposed system to determine if all system’s requirements are satisfied and can work 

as expected. The requirements will be compared with the system’s outputs to ensure 
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each requirement can be achieved by specific or combined functions of the system. The 

functions designed for achieving the system’s objectives should be achieved and can 

run by the user to product expected outputs. The acceptance testing will be performed 

to evaluate all requirements of the system be developed properly with desired outcome 

produced after accurate processing. Therefore, by conducting the acceptance testing, 

the system can be delivered with all requirements satisfied and also satisfy our three 

objectives planned. 

5.1.2  Performance Metrics 

Software performance metrics are metrics to measure and evaluate a software’s 

performance based on many factors such as CPU usage, average response time, error 

rates, etc. In our project, some performance metrics are prepared to test the system 

based on the performance metric for evaluating the digital assistant’s performance after 

completion of the project. The performance metrics to be applied in the project testing 

including first, the average processing and response time of the system. This metric can 

also be used to indicate the user’s satisfaction rate as user satisfaction increases as the 

average processing time of the system to decrease. To measure the system response 

time, the timestamp to start the system’s operation and when the operation is completed 

will be recorded and the response time can be calculated as the difference between the 

start and end time. The same steps to measure the system response time for different 

system’s function will be conducted for three times to calculate the average processing 

and response time for the system. Therefore, to increase the accuracy of this 

performance metric used to evaluate the system. 

The second performance metric used to evaluate the system performance will be 

the CPU usage to determine the responsiveness of an application. If the system tested 

with different function that can be performed produce testing result of high CPU usage, 

it may indicate the system’s function is performed in a high CPU usage threshold 

situation and the computing time and CPU resources are used more than expected. 

Therefore, the system’s responsiveness may be decreased if the result collected for the 

metric is too high. 
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Finally, the memory usage will also be used as one of the metrics to evaluate the 

system’s memory usage. This is also one of the important performance metrics used for 

system evaluation as the lower memory usage of the system indicate the less resource 

consumption of our digital assistant proposed. Besides, to decrease the risk of page 

faults those maybe occurred every time the system needs to access the memory 

consumed on the disk and a system with lower memory usage can decrease the disk 

access time for the system can perform any function. In conclusion, we will use average 

processing and response time, CPU usage and memory usage as our system’s 

performance metrics to evaluate the system performance based on the metrics selected. 
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5.2  Testing Setup and Results 

5.2.1  Unit Testing 

 

Figure 5.1 Homepage 

In the first part of the unit testing, each web element inside our webpages will be tested 

as a single unit to ensure every element can perform as expected on its own. Therefore, 

every button and link existed in all webpages developed are clicked to test can it 

navigate user to the correct webpage or trigger certain web element to show. For 

example, each navigation element on the navigation bar including the Title, Home, 

Contact, and Get Started button is clicked to be navigated to the webpage of homepage, 

contact page, and the MS Teams login page for authentication purpose. After that, every 

title that is a link for the eight cards developed as the main content of the homepage is 

clicked one by one to be navigated to respective webpage. For example, by clicking on 

the title of the Create Channel card, user can be successfully directed to the respective 

webpage of create channel and perform operations. For the fourth card of digital 

assistant, by clicking on it, a text box is shown successfully for user to input their 

command to the bot and by clicking the Close button, user can successfully close and 

hide the box if the user do not want to interact with the digital assistant anymore. If the 

user clicks on the Send button after inputting certain message, the text box consist of 

bot’s reply will be displayed so that user can know the bot’s response. Based on our 

testing, if user didn’t input any messages in the input text box and click on the Send 

button, his or her message will not be sent to the bot for processing due to empty 

message discovered. 
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Figure 5.2 Create Channel Page 

By clicking on the first card to be navigated to the Create Channel webpage, user can 

enter the above webpage to automate their task for creating repetitive channels in a 

specific MS Teams’ team created. As this webpage consist of a form for user to fill in 

respective data needed and three buttons to conduct different purpose, each element 

inside the form is tested to know can it accept correct input from the user. For example, 

if user input empty message to the necessary data input element, an alert message will 

display to remind user to fill in their data before adding new channel into the 

spreadsheet. Moreover, the start time and end time elements can only accept user’s 

input of correct time format after testing and for the channel type, day of week and 

privacy, user is now allowed to select other options that is not included in its default 

options to prevent manual error. The testing result of the unit testing by inputting data 

into every input column in the form indicate that each input element can accept data in 

correct data type. 

 The three buttons below are also tested one by one to add a new channel information 

into the spreadsheet by clicking on the first button. The new channel information 

consists of all data filled in by the user and to view the added channel, user can click 

on the view excel sheet button to be navigated to the spreadsheet that include all user’s 

added channel information. Therefore, by clicking on the third button, user can 

automate the task of channels creation by the digital assistant will create channels 

according to every channel added to the spreadsheet. After conducted the unit testing, 

the result show that all element in this webpage works as expected where correct 
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information can be inputted into each input element and the three button can perform 

its operation for different purpose. 

 

Figure 5.3 Schedule Event Page 

By clicking on the second card to be navigated to the Schedule Event webpage, user 

can enter the above webpage to automate their task for creating repetitive events in 

Google Calendar. The webpage also consists of a form that including several input 

elements for user can fill in data in desired data format. Moreover, two buttons are 

including in the form to be tested. Based on our testing, the first button of use your own 

link can be clicked after user had chosen certain event platform to enable the user to 

input their own meeting link in the right meeting link input box. If user choose not to 

click this button, the meeting link input box will not allow user to edit the column and 

input any data. After that, the add column button is tested by clicking it and a new 

column including the input boxes of title and details will be added to the page for user 

can input more event title and details that user would like to describe the event’s 

purpose. This webpage is tested as mostly the same steps to test the previous Create 

Channel webpage to test every single input element inside the webpage and each button 

in the bottom of the webpage. According to our testing result, user can successfully add 

event, view excel sheet, and schedule event via the three buttons located at the bottom 

part of the webpage. 
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Figure 5.4 Homepage: Automate Task 

By clicking on the second card to be navigated to the Automate task webpage, user can 

enter the above webpage to select and automate different repetitive task that can be 

automated in MS Teams such as to create multiple channels, join into multiple teams, 

and add multiple files to a specific team. In this page, the function listed in each 

category is created such as the Create Team under the Manage Team category. By 

clicking on the element, user is able to download a spreadsheet with no records but with 

defined columns that indicate the parameters user need to fill in to run the automation 

of the Create Team function. Therefore, to test the automation feature, we fill in each 

data row according to the columns stated and click on the upload button with the upload 

icon beside the function name to upload the filled spreadsheet. After that, we tested the 

Run button by click on it so that the automation function can perform according to each 

row we have filled into the spreadsheet and uploaded it. For example, if we have 

inserted three rows into the spreadsheet for create multiple teams in MS Teams with 

the necessary parameters of team name and team privacy, by clicking on the Run button, 

the digital assistant can auto create these three teams in the MS Teams according to 

each row’s data. 
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Figure 5.5 Homepage: Digital Assistant Bot 

The digital assistant bot function is tested to ensure user can input their message into 

the text box showed. According to the unit test result, the bot will give different 

response back to the user according to user’s command such as if user request the bot 

to create a team, the bot will request user to give necessary parameters and help user to 

create a new team in MS Teams. Also, the digital assistant can provide advisory on 

user’s steps via the same chat box if user didn’t include an obvious intention in his or 

her context that can easily categorized into a specific function by the system’s NLP 

ability. This feature is also tested in our system testing phase. 

 Besides from the web element to be tested one by one, the back-end Python 

functions are also conducted respective unit testing for testing each function can be run 

successfully with no exception. Moreover, each function should produce desired output 
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as planned. The function developed and tested in the Python project including the 

functions developed to handle the front-end web requests by using the Flask framework 

such as to render certain webpage to the web UI according to the URL user had access 

to. Besides, other Python functions also developed in the project to process user’s 

request, get specific intent and parameters needed through the conversational bot built 

with NLP ability, run specific RPA sequence on the website of MS Teams, performing 

the AI model algorithm for suggesting recommended steps, and handle other logic 

required for the system flows and functions as designed. In result, the unit testing has 

conducted for each front-end and back-end environment in our project and ensure every 

single item can work properly. 

 

5.2.2  Integration Testing, System Testing, Acceptance Testing 

The integration testing conducted in this project including to test the integrated units 

such as the forms including in both Create Channel and Schedule Event page that is the 

combination of many web input elements. Therefore, the forms of combined input 

elements will be treated as a single element to be tested in the integration testing for 

testing that can the form send all data including in it to the back-end Python code for it 

to carry out respective function and provide results. Moreover, several functions are 

combined to be tested as a module to perform the digital assistant functions such as to 

run the RPA sequence for performing operation on MS Teams. The functions combined 

to test the system’s ability to perform single operation on MS Teams including the 

function to send the user’s query text to conversational bot built with NLP ability to 

obtain user’s intent and parameters needed, the function to choose and run specific RPA 

sequence with user inputted parameters according to user’s intent analysed, and other 

related functions. After the integration testing conducted to test each system’s function 

implemented in unit combination, the overall testing is performed to test the whole 

system after integration to ensure every system flow can be conducted as expected and 

every system’s function is working well. Finally, through the acceptance testing, we 

evaluate is the implemented system can be accepted by the user by satisfying all of our 

system’s requirements and objectives according to our planning and system design. 

This part will be further explained in the following section of objectives evaluation to 

evaluate the system’s satisfaction to its requirements and ensure it pass the acceptance 
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testing by achieving all of our objectives before it can be delivered to its end user in the 

future. After that, the next section perform the testing result of our system based on the 

performance metrics as selected to evaluate the system’s performance on its processing 

and response time, CPU usage, and memory usage. 

 

5.2.3 Test Result Based on Performance Metrics 

Table 5.1 Test Result Based on Performance Metrics 

Performance 

Metrics 

Tested 

Function 

Round 

1 (s) 

Round 

2 (s) 

Round 

3 (s) 

Average 

time (s) 

Manual 

time (s) 

System 

Response 

Time 

Single MS 

Teams 

operation: 

Create team 

15.315 16.899 16.991 16.402 18.699 

Automation: 

Create 

multiple 

teams (3) 

54.088 62.037 53.112 56.412 60.135 

CPU Usage 

(Start the app) 

8.1% 

CPU Usage 

(After running 

for 3 minutes) 

2.0% 

CPU Usage 

(Running 

function) 

45.0% (The function of hide team is run. The percentage including 

24.9% by Microsoft Edge as the browser, 0.6% by MS Teams, 17.9 

by IDE of PyCharm to run the project, and 1.6% by UiPath to run 

the RPA sequence.) 

Memory 

Usage 

330 MB (Including 20915 files and 2435 directories according to 

the File Manager information) 
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5.2.4 Explanation on Testing Result  

The table used to present the system’s performance under some defined metrics such 

as first, the average system response time is measured and calculated to compare the 

time costed by the digital assistant and the time to manually performing the necessary 

steps. Based on the result, we can see that for the single MS Teams operation for the 

example operation to create a new team, the average system response time to perform 

the operation by using our digital assistant is less than the time for us to manually create 

a team on MS Teams. This is because the digital assistant which run the RPA sequence 

to automate the process can type in the parameters needed more quickly than manual 

typing.  Therefore, to prove that the usage of the digital assistant developed can save 

user’s time in performing MS Teams’ operation for both single and multiple operations. 

For the automation process of repetitive work such as to create multiple teams, the time 

of the digital assistant is still less than the human’s steps to manually create each team 

in the MS Teams due to the same reason of machine have higher typing speed. However, 

the difference between the assistant’s time and manual time consumed to perform the 

operation is not very high due to RPA sequence is used for performing the operations 

by the digital assistant. Therefore, the original processing speed of MS Teams to the 

assistant’s action to simulate human’s action will not be affected. Besides, the CPU 

usage and memory usage of the system consider not very high and still in the 

performance that can be accepted. However, the CPU usage during the digital assistant 

to perform MS Teams operation is considered a little high but still less than half of the 

whole CPU usage. The CPU usage data is collected by combining the CPU usage of 

the IDE to run the application, UiPath to perform the task, and the web browser to run 

our web application and interact with MS Teams according to the task manager. 

Moreover, the memory usage of the project combines the memory consumed for the 

Python project structure and the RPA sequences built in UiPath. 
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5.3  Objectives Evaluation 

As a recap to our project objectives, the objectives in this project including to reduce 

steps required, automate repetitive tasks, and to include advisory of steps. The 

explanation will be described in each paragraph according to respective objective for 

evaluate is our work satisfy the objective we have planned for this project. 

 

1. To reduce steps required 

Our project implemented can successfully achieve the objective one by reducing 

the steps required for user to perform operations on MS Teams. The operations 

including single operation and multiple operations in a workflow. According to our 

project’s function implemented, the digital assistant had developed a chat function 

for user to input their command or query to the digital assistant, and the digital 

assistant can analyse user’s intent and request them of the necessary parameters for 

performing the intended function. After that, the digital assistant can help to auto 

perform the MS Teams function by helping user to auto trigger each element needed 

in MS Teams and fill in respective parameters for completing the function intended. 

In result, user do not need to manually operate on the MS Teams to perform certain 

operation but only to type in their command and provides the digital assistant with 

necessary parameters to perform the operation. This proves that user’s steps 

required to perform any MS Teams function had been simplified compared to their 

original steps to manually access the MS Teams app and run every step by their 

own. Our digital assistant developed assists user to automate the MS Teams 

operations  

 

2. Automate repetitive tasks 

Our proposed solution and project implemented can satisfy the second objective by 

automating the repetitive tasks including repetitive task to be performed in MS 

Teams and the repetitive step to create schedules related to MS Teams on Google 

Calendar. Based on our use cases implemented and function developed for automate 

repetitive task, our second objective is achieved by allowing users to fill in 

respective spreadsheet according to the task they would like to automate, and the 

digital assistant developed can automate that specific task by read in every row data 
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in the spreadsheet and use the data to auto perform the same task repetitively. In 

result, the automation feature implemented for the digital assistant allows user to 

save time and effort in performing repetitive tasks manually by only fill in 

respective spreadsheets for the task automation. Through the automation feature 

that successfully be developed for the digital assistant, user’s productivity can also 

be highly increased by eliminating the repetitive steps and tasks in user’s daily life. 

 

3. To include advisory on steps 

The third objective is to include advisory on steps. According to our system 

implementation, an AI model is developed for the digital assistant can analyse and 

produce the advisory on user’s possible next steps to perform. Therefore, this 

objective is achieved by training the AI model for handling this aim of the project. 

Moreover, based on our third use case proposed, the advisory on steps to create 

future possible schedules on Google Calendar can also be achieved by our digital 

assistant developed. Therefore, the respective AI model and function implemented 

had achieved this objective for user can have the bot’s advisory to steps to perform 

MS Teams operation and create schedules those need to be performed in the MS 

Teams platform. In result, users can easily select the function they would like to 

perform even they have less knowledge and skill to the MS Teams by chatting with 

the digital assistant. Furthermore, users can easily create their schedules on Google 

Calendar based on the digital assistant’s advisory on steps to save their time and 

workloads needed to create the future schedules. 

 

In conclusion, we can conclude that our FYP had successfully fulfil all listed objectives 

of reduce steps required to perform MS Teams operations, automate repetitive tasks in 

MS Teams, and the digital assistant to provide advisory on steps to its users. In the next 

section, the challenges in implementing this project will be discussed followed by the 

last chapter will gives recommendations on future improvement of this project 

developed. 
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5.4  Project Challenges 

First of all, the challenge faced in this project including the time needed for a lot of 

functions to be developed for the proposed digital assistant as planned to achieve our 

objectives. For example, the function of the digital assistant including to auto perform 

the functions those can be performed by user in the MS Teams manually via command 

only involve the implementation of a lot of intents and RPA sequences correspond to 

each function in our project development. Moreover, time is also needed to plan for the 

AI model implementation that involve data analysis, data collection and preparation, 

model training and so on. The collection of use cases in our project also considers as a 

work that consume time but is necessary to develop the feature of our system to be 

applied in real-life industrial case for its contribution and novelty. In result, the time 

management will be a big challenge in this project implementation to plan and 

implement each system’s function in respective time phase as planned in the system 

methodology and to ensure the system can be completed and integrated by time. 

 The second challenge of this project is the integration problem as stated in the 

previous chapter’s section of the implementation challenges and issues. This challenge 

also consumes the developer’s time and effort for analysing and performing the way of 

system integration due to a lot of components involved in the system. Besides, the 

involved system components consist of both local installed application of UiPath and 

the web application such as MS Teams, Google Calendar, and the scripts developed in 

the Google Apps Script. Therefore, to think of a realistic and resource saving way for 

integrating different components in this project will be a challenge to be resolved in 

future so that the system integration can be done in a more cost and resource saving 

way. 

The last challenge in this project is to increase the dynamicity and flexibility of the 

digital assistant to be also applied for and supported other workspace apps. This is also 

the project’s challenge due to this project only focus on MS Teams workspace app and 

only allow the digital assistant to work for the MS Teams app only. More research and 

investigation are needed to be conducted in future to increase the solution’s flexibility 

so that user can use the proposed project to simplify their workload in other workspace 

apps than MS Teams and increase their productivity.
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

This last chapter conclude and summarize the project by presenting its conclusion and 

provides recommendation on how to improve this project in future implementation and 

the advanced functions and features those can be added to this project. 

6.1 Conclusion 

Workspace apps have become a trend that grow rapidly on the moment to achieve 

seamless collaboration of employees and for the workers can work beyond physical 

boundary in a more productive and comfortable method. In workspace apps, the usage 

of AI technology to automate task in a workspace platform is becoming a concern topic 

to simplify worker’s task and reduce repetitive tasks. MS Teams nowadays had become 

the most popular workspace app to be used by most of the organization, but it may not 

be enough efficient to maximize employee’s productivity due to the tasks overload, 

tedious tasks and increasing functions to be used in MS Teams. Therefore, this project 

is motivated to implement a digital assistant for workspace apps to increase the user’s 

efficiency and productivity to use MS Teams by solving the problems in MS Teams of 

way too many functions to be configured or used, tedious process to perform repetitive 

steps for similar task which to cause time wasted, and unsuitable functions used by 

users. The project’s objectives are to reduce steps required by users to perform MS 

Teams functions, automate repetitive tasks and to include advisory on steps. Our 

contributions of this project are allowing employees who are using MS Teams 

workspace app can complete their tasks with simpler step and less time, able to 

automate repetitive tasks, and for the organization can earn more competitive 

advantages. 

To achieve our objectives, reviews on MS Teams and similar works on digital 

assistants were conducted in Chapter 2 and summarized their functions, strengths, 

limitations, and recommendations to design our proposed project functions and features. 

In Chapter 3, we have planned the proposed method to implement the digital assistant 

by using XP technique in the agile methodology as our project methodology and created 

project timeline in Gantt chart based on the methodology designed. Besides, we have 
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planned the suitable hardware and software can be used to develop our digital assistant 

and also, we have designed the system framework, use case diagram, system 

architecture diagrams, and system flow charts to visualize the system design. After that, 

we also presented the system components including system UI and its bot core with AI 

capabilities in the same chapter. Each system component is explained with its feasibility 

analysis to investigate the feasibility of proposed methods and system design. Next, we 

have implemented the functions including ML-related and non-ML related functions in 

Chapter 4. The system implementation is discussed and explained each step we have 

performed to implement the digital assistant for it can fulfill our desired functions and 

objectives as discussed in the previous chapters. In the chapter, we have performed the 

steps to create System UI, conversational bot, and RPA sequences as the bot 

components to be integrated followed by developed its elementary functions and 

functions to resolve real-life use cases after the integration was completed. Besides 

from those non-ML related functions, we also develop the AI related features of this 

system for its NLP capabilities and AI algorithm to be run and provide user advisory 

on steps. In the AI model development, we undergo data preparation, model training, 

model fine tuning, and integration processes to implement the rest function of our 

system. Some industrial use cases are also prepared and elaborated in Chapter 4 to 

implement the digital assistant that can solve real industrial’s problems for increasing 

its contribution to society. Lastly, system results with screenshots followed by the 

implementation issues and challenges faces are also included in the Chapter 4. 

In Chapter 5, the system testing, evaluation and discussion are presented so that our 

digital assistant developed can undergo different testing method to evaluate its 

performance. Based on the objectives evaluation conducted in Chapter 5, it discovers 

that we have successfully achieve all of our project’s objectives of reduce steps required, 

automate repetitive tasks and include advisory on steps. This evaluation result indicates 

that our FYP can be concluded without problems as requirements are fulfilled but still, 

some of the recommendations can be suggested for future project improvement based 

on the possible novelty that can be implemented in this project. The recommendations 

suggested for the project improvement are explained in the next section. 
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6.2  Recommendation 

First of all, the UI of the project can be improved such as to implement more interaction 

methods between user and the digital assistant. For example, the interaction methods 

such as through voice interaction and tap method can be implemented so that the digital 

assistant’s accessibility can be increased. Furthermore, since the digital assistant 

developed in this project can only interact with user in English language as default, the 

future improvement on interaction method can also implement more language 

supporting feature to this project so that user from different country can interact with 

the digital assistant in different language. Besides from modifying and improving the 

web application UI as developed in the project, a desktop application can also be 

developed for this digital assistant can assist user when using the desktop version of 

MS Teams. Therefore, the UI for desktop application will need to be developed by 

using the elements provided by the .NET solution. In result, user will have more way 

to interact with the digital assistant and can perform their operations on both web 

version and the desktop version of MS Teams app. Moreover, Unity is also suggested 

to be used to improve the project’s UI as the animation and modelling features 

supported by the Unity allows the project’s UI implementation to be performed in a 

more attractive and interesting way for attracting user’s attention and more inclined to 

interact with the digital assistant. For example, the digital assistant developed in 2D or 

3D UI form by using Unity can have different interaction way with users when 

performing workspace app’s function or interacting with the user so that the virtual 

assistant can be seems more like an actual human assistant to aid users in their work. 

Second of all, although in this project, only MS Teams is selected as the workspace 

app to be mainly focus on the project development and implement the digital assistant, 

the solution can be built for other workspace apps too so that the digital assistant can 

aid user that is using other workspace apps or using multiple workspace apps in their 

work environment. As RPA process is selected to be used to implement this project 

with no MS Teams APIs are integrated and used, the same RPA solution can be applied 

for other workspace apps too in future by considering the advantages of RPA solution. 

However, the performance of RPA solution needs to be investigated and improved in 

future development as this technology is still not matured for now. By implementing 

and integrating the digital assistant into more workspace apps platform by using and 
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improving the methods as stated in this project, the digital assistant will be able to fit 

more user’s requirement and save their workloads followed by increasing their 

productivity in using different workspace apps for their daily work and task. Therefore, 

the second recommendation is to implement the digital assistant in more workspace 

apps by developing respective RPA sequence for reducing people’s time and effort used 

to handle various intricate task in a workspace app and performing repetitive tasks. 

Third of all, the last recommendation provided to improve this project in future is 

that the digital assistant can develop its AI feature in advanced by designing more 

columns can be used to feed in the AI model and continue improve its algorithm to 

provide more accurate advisory on user’s steps to perform. More attributes of the data 

can be investigated, collected, or created to improve the AI’s performance by modifying 

and retraining current model. Besides from increasing the data attributes and number 

of data used for the AI model training, the algorithm of the AI model can also be 

improved such as develop a new algorithm that can provide more accurate prediction 

result, or develop multiple AI model and integrate them to produce the best final result 

as the bot’s response to the user. These are the three recommendations suggested based 

on the product’s performance and evaluation to improve the project’s functions and 

features in future. In conclusion, the AI technology and RPA technology should be 

further improved in the future to fully automate human’s workload when accessing and 

using workspace apps in their daily life with high performance. Therefore, to accelerate 

and finally complete the digital transformation for people in every industry can conduct 

their task more productively, easily and in a more efficient way. That’s all to conclude 

the project.
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1. WORK DONE

Based on the previous work in FYP 1 that had achieved the first and second 

objectives of the project, an overall idea to develop ML-related functions for 

achieving the third objective is generated. Moreover, the materials related to the FYP 

2 are downloaded from the FYP portal. Based on the FYP 2 schedule, an overall 

schedule to conduct weekly log and to develop the rest functions of the product based 

on the project methodology is generated. Also, some existing solutions are reviewed 

and analysed. 

2. WORK TO BE DONE

The reviews and investigation in the way to develop the AI feature of the product 

should be conducted to decide the way for training the AI model. Moreover, suitable 

solutions, tools and software should be found and explored to propose suitable 

methods to implement the project.  

3. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

Not enough use cases prepared for the FYP 2. More real-life use cases than FYP 1 

should be prepared especially to collect some industrial use cases for implementing 

the complete necessary functions of this system and ensure the work produced can 

be useful in real-life examples.  

4. SELF EVALUATION OF THE PROGRESS

Progressing smoothly. A rough idea is generated, and some solutions, tools, and 

software are explored to further analysis their strengths and limitations to be chosen 

to implement the AI feature left for the project implementation. More tools to be 

evaluated and more use cases to be prepared for future weeks. 
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1. WORK DONE 

 

Different methods, tools, and frameworks such as PyTorch and TensorFlow to 

implement the ML feature of the system are investigated and evaluated based on their 

simplicity to use and other factors. After evaluation, the tool and method to develop 

the ML-related function of this project is decided and explored to be implemented. 

 

2. WORK TO BE DONE 

 

Since the tool to develop the ML-related function of this project is decided, the 

processes to develop the function should be investigated and planned to include data 

collection, AI model training, model fine tuning, and model evaluation. The data 

collection phase should be started for collecting or creating enough data to feed the 

AI model before actual building the model. Continue searching for suitable use cases. 

 

3. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED 

 

Time and effort consumed to plan the application of the selected tool and framework 

in the project development. Moreover, the time also consumed to prepare more real-

life industrial use cases due to a lot of research needed to select suitable samples and 

use cases for this project. 

 

4. SELF EVALUATION OF THE PROGRESS 

 

Progressing smoothly. A rough plan was prepared for applying the selected tool and 

framework to implement the project’s left function. The plan to implement the AI 

feature was created by separating it into several processes starting with the data 

collection. More use cases will be collected in the rest weeks to increase the project’s 

contribution to the industry area. Also, the implementation of the AI technology in 

this project will be further planned and modified in future weeks. 
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1. WORK DONE 

 

Some of the necessary data needed for the AI model training is collected and created. 

The plan to implement the AI model step by step was prepared to build the model 

and integrate it into the system before the FYP 2 deadline. More detail system design 

is conducted by designing more diagrams including Use Case Diagram and System 

Flowcharts. The related frameworks and tools to develop the AI model in Python 

language are installed and integrated to the project develop environment. 

 

2. WORK TO BE DONE 

 

The data collected and created should be evaluated and start to build the AI model to 

set up the environment for the AI related function development. Also, the use cases 

collected should be planned in more details to design the demonstration and desired 

final results of the FYP work. 

 

3. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED 

 

Hard to evaluate the data needed to train the AI model and to collect or create suitable 

data for the AI model training. The data columns and features need to be planned in 

more detail to ensure the data used can successfully train the AI model to achieve the 

objective of the digital assistant to give advisory on user’s steps. 

 

4. SELF EVALUATION OF THE PROGRESS 

 

Progressing smoothly. The AI model is starting to be developed by implementing its 

prototype and find out the way to apply the selected technology on it. Data needed is 

continue collected and created until the AI model can perform its desired function 

based on the data collected. Also, the algorithm to be run by the AI model for 

achieving desired objective should be planned and implemented in future weeks. 
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1. WORK DONE 

 

Necessary data is collected. Implementation and coding process is conducting to 

develop the AI model by using the data. Project environment was set up properly for 

the AI model can be trained inside the project structure and be integrated to our 

system after all. 30% of the coding process was done. The FYP 2 report is updated 

in more details and modified according to the template downloaded and the FYP 2 

guideline. UI was updated for the FYP 2 work. 

 

2. WORK TO BE DONE 

 

To continue the coding part and implement more parts of the AI related feature of 

this project including the algorithm to run and come out the desired outputs. Also, 

the way to integrate the AI model with the digital assistant developed should be 

planned for the final integration. Both UI and use cases should be confirmed and 

finalized. The FYP 2 report should add in more details and the FYP 2 related section 

inside the report should be updated. 

 

3. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED 

 

Time needed to plan and develop the algorithm used by the AI model to analyse data 

and provide output of advisory steps to user. Also, the AI model need to be trained 

and modified for many times to ensure its performance and output accuracy that is 

repetitive, and time wasted. Besides, a lot of testing methods available via research 

causes hard to select certain testing and performance metrics used to evaluate the 

system. 

 

4. SELF EVALUATION OF THE PROGRESS 

 

Progressing smoothly. Project implementation is progressing on the way. The testing 

plan and performance metrics will be finalized in future weeks for system evaluation. 
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1. WORK DONE 

 

Completed more coding part of the project. FYP 2 report is further updated with more 

sections completed. The AI model is developed and trained its algorithm on the way 

and more required project functions and features are implemented and modified in 

detail compared to FYP 1. Testing plan and performance metrics are finalized for 

system evaluation after the project is completed. 

 

2. WORK TO BE DONE 

 

The project should be continue implemented to complete the rest part of the AI 

function development and complete the project. The processes of model training, fine 

tuning, and evaluation need to be conducted. Moreover, the system needs to integrate 

its different part and module to make it a complete system that can conduct the testing 

as planned. Besides, the FYP 2 report should be further updated to contain more 

details in project implementation. 

 

3. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED 

 

Time should be managed properly to meet the project deadline and achieve all 

objectives of the FYP. Besides, the consistency and performance of the project 

developed including its AI function should be improved to ensure it can perform 

every function properly and accurately. Another problem encountered will be the 

difficulty to perform system integration due to various tools and software are used in 

the project development. So, respective solutions should be figured out. 

 

4. SELF EVALUATION OF THE PROGRESS 

 

Progressing smoothly. The project implementation for the FYP 2 is considered to be 

done by Week 12 while the FYP 2 report is considered to be finished by Week 13. 

The system testing and evaluation will be conducted after the system is completed in 

future weeks. 
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